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                                                                               Abstract 

  This work seeks to address the invisibilisation of African Canadian histories in relation to 

constructions of public memory in Canada. I center my research around the erasure of Joseph 

Gutches’ historical presence as a black enslaved man from the heritage interpretation of 221-

223 King Street East in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. I develop this research topic out of a 

response to the centering of Joseph Gutches’ historical narrative through the virtual memory 

project entitled Stones Kingston. The emergence of Joseph Gutches’ historical presence acts as 

a counter-narrative that disrupts the dominant white settler remembrances associated with 

221-223 King Street East. I use the memory producing content presented by Stones Kingston as 

evidence towards the invisibilisation of black Kingstonion history working through the “official” 

cultural heritage interpretation and designation of 221-223 King Street East under the Ontario 

Heritage Act.  

   From a geographical perspective, I engage with the conceptual and theoretical groundwork 

provided by the sub-discipline of black geographies to attend to the denials of black Canada as 

enduring and historical. I draw upon overlapping and intersecting geographies of black 

enslavement to inform the narrative building I employ to render visible Joseph Gutches’ 

historical presence and the processes of invisibilisation. To address my research problem, I 

complete a thematic analysis of archived material pertaining to the documented presences of 

Joseph Gutches and his slaveholder(s). These preservations of tangible records provide insights 

into the characteristics of colonial memory production and its relationships to traditional 

heritage and public memory. In combination with the strategies listed above, I analyse the 

architectural dominance of 221-223 King Street East, acknowledging the site as a historical 
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landscape belonging to a conservation district and as a series of landscapes connected by 

hegemonic meanings protected under cultural heritage laws. I conclude my research by 

discussing the interactions between ideological, racial, socio-cultural, and spatial practices that 

construct the absented presences of black Canadian historical peoples from the heritage 

interpretations of historical sites in Canada. I finalise my conclusion by introducing how 

blackness and early black Canada can be remembered amidst the terrain of archival and 

traditional heritage-based productions of public memory.  
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                                                             Chapter 1: Introduction  

 

The Emergence of Stones Kingston 

   In 2005, Stones Kingston (2018) emerged as a virtual site dedicated to the presentation of 

Kingstonion histories within Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Through the lenses of “people from 

many different places and walks of life” (para. 1), Stones Kingston (2018) invites the viewer to 

“think about all the cultural communities that are in some ways distinct, but that together build 

a resilient and beautiful city” (para. 1). The creation of Stones Kingston (2018) is, in part, due to 

the Canadian Culture Online Strategy developed by the department of Canadian Heritage.1 On a 

municipal level, the City of Kingston Heritage Fund, commonly referred to as, “Kingston 

Association of Museum Art Galleries and Historic Sites”, also offers additional financial 

support.2  

  The online project locates nine historical geographies within the city of Kingston under the 

titles Greek History, Indigenous History, Penitentiary City, Black History, Chinese History, Gay 

and Lesbian History, Swamp Ward Snapshots, Jewish History, Francophone History (Stones 

Kingston, 2018). A collection of historical narratives related to each theme are displayed using 

an interactive digital map accompanied by written text and images (Stones Kingston, 2018). The 

 
1 Canadian Heritage is a department operating at the federal level that seeks to support arts, culture, heritage, 
sport, multiculturalism, official languages, citizenship participation and diversity initiatives (The Government of 
Canada, 2021).   
2 Additionally, Stones Kingston (2018) has been developed in partnership with the Swamp Ward Inner History 
Project, Cataraqui Archaeological Research Foundation, Association Canadienne Française de l’Ontario (ACFO) 
Conseil Régional des Milles-Îles, Kingston Frontenac Public Library, Friends of Kingston Inner Harbour, City of 
Kingston, Queen’s University Archives, Penitentiary Museum, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, Kingston Greek History 
Project, Kannet innovative technologies, and CFRC 101.9fm campus/community radio station at Queen’s 
University.  
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virtual site additionally incorporates the “Speaking Stones Podcast” with a series of recorded 

interviews spotlighting one of the nine historical topics and a guest speaker from the 

community (Stones Kingston, 2018).3   

  As written by Stones Kingston (2018), “the city’s often unheard stories and history are shared 

here” (para. 1). The purpose the online project is to center de-centered historical narratives 

that have been less publicised than histories commonly attached to “The Limestone City” (para. 

1). Stones Kingston’s (2018) welcome page writes, “Kingston’s nickname, ‘the Limestone City’ is 

a reference to its limestone buildings and the bedrock upon which the city is built. But the 

limestone buildings haven’t been there for ever… there is an amazing density of diverse 

experiences” (para. 1).  

221-223 King Street East: A Site of Black Canadian History  

    Stones Kingston (2018) interprets black historical presences in Kingston, Ontario, as being a 

fundamental part of Kingstonion history, serving to disrupt the misconception in public memory 

that black peoples do not have a historical past in Canada. In the podcast titled, “Speaking 

Stones Episode 11: Black History I”, guest speaker Judith Brown, a Kingstonion, Ontario School 

Board trustee, and Queen’s University graduate, states, “People in Canada don’t know their 

history!” (Yuan & Brown, 2015, 20:13)4. She continues, “what do they know of their Canadian 

history?... I speak to young people… I ask them what they know…they all know about Dr. Martin 

 
3 Stones Kingston (2018) also offers teaching materials for educators to incorporate the presented histories into 
classroom lessons and connect them to the Ontario social studies (Primary/Junior) and history 
(Intermediate/Senior) curriculum.  
4 This individual podcast, along with each podcast in the “Speaking Stones Podcast” series aired in 2015. The 
recorded interviews regularly aired on CFRC Campus/Community Radio at Queen’s University during its run time. 
The series ended on September 14th, 2015 and each podcast can be found on the Stones Kingston website.    
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Luther King, they all know about Rosa Parks, Nelson Mandela, and these are important things, 

yes, they must know about them, but what do they know about their Canadian history?” (Yuan 

& Brown, 2015, 20:30). In an attempt to “make them come alive” (para. 1), Stones Kingston 

(2018) showcases a series of places connected to black Canadian presences in Kingston 

between 1780-1950. These historical encounters represent a multitude of black experiences 

which have played a role in shaping the landscape of Kingston, Ontario over a period of 150 

years (Stones Kingston, 2018).   

    Although predominantly censored and/or denied through mainstream constructions of 

Canadian public memory, black enslaved presences represent historical narratives that occupy 

space in the geographical history of Canada. Under the category “Black History”, Stones 

Kingston (2018) presents a narrative entitled, “Slavery in Kingston -The Story of Joseph 

Gutches”. The introduction reads, “the presence of the first black slaves in Kingston in the 

1780s coincided with the arrival of the United Empire Loyalists, displaced because of the 

American Revolution…notable Loyalists…owned slaves and brought them here, as they were 

considered ‘personal property’” (Stones Kingston, 2018, para. 2).  

  Stones Kingston (2018) centers the historical narrative of Joseph Gutches at 221-223 King 

Street East with the intention to acknowledge layered histories, particularly the layers that are 

often “unheard” (para. 1). Joseph Gutches resided at 221-223 King Street East as a black 

enslaved labourer under the original ownership of loyalist settler, Richard Cartwright (Stones 

Kingston, 2018). Stones Kingston (2018) describes the generational implications of slavery, as 

Gutches served at 221-223 King Street East which was the residential dwelling and commercial 
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office of John Solomon Cartwright, Richard Cartwright’s son.5 John Solomon Cartwright (b.1804-

d.1845) is remembered in the Dictionary of Canadian Biography as a lawyer, judge, 

businessman, member of the Legislative Assembly of Upper Canada, architectural patron and 

land developer (Stewart & Stewart, 1988). Richard Cartwright, often referred to with the prefix 

title Honourable, (b.1759-d.1815) served as a United Empire Loyalist, judge, militia officer, 

businessman, land developer and member of the Legislative Council of Upper Canada (Rawlyk & 

Potter, 1983).  

  In 1777, Richard Cartwright migrated to the British territory of Upper Canada from Albany, 

New York (Rawlyk & Potter, 1983). Richard Cartwright’s settlement in Upper Canada followed 

the Declaration of Independence in 1776, or in other words, the founding document of the 

United States securing the separation of thirteen British North American colonies, including 

New York, from the British Empire (Rawlyk & Potter, 1983). Richard Cartwright’s loyalty to the 

British Constitution and his desire for the Unity of the British Empire determined his expulsion 

from the American colony of New York (Rawlyk & Potter, 1983). As written on The Canadian 

Encyclopedia, Richard Cartwright settled in Cataraqui (Kingston) by 1785, “where he soon 

became an influential commercial, legal, political and religious leader” (Rawlyk, 2015, para. 2). 

    According to Stones Kingston (2018), Joseph Gutches (b. 1763-d. 1842) migrated to Upper 

Canada as an enslaved labourer under Richard Cartwright’s ownership.6 In the narration of 

Joseph Gutches’ Kingstonion presence, Stones Kingston (2018) recounts his interactions with 

 
5 Richard Cartwright and John Solomon Cartwright’s names will be written out by first and last name when 
mentioned in same paragraphs to distinguish between father and son.  
6 I have estimated Joseph Gutches’ birth date based on the age of death stated in the obituary recorded in 
Kingston’s Chronicle & Gazette (1842), which is age 79. His birthplace is not documented.  
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the institution of slavery in connection to white loyalist settlement. While their research is 

primarily uncited, Stones Kingston (2018) includes excerpts from written correspondence, 

obituaries, and property valuations that highlight Gutches’ presence. Based on these excerpts, 

Joseph Gutches is recorded to have performed actions of resistance to his legal conditions of 

enslavement, making a “presentation before an inquiry held by the authorities at Kingston to 

listen to grievances vocalised by black residents” (Stones Kingston, 2018, para. 4). Stones 

Kingston (2018) references a historical account which writes, “Joe appeared before the Board 

asserting that he was taken by the Indians and sold for a Slave for life but that he was at the 

time of his Capture bound only to serve until 21 years of age”’ (para. 4).  

  This emergence of Joseph Gutches’ historical black presence in public memory exemplifies a 

disruption in the traditional historical interpretation of 221-223 King Street East that is 

communicated through municipal, provincial, and national degrees of heritage management. 7 

Furthermore, these accounts of Gutches’ historical presence confirm the practices of 

slaveholding in Kingston, Ontario, which disrupts the narrative that Canada did not participate 

in the injustices of human bondage.  

221-223 King Street East: A Designated Heritage Landscape 

   223 King Street East, in downtown Kingston, is situated at the corner of King and Earl Street in 

the historic King Street East neighbourhood. The two-storey vernacular structure built in 1834 

by John Solomon Cartwright was an addition to his residence at 221 King Street East (Parks 

 
7 For the purposes of this research, traditional historical interpretation, traditional memory-making, and traditional 
heritage refer to the longstanding, Eurocentric public memories communicated through heritage designation, 
constructions of cultural heritage (tangible and intangible) via governmental planning/approval, the erection of 
monuments, commemorative plaques via governmental planning/approval and popularised national narratives.  
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Canada, 2021). The attached addition to Cartwright's residence at 221 King Street East served 

as a law office and residence for his law students (Parks Canada, 2021). Holding a Part IV and 

Part V designation, 221-223 King Street East are designated as a singular property of cultural 

significance protected under the Ontario heritage Act and as a structure included in a Heritage 

Conservation District or Landscape protected under the Ontario Heritage Act (City of Kingston, 

2020).8 221-223 King Street East stands as part of the Old Sydenham Heritage Conservation 

District and King Street corridor, otherwise referred to as the “’ceremonial entrance to the 

downtown’” (Bray Heritage, 2015, p. 10). A Heritage Conservation District is defined by the 

Ontario Heritage Trust (2022) as a “geographically defined area within a municipality that is 

noted for its distinct heritage character” (p. 1). According to Bray Heritage’s (2015) 

Conservation District Plan, “representing over 200 years of Kingston’s history, the heritage 

character of the Old Sydenham area is that of a mature downtown residential neighbourhood 

of human scale, bounded by major institutions and by the shore of Lake Ontario” (p. 2).  

  As stated on the City of Kingston Heritage Register, the exterior of 223 King Street East is 

additionally protected by an easement agreement registered with the Ontario Heritage Trust 

(City of Kingston, 2020).9 Easements work as protective agreements between property owners 

and the Ontario Heritage Trust to ensure the architectural preservation of designated heritage 

 
8 “Subsection 41 in Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act enables the council of a municipality to designate the entire 
municipality or any defined area or areas of the municipality as a Heritage Conservation District” (The Ministry of 
Culture, 2005, p. 5). “District designation enables the council of a municipality to manage and guide future change 
in the district, through adoption of a district plan with policies and guidelines for conservation, protection, and 
enhancement of the area’s special character” (The Ministry of Culture, 2005, p. 5).  
9 “The Ontario Heritage Trust, established in 1967, is the province’s heritage agency, with a statutory responsibility 
for identifying, preserving, protecting and promoting built, cultural and natural heritage across the province… The 
Ontario Heritage Trust is an agency of the Ministry of Citizenship and Multiculturalism.” (Ontario Heritage Trust, 
2022).  
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buildings (City of Kingston, 2020). In a report presented to Heritage Kingston, By-Law Number 

8892 defines 221-223 King Street East as an “impressive house [that] was built as the town 

house of John Solomon Cartwright and [that] was well suited to the prominence of the 

Kingstonian who was a lawyer, judge, banker and member of the Legislative Assembly of Upper 

Canada” (Hurdle, 2018, p. 226).10  

  The virtual catalogue, Historic Places, also defines the heritage value of 221-223 King Street 

East through the lens of John Solomon Cartwright’s professional and familial connections.11 The 

description reads: 

The structure was constructed for prominent Kingston lawyer and politician John Solomon 

Cartwright, the son of Richard Cartwright and the brother to Reverend Robert D. Cartwright. 

Outside of his interests in law, Cartwright was deeply involved in real estate, banking, and 

politics. In 1831 he directed the first survey of the Town of Napanee and from 1832 until his 

death in 1845 he presided over the Commercial Bank of the Midland District. His greatest 

achievements, however, were in politics, having been elected to the Legislative Assembly of 

Upper Canada in 1836 and of Canada in 1841. (Parks Canada, 2021, para. 2) 

 

 
10 Heritage Kingston is a committee which “works to fulfill two equally important functions related to cultural 
heritage and heritage conservation. The Committee acts as the City's museum advisory committee with a vested 
interest in the City's history and museums and other cultural heritage resources” (City of Kingston, 2022, para. 1-
2). Heritage Kingston also “ensure[s] that responsibilities are carried out as directed in the Ontario Heritage Act” 
(City of Kingston, 2022, para. 2). 
11 The website, Historic Places, administered by Parks Canada (2021), functions as a “Federal, Provincial and 
Territorial Collaboration” cataloguing cultural landscapes recognized for their heritage value at the local, 
provincial, territorial and national levels throughout Canada (p.1). Information on heritage designations adhere to 
the cultural values and justifiers communicated through the Ontario Heritage Act.   
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Traditional Heritage  

  According to critical heritage scholar Laura Jean Smith (2006), heritage can be defined as 

moments of action, power and agency. In addition to the preservation of material structures, 

heritage is constructed through the processes of meaning making and remembering (Smith, 

2006). Furthermore, heritage is considered an activity continually being performed through the 

actions of commemorating, communicating, inheriting knowledge, and asserting and expressing 

identity, and socio-cultural values (Smith, 2006). Smith (2006) states, “it is this tension between 

action and material representation that is an important element of heritage” (p. 83). As Smith 

(2006) acknowledges these tensions, she considers the consequences of heritage. Created, and 

continually re-created rather than maintained, heritage establishes social networks, senses of 

belonging and collective identities (Smith, 2006). Heritage management produces the notion of 

community and the idea of “we” (Smith, 2006). Specifically, heritage communicates “’where we 

have come from’ in terms of the past, but also ‘where we are going’ in terms of the present and 

future” (Smith, 2006, p. 84). This construction of “we” can either be inclusive or exclusive 

depending upon the meanings and memories created through heritage interpretation (Smith, 

2006).  

   Smith (2006) acknowledges the criticism by non-white peoples towards the World heritage 

Convention’s failure to recognise non-Western cultural concepts of heritage. For example, the 

Black Environmental Network have worked to challenge heritage practitioners and heritage 

policies by demanding for the vocal recognition of racially diverse communities within 

processes of heritage management (Smith, 2006). The primary criticism brought forth by 

activist groups is that “traditional and authorized definitions of heritage tell nationalizing stories 
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that simply do not reflect the cultural or social experiences of subaltern groups” (Smith, 2006, 

p. 36). Similarly, a poll conducted by English Heritage which surveyed public visitors at British 

heritage sites shows a high frequency of self identified black peoples who perceived “traditional 

definitions of heritage and its association with national narratives as irrelevant to them” (Smith, 

2006, p. 37).  

  As an international response to the under-representation of black-centered heritage, the 

United Nations (2023) publicised an implementation entitled, the “International Decade for 

People of African Descent” (header). In their programme of activities, the UN General Assembly 

proclaimed that between 2015-2024, international initiatives will be developed to foster a 

culture of recognition, justice, and development towards peoples of African descent (United 

Nations, 2023). Notably, the implementation seeks to promote a greater knowledge of, and 

respect for, the diverse heritage, culture and contribution of African peoples to the 

development of societies (United Nations, 2023). The under-representation of African centered 

histories, which include those of discomfort, is acknowledged here as a heritage problem 

needing to be addressed in the 21st century. 

  In reference to traditional definitions of heritage, Smith (2006) discusses the construction and 

problematic nature of authorised heritage discourse. As a dominant way of defining heritage, 

the authorised heritage discourse works to frame and (de)legitimise meanings of heritage 

(Smith, 2006). Smith (2006) argues that authorised heritage discourse specifically values 

“aesthetically pleasing material objects, sites, places and/or landscapes that current 

generations ‘must’ care for, protect and preserve so that they may be passed to nebulous 

future generations for their ‘education’, and to forge a sense of common identity based on the 
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past” (p. 29). This notion of inheritance seeks to legitimise the past through lenses that are 

pleasing, such as heritage centered around heroism and pride (Lowenthal, 1985; Smith, 2006). 

Furthermore, authorised heritage discourse naturalises traditional definitions of heritage which 

in turn become institutionalised in heritage-based legislation (Smith, 2006).  

  In addition, a sense of elitism within heritage management actively produces the idea that 

heritage can only be managed by “the experts” (Smith, 2006, p. 29), otherwise referred to as 

heritage practitioners. As practitioners legitimise the past through archaeological evidence and 

historical documentation, the subsequent incomplete acknowledgement and understanding of 

black enslaved presences perpetuate black invisibility (Page & Mason, 2003). Smith (2006) also 

points to the existence of overt political agendas that are valued when discussing the elitist 

nature of heritage. According to Schadla-Hall (2004, as cited in Smith, 2006), heritage 

practitioners are responsible for aligning with political ideologies that in turn dictate the 

narratives, meanings and places heritage supports and rejects. When questioning why these 

actions are taken, Smith (2006) references Hollinshead (1997) and Waitt (2000) who view the 

sanitation of history as a means to promote heritage interpretations that are aesthetically 

pleasing.     

Research Problem:  

  I aim to research the Invisibilisation of African Canadian histories in public memory. In this 

scope of research, I specifically seek to address the invisibilisation and absence of Joseph 

Gutches’ historical presence from the heritage designation of 221-223 King Street East in 

Kingston, Ontario, Canada. For the purposes of this research, I draw upon the geographical 
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concept of black absented presence to attend to the invisibility of historical black geographies 

in Canada.  

  A black absented presence indicates the spatial conflict between memory and forgetfulness, 

where black histories and geographies are invisibilised through methods of erasure (McKittrick, 

2006). In respects to my research problem, I extend the concept of black absented presence to 

refer to a selective production of public memory that renders invisible the historical presence of 

black peoples and creates dominant histories centered on whiteness as normative and enduring 

(McKittrick, 2006). In connection to the absented presence of Joseph Gutches in Kingston, 

Ontario, I center the concept of absented presence around the complexities and invisibilities of 

black enslaved historical presences and narratives upon the Canadian landscape. I approach my 

research problem by using a combination of strategies to theorise (and render visible) the 

absences of black Canadian histories in the historical interpretations of authorised sites of 

memory, such as the designated heritage landscape of 221-223 King Street East. 12 

Research Methodologies:   

   My methodological approaches seek to theorise and render visible the absented presences of 

black Canadian histories in heritage centered public memory, specifically pertaining to Joseph 

Gutches’ historical presence in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Using a geographical lens, I draw 

upon black geographies, geographies of enslavement and settler colonial geographies to 

 
12 Further methodological explanations for the approaches introduced in this paragraph will be woven through the 
following chapters.  
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capture the complexities and (in)visibilities of black Canada and black Canadian sites of 

memory. 

  Within the primary approach discussed above, I depend upon the imaginative processes of 

speculation and narrative building to challenge the constructed silences and impossibilities 

associated with the historical Kingstonion presence of Joseph Gutches’ as an enslaved black 

man under the ownership of a white loyalist settler in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. In this 

process, I focus on rendering visible, through speculation, Joseph Gutches’ lived experiences in 

relation to settler colonial society and black enslaved domesticity at 221-223 King Street East. 

To inform my practice of speculation and narrative building, I draw upon scholarly research that 

speaks to geographies of black enslavement and geographies of slaveholding households across 

Western landscapes. I further acknowledge within these geographies the terrain of black led 

resistance and rebellion in relation to the socio-spatial and ideological oppressions produced by 

the institution of black enslavement. For the purposes of my research, I use this approach to 

consider how black historical counter-narratives disrupt and re-shape the dominant public 

memory and heritage interpretations of the Kingstonion landscape and furthermore, the 

Canadian landscape.  

  In addition to the research method mentioned above, I conduct a thematic analysis of 

collected archival material to develop and anchor my theoretical and conceptual 

understandings of the invisibilisation of Joseph Gutches’ historical presence from the heritage 

designation of 221-223 King Street East. I collect archived material through the process of 

archival investigation using the Queen’s University Archives and online archival databases. The 

chosen archived documents relate to historical records pertaining to Joseph Gutches, Richard 
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Cartwright, and John Solomon Cartwright in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. The archival materials I 

analyse include ledgers, letters, journal entries, biographies, historical commentaries, burial 

records, and obituaries.  

   I employ both an inductive (data-driven) and deductive (theoretical-driven) approach to 

thematically analyse the selected archival material. An inductive analysis creates codes and 

generates themes with a dependence upon the material as a source of theme determination 

(Braun and Clarke, 2006).13 In specific, “the themes identified are strongly linked to the data 

themselves”, when conducting an inductive thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p. 83).14 

Using an inductive approach in the preliminary stages of my analysis, I organise and group 

(code) the content of the material, viewing the information provided with a “surface level” lens. 

This process involves approaching the archival content with an intent in mind, primarily, “what 

themes are generated when I focus on the information directly spoken and thus interpreted at 

face value?”  

  Following this introductory step which I use to familiarise myself with the content 

communicated through the archival materials, I then interpret (code and generate themes) the 

same data through a theoretically driven lens.15 Braun and Clarke (2006) refer to this process as 

being “driven by the researcher’s theoretical or analytic interest in an area, and is thus more 

explicitly analyst driven” (p. 84). A deductive approach focuses on allowing a researcher’s 

 
13 The coding process is a preliminary analytical and organisational step which informs the determination of 
themes presented by the researcher.      
14 Inductive analysis is therefore a process of coding the data without trying to fit it into a pre-existing coding 
frame, or the researcher’s analytic preconceptions.  
15 Example: During my inductive analysis, a re-occurring code was ownership. Through a theoretical lens, this 
theme developed into “settler notions of ownership” attached to scholarly understandings of racial hierarchy, 
whiteness, and colonial place-making, stemming from critical race theory and settler colonial theory.  
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analytical lens to be informed or driven by theoretical concepts. I depend upon theoretical 

underpinnings (existing theories and concepts) to shape, inform and support the 

interpretations and explanations of the archival material I collect and analyse. The theoretical 

and conceptual viewpoint I equip myself with include critical race theory, settler colonial 

theory, black geographies, geographies of enslavement, absented presences; intersectionality, 

historical selectivity, public memory, memory-making and place-making.  

  This combination of inductive and deductive approaches is appropriate for addressing my 

research problem due to the nature of black enslavement in Canada, a settler colonial 

environment. I employ the understanding of black absented presences (utilised by scholars in 

human geography, black studies, and gender studies) to interpret these historical colonial 

records and colonial histories that characteristically used ambiguous identification methods 

(i.e., servant vs. slave) or minimal hand-written, recorded evidence to account for black 

presences in Canada. I explore this methodological decision in greater detail when presenting 

my archival analysis.    

   The final research approach I use following my archival analysis addresses the historical 

interpretations and heritage significance of 221-223 King Street East. I conduct an analysis of 

the material landscape from the perspective of traditional heritage designation. I utilise 

heritage centered documents to inform my understanding of the connections between the 

preserved architectural features of the built environment and the constructed cultural heritage 

value of 221-223 King Street East and the surrounding landscape of Kingston, Ontario, Canada.    
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Organisation of Research Chapters:  

    To begin my research, I dedicate the second chapter to overviewing existing and prevalent 

literature on the subject of “Black Canada”. I center the Canadian landscape as a geography of 

black enslavement, black presence, and black resistance, drawing upon inter-disciplinary 

contributions particularly from black scholars, such as Rinaldo Walcott, Barrington Walker, 

Katherine McKittrick, and Clyde Adrian Woods. This chapter observes intersecting and 

overlapping black Canadian experiences over a period of 300 years, bridging denied enduring 

histories to present acts of resistance and visibility.  

   Chapter three offers a deeper commentary on the existing research surrounding geographies 

of black enslavement. Firstly, I acknowledge varying geographical environments of black 

enslavement to respond to the un-traceability and ambiguity of black enslaved peoples and 

their lived experiences in Canada. Due to Joseph Gutches’ relationship with cross border travel, 

I focus on geographical multiplicity to affirm the un-isolated realities of slavery and the plurality 

that stems from enslaved migration across multiple colonial landscapes due to the practices of 

human buying, selling, and settling. I reference geographies connecting to Joseph Gutches’ 

encounters with institutionalised slavery in British North America, specifically, the American 

landscape, the Canadian landscape, and the colonial influences of Britain and France.  

  Using the geographies specified above, I center my research around black enslaved 

relationships with domestic landscapes owned by white slaveholders. In the second part of 

chapter three, I employ these researched geographies of black enslavement, alongside existing 

archaeological studies and primary archival documentation, to inform my speculation and 
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narrative building of the possible experiences Joseph Gutches encountered as a black enslaved 

man occupying space within white settler colonial residences in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. I 

aim to imagine the specificity of Joseph Gutches’ life within the domestic sphere of 221-223 

King Street East and to challenge the unchallenged ambiguity related to historical 

interpretations of early black Canada.  

   The fourth chapter presents the three prevalent themes that were generated through my 

approach of conducting an inductive and deductive thematic analysis. The discussion of my 

themes is structured by engaging with the archival content and its “surface” communication of 

subject matters, messages and notions. In combination with this approach, I demonstrate how 

the existing theoretical perspectives I employ, inform my archival analysis and generate the 

three overall themes presented.  

  In part two of chapter four, I present a landscape analysis of 221-223 King Street East that 

engages with the site’s architectural features and historical significance in relation to traditional 

cultural heritage value and heritage designation in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. I follow this 

analysis with a discussion focusing on how traditional heritage and memory making can be 

disrupted through the counter-narratives that enduring black Canadian histories represent. I 

then reflect upon the prior chapters and analyses to finalise my conclusions regarding the 

absences of black Canadian histories in the historical interpretations of authorised sites of 

memory, such as the designated heritage landscape of 221-223 King Street East. I demonstrate 

my theoretical contribution on how blackness is selectively remembered in Kingston, Ontario, 

and in Canada. I end by introducing how blackness and early black Canada can be remembered 

amidst the limitations of archival and heritage-based productions of memory. 
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                                                Chapter 2: Researching Black Canada  

 

African Enslavement in Early Colonial Canada  

   The dominant narratives of Canadian history embody the assumption of blackness as non-

enduring (Walcott, 2000). As a counter-narrative to the mainstream interpretations of Canada’s 

past, the early settlement of black peoples declares black Canadian presences as an enduring 

socio-spatial reality (McKittrick, 2006; Walker, 2013). Black peoples in early Canada (New 

France and British North America) can be traced back to the early 17th century and therefore 

challenges the notion that black migration to Canada emerged predominately in the 20th 

century (Brown, 2008; Walcott, 2000).16 The formation of “Black Canada” represents a 

multitude of overlapping histories, perspectives and timelines centered around the shaping of 

the Canadian landscape (Walcott, 2000, 2003). Black experiences within Canada are 

multifaceted, yet the era of transatlantic slavery signifies an institution undeniably bound to the 

founding of Canada as a nation-state (Walcott, 2003; Walker, 2013).   

   To geographically conceptualise the historical development of slavery in Canada, I begin by 

tracing the ideological and legal foundations of slave trading and slave ownership as a colonial 

enterprise in French and British Empires (McKittrick ,2006; Morgan, 2008; Walker, 2013). 

Within the colonized Caribbean, colonialism and settler colonialism during the 17th century 

introduced economies primarily dependent upon sugar cane as the staple ingredient in 

 
16 For the purposes of this chapter, I use the term early Canada/early colonial Canada to refer to landscapes 
connected to the colonial formations leading up to and following Canadian Confederation. Depending upon the 
date specified, the landscapes referred to as early Canada either would become a Canadian geography or already 
be identified as a Canadian geography.  
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producing raw sugar, molasses, and rum (Handler, Lange & Riordan, 2013). Island colonies 

under French and British occupation (i.e., Guadalupe, Saint. Domingue and Barbados) were 

considered tropical landscapes governed by the plantation system (Handler et al., 2013; 

Walker, 2013). Integral to the mass cultivation of sugar cane was the utilization of unpaid 

labourers, including enslaved Africans imported as human commodities through the Trans-

Atlantic slave trade (Handler et al., 2013; Morgan, 2008).17 As estimated by Morgan (2008), 

over 12 million enslaved peoples native to Africa were transported across the Atlantic for the 

purpose of enforced labour. Operating in a triangular pattern, intercontinental voyages carrying 

weapons, raw materials, and human cargoes, stretched from West African coasts to the West 

Indies and Eastern shores of British North America, leading back to Britain (Morgan, 2008).  

   Extending outside of triangular geographic movements, transporting and trading enslaved 

African peoples across South Atlantic borders enabled non-British and French Empires to 

participate in the trans-Atlantic slave trade (Bohorquez, 2020). Between the 16th-19th 

centuries, the Portuguese Empire played a major role in the enforced dispersal of enslaved 

African peoples (Newson & Minchin, 2007). Recorded in manifests and archived in slave trade 

databases, over 3.5 million enslaved peoples from coastal Africa (primarily Angola) were 

transported to Brazil by Portuguese traders (Bohorquez, 2020; Newson & Minchin, 2007). 

Historically analyzed as a bilateral geography, Spain’s colonial pathways emphasize how 

 
17 I interchange between “slave” and “enslaved” throughout my research. I actively use the word “enslaved” to 
disrupt the dehumanizing notions tied to racial bondage. The word “slave” reduces peoples to commodities, while 
“enslaved” acknowledges individual human agency amidst white supremacy.  
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economies on a global scale profited from African enslavement as a simultaneous, interactive 

global chain of commodification.      

   The imprint of African slavery upon French and British colonies became normalized through 

enacted legislations (Walker, 2013). The emergence of the Code Noir in 1685 aimed to legally 

construct and regulate the relationship between master and slave within the French Empire 

(McKittrick, 2006; Walker, 2013).18 As required codes of conduct, the Code Noir reinforced 

ideologies of racial hierarchy by permitting ways of behaviour perceived as either humane or 

inhumane (Brown, 2008; Walker, 2013). Various articles prohibited slaves from carrying 

weapons, required masters to properly feed their slaves, permitted masters to brand and 

mutilate their slaves, and demanded freed slaves to never defame the character of their former 

masters (Morgan, 2008; Walker, 2013).  

   While implemented within French Caribbean plantation colonies, the Code Noir’s 

dehumanizing agenda was legally supported and enacted in New France, allowing masters to 

retain ownership of their slaves during trans continental travel (McKittrick, 2006; Walker, 

2013). Although preceding the Code Noir, the recorded practices of race-based enslavement in 

New France lend to the understanding of a societal embracing of an institution steeped in racist 

ideological underpinnings (Nelson, 2004). In 1628, a young African man migrated to New France 

from Madagascar as property of Sir David Kirke, an English trader (Ontario Heritage Trust, 

2007). Christened with the name Olivier Le Jeune under the ownership of Guillaume Couillard, 

 
18 The use of master throughout each chapter will refer to a male slaveholder. Mistress will refer to a female 
slaveholder.  
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Le Jeune received a Catholic education and upbringing. Le Jeune is also presumed to have spent 

the remainder of his life as a “domestique” in New France (Ontario Heritage Trust, 2007).  

   Simultaneously, within the 17th century, slaveholding practices in colonies historically tied to 

French and British rule engraved a paralleled racial belief system into colonial societies 

(McKittrick, 2006; Morgan, 2008). Within “Planning the Town White”, Rutland (2018) 

emphasizes the much existing presence of black peoples within Halifax, Nova Scotia dating back 

to 1749. A significant population of the first non-Indigenous arrivals were African slaves. 

Marked as property by wealthy white settlers, enslaved African peoples were bought and sold 

at the docks of Halifax, where local merchants profited from the trading of slaves and slave 

produced commodities between Nova Scotia and the British West Indies (Rutland, 2018).  

  African enslavement legally continued within multiple British settlements in early colonial 

Canada (Waler, 2013). The economic interests of white loyalist exiles prompted the forced 

migrating of their slaves as owned property (Rutland, 2018; Walcott, 2003). Plots of land were 

given to United Empire loyalists as a reward for remaining loyal to the British Crown during the 

American Revolutionary War (Foster, 1996; Walcott, 2003; Walker, 2013). The settler Canadian 

landscape consisted of unceded traditional Indigenous territories through the lens of 

Indigenous law. As Rotz (2017) argues, the recognition of Indigenous peoples as sovereign 

governing nations was commonly disregarded by the British Crown. Violating the Royal 

Proclamation of 1763, Indigenous lands, resources, and peoples were continually seized 

without legal consent in order to construct a society of settler colonial, patriarchal dominance 

(Justice, 2018; Rotz, 2017). Furthermore, the centrality of land within the colonial agenda 
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normalised and legalised settler land-holding and private property rights (Hunt, 2016; Rotz, 

2017).  

   As an important note, the longstanding settler-colonial structure of white supremacist 

ideology functioned to justify the enslavement of indigenous and black peoples (Maynard, 

2017). In pre-Confederation Canada, indigenous peoples referred to as the “Panis” were 

subjected to violent conditions of non-consensual unpaid labour enforced by white 

slaveholders (Maynard, 2017). Colonial support for slavery stemmed from a multitude of 

interacting forces. Firstly, the desire to practice race-based slaveholding could have been due to 

the wealth amassed in Caribbean slave economies, which colonialists sought to replicate in 

Canada (Rushforth, 2014, as cited in Maynard, 2017).  

  Winks (1997, as cited in Maynard, 2017) points to the comfortability of slaveholding by 

colonialists, arguing that human bondage had been practiced for several decades prior to 

Canadian Confederation. Maynard (2017) writes, slavery was “nonetheless seen as a normal, 

natural facet of settler colonial society… its practitioners included leading governmental 

officials, judges, members of the Executive Council, business owners, landlords, notaries, 

doctors, high ranking military officers, the clergy, butchers and even hospitals (Black Bondage, 

para. 2). According to Riddell (1920, as cited in Maynard, 2017), the occurrence of black and 

Indigenous slaves being sold side-by-side at slave auctions would have been frequent in New 

France. As a means to exploit non-white peoples, particularly Indigenous and black peoples, the 

institution of slavery upheld white settler wealth and infrastructure throughout the settler 

colonial formation of Canada (Maynard, 2017).  
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   The aftermath of the American Revolutionary War created a surge of black loyalist presences 

upon the colonial Canadian landscape (Rutland, 2018; Walcott, 2003; Walker, 2017). As an 

incentive to fight behind British lines against American patriots, enslaved black loyalists were 

promised freedom from their state of human bondage (Rutland, 2018). Although black Loyalists 

were guaranteed a reward for their wartime service, such as rights to citizenship and land 

ownership, societal perceptions of black peoples as enslaved trampled expectations of 

obtaining equal social status and economic mobility (Walcott, 2003, Walker, 2017). In terms of 

claiming land, large allotments were gifted first to white loyalists, while smaller plots were 

granted to black loyalists with extensive delay (Walker, 2013). Within a multilayered era, where 

black peoples experienced forms of emancipation in Canada, Euro-centric systems of racial 

superiority and oppression continued to permeate colonial society (Foster, 1996; McKittrick, 

2006). 

   From the perspectives of white dominant society, Canadian historical narratives surrounding 

black emancipation most commonly center the Underground Railroad (Foster, 1996; Walker, 

2013).19 Following the Abolition of Slavery Act in 1834, British colonies, including early colonial 

Canada, experienced a legal end to the institution of slave trading (abolished in 1807) and slave 

ownership (Morgan, 2008; Ontario Heritage Trust, 2007). As slavery was not abolished in the 

United States until 1865, Canadian lands were a destination for black enslaved American 

fugitive men and women seeking to escape their enslaved conditions across the border (Foster, 

1996; Ontario Heritage Trust, 2007). Governed by a social network of liberated African 

 
19 The Underground Railroad as a historical Canadian event serves multiple purposes as a narrative. Later in the 
chapter, I discuss how the Underground Railroad is centered in national memory-making and identity making as a 
hegemonic re-telling of black-Canadian history.  
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Americans, white allies and First Nations peoples, the Underground Railroad enabled a mass 

exodus of over 30, 000 African-American fugitive slaves (Walker, 2013, 2017).  

  As a landscape shaped by settler colonialism, slavery/anti-slavery and racial ideologies, Canada 

undeniably carries a historical tie to black Canadian existences. In relation to selective 

interpretations of history, the multiplicity of black Canadian experiences contradicts the 

hegemonic, Eurocentric narratives of Canada as white, inclusive, and non-racist. In this vein, 

following McKittrick and Woods (2007), engaging with the histories of the Underground 

Railroad cannot only center around paternalism and liberation, since Canada simultaneously 

represents a nation influenced by enslavement and continuing racisms.  

The Canadian Imaginary: National Narratives & Mainstream Myths  

  While African enslavement in colonial Canada reveals a historical, rather than contemporary 

black Canadian presence, national myths have produced a systematic amnesia of Canada as a 

non-white landscape (Brown, 2008; Henry, Reese & Tator, 2010; Walcott, 2000). According to 

Henderson and Wakeham (2009), former Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s claim that “Canada 

has no history of colonialism” (p. 1) can be understood as a product of the common 

mainstream narratives that have become constructed as “truth”. The denial of colonialism 

existing as the primary author of Canada’s conception functions to remove the constructed 

Other (Indigenous peoples, black peoples, and non-white populations) from the founding 

narratives of Canada as a nation-space (Brown, 2008; McKittrick, 2006).  

     Drawing upon Wolfe’s (2006) placed-based analysis of settler colonialism, the disbelief 

surrounding Canada's colonial roots parallels the myth of “terra nullius” (p. 391) or “a territory 
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uninhabited upon arrival”. In the early colonial era, creating the narrative of an empty pre-

Canadian landscape, and a land free for the taking, produced the conditions necessary for white 

settlers to dispossess, displace and oppress Indigenous peoples (Henderson & Wakeham, 2009; 

Wolfe, 2006).20 As a extension of colonialism, settler colonialism created a Canadian landscape 

tied to ongoing, generational practices, including territorial invasion, the occupation of 

traditional Indigenous lands, resource extraction and control over racial and cultural 

compositions of settler colonies (Walcott, 2003; Wolfe, 2006). The discourses of “roughing it in 

the bush” (p. 51) amidst a barren landscape ignite the myth of the empty terrain, which 

simultaneously justifies settler colonialism and contemporarily denies its historical existence 

(Walcott, 2003). Consequently, the forgetting of settler colonialism perpetuates a denial of the 

racist ideologies engrained in cultural imperialism, the legal institution of slavery, and race-

based genocide (Walcott, 2003; Walker, 2013). These imperial and colonial processes in Canada 

illuminate how black and Indigenous worlds are, simultaneously, central to the making of the 

nation.  

    Intersecting perspectives tied to colonial Canada are made invisible when national narratives 

are shaped by denial (Brown, 2008; McKittrick, 2006). Within a supposed non-settler Canada, 

critical inquiries surrounding “who is considered a settler?” also fade from national view. As the 

term “settler” is central to defining settler colonialism, complexities arise when taking into 

account the historical and contemporary acts of racial, cultural and spatial oppression inflicted 

upon non-Indigenous peoples in settler colonies (Amadahy & Lawrence, 2009; Walker, 2017). 

 
20 I draw upon Wolfe’s (2006) discussion of the settler colonial geographies of Australia to depict how ideological 
foundations of settler colonialism have shaped the Canadian landscape through practices of land dispossession, 
segregation, physical and cultural genocide, and natural resource extraction.  
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Black and Indigenous scholars have raised the question of whether African enslavement, forced 

migration, voluntary migration by induced factors, and forms of immense racialization blur the 

binary categories of settler and non-settler (Amadahy & Lawrence, 2009; Justice, 2018; Walker, 

2017). Under the settler colonial structure, Indigenous oppression and anti-blackness arguably 

blur the settler identity of black enslaved peoples (Amadahy & Lawrence, 2009; Walker, 2017). 

As settler colonial theory does not entirely attend to black enslaved intersections, Garba and 

Sarentino (2020) note how black enslaved presences occupy a space in which they are 

subjected, as stolen peoples, to conduct forced labour upon stolen lands. In turn, these 

relationships of unequal power make the process of identifying the perpetrators of settler 

colonialism complex rather than straightforward.  

   As settler colonialism is racially multilayered in Canada, issues of settler identity and 

accountability can be pushed outside of mainstream acknowledgement amidst practices of 

erasure (Brown, 2008; Henry et al., 2010). In contemporary instances, Tuck and Yang (2012) 

emphasize how settler society constructs their innocence whilst benefitting from Indigenous 

dispossession and ideologies of whiteness. As settler moves to innocence aim to remove guilt, 

responsibilities to undo colonial systems of domination are subsequently relieved. For example, 

settler societies may develop a consciousness of settler colonial privilege but fail to challenge 

existing systematic and unequal relationships of power (Tuck & Yang, 2012). From a similar 

perspective, Gordon (1995) defines the persistence of racism within Western society as a 

process of lying about oneself and others to escape freedom, responsibility, and human being. 

As a “form of indecision in the face of decision”, otherwise considered a form of “bad faith”, 

settler moves to innocence exemplify the hidden decision not to decide in relation to 
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dismantling the colonial institutions of racist society (Gordon, 1995, p. 44; Tuck & Yang, 2012). 

As stated by Tuck and Yang (2012), “until stolen land is relinquished, critical consciousness does 

not translate into action that disrupts settler colonialism” (p. 19).   

   In connection to the denial of early black Canadian presences, the imagination of Canada as a 

multicultural nation functions as a mythologized national narrative. The public and state policy 

of multiculturalism emerged as a mid 20th century construction (Guo & Wong, 2015; Haque, 

2012). In 1963, the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism was established by 

Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson in response to French, Quebecois community resistance 

towards Anglo cultural assimilation (Guo & Wong, 2015; Haque, 2012).21 During the period of 

the B and B Commission, non-British and non-French citizens publicly opposed the notion of a 

“bicultural” Canada, which lead to the creation of the Cultural Contribution of the Other Ethnic 

Groups report, coinciding with the 1969 Official Languages Act (Guo & Wong, 2015). Under 

Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, the 1971 Multiculturalism Policy, within a bilingual framework, 

was legally established (Haque, 2012). Written into Canada’s constitution, the 1988 

Multiculturalism Act was later passed, ensuring the promotion of cultural pluralism and an 

“ethnically proportionate distribution of power and privilege” (Guo & Wong, 2015, p. 2).      

   Although the Multiculturalism Act appears to embrace cultural and racial diversity, Brown 

(2008) and Walcott (2003) observe that the discourse of the Two Founding Nations remains as 

an ideological root in Canadian national identity. Communicating a racially pure past, the 

multicultural movement celebrates a French and British paternal lineage which contemporarily 

 
21 The Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism will be abbreviated to the B and B Commission.  
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embraces a mosaic of “Other” cultures (Guo & Wong, 2015; Haque, 2012; McKittrick, 2006; 

Walcott, 2000). As stated by Haque (2012), multiculturalism works to conceal settler colonial 

histories while managing and containing the “Other” within the nation. As McKittrick (2006) 

states, nation-purities define black communities as, “always other, always elsewhere, recent, 

unfamiliar and impossible” (p. 131).  

  Through the lens of multiculturalism, Black Canadians are viewed as recent, incoming peoples 

placed outside Canada’s borders (McKittrick, 2006; Walcott, 2000). For example, the 20th 

century wave of African-Caribbean migration to Canada is used to categorize black Canadians as 

contemporary and urban presences (Haque, 2012; McKittrick, 2006). The domestic workers 

programme of this era remembers Canada as a land of opportunity for non-white migrants. In 

contrast, anti-blackness remains in “post-racial” Canada where racism presumably ceased and 

ceases to exist within society (Foster, 1996; Walcott, 2003; Walker, 2013). In result, enduring 

black communities become displaced by the denial of their social, economic, and political 

contributions to place-making within Canada (McKittrick, 2006).  

    Canadian imaginations centered around whiteness and political politeness work to create 

national myths. Canada’s moral connections to the Underground Railroad stands as an existing 

assumption that allows blackness to be comfortably placed in Canadian history (Brown 2008; 

McKittrick 2006). National narratives surrounding the Underground Railroad depict Canada as a 

white society culturally incapable of committing racist actions (Walcott, 2003; Walker, 2013). As 

argued by Walker (2013), “Canadians have a deep psychic and emotional attachment to the 

idea of Canada as a refuge and a haven from U.S. slavery and racial injustice” (p. 23). The 

hegemonic nature of this re-telling promotes a censoring and “beautifying” of white-Canadian 
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responses to early black presences (Burns & Berbary, 2021; McKittrick & Woods, 2007). To 

“beautify” the Underground Railroad dismisses alternative narratives of the event as equally an 

exodus from America and an encounter with racial hostility in Canada (Burns & Berbary, 2021; 

Walker, 2013). Simultaneously, centering the Underground Railroad as black-Canadian history 

invisibilises the Canadian histories of slavery and violence that black-Canadians remember and 

employ to disrupt purely un-violent and celebratory interpretations (Walker, 2013).  

   In actuality, anti-black racism and racial segregation created an ongoing environment of 

inequality for arriving African American fugitive slaves (Foster, 1996; Walker, 2013). Settler 

accountability, which seeks to recognize ongoing colonial societal injustices, plays a secondary 

role alongside narratives of national heroism (Brown, 2008; Guo & Wong, 2012). The 

memorialization of black activists, such as Harriet Tubman and Viola Desmond, are represented 

as triumph stories that celebrate the Canadian spirit, rather than acts of resistance towards a 

racist nation-state. Walker (2017) and Haque (2012) conclude that black peoples were “in” the 

country but not “of” the country, creating a social problem as the quintessential “Others”.  

The Archives & The Black Archive 

  The assumed absence of black Canadian existences is not only communicated through Euro-

centric generated myths but through tangible forms of systematic remembering (Walker, 2017). 

Archives commonly depict a documented reality that only offers “bits and pieces”(p. 18) of 

greater historical narratives (McKittrick, 2014). Across national, provincial and municipal archive 

establishments, the evidence of black presences in Canadian archival records can be either 

hyper-visible or overwhelmingly hidden and ambiguous when pertaining to slavery (McKittrick 
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2006, 2014; Walker, 2017). For example, acts of resistance shown through slave rebellion and 

revolution often become hyper-visibilised records that cannot fit into the constraints of 

ambiguity (Greenberg, 2003). Confronting the white denial of African Canadian slavery, the 

hyper-visible yet “surprising” counter-narrative of Marie-Joseph Angelique exposes the 

institution of slavery in New France (McKittrick, 2006; Walker, 2017). As a black woman 

attempting to escape enslavement, Angelique’s Canadian presence centers around her alleged 

crime of burning down her master’s home along with a majority of Montreal in 1734 

(McKittrick, 2006). Preceding her public execution, Angelique provided a forced confession that 

was recorded and archived (McKittrick, 2006).  

   In contrast to Angelique’s hyper-visible, yet repressed existence, other forms of 

documentation have served to give minimal acknowledgement of black enslaved presences 

within Canada (McKittrick, 2006; McKittrick, 2014; Walker, 2017). As mentioned by Whitfield, 

confirming the number of African slaves during loyalist settlement can never be an exact 

calculation since slaves were commonly documented as “servants” (Walker, 2013, 2017). The 

word “servant” employed by slave-holding colonialists does not speak to the violent nature of 

race-based human commodification and exploitation. “Servant”, rather than “slave” expresses 

a sense of maintained civility and politeness on behalf of the colonial master.  

   As a system of memory-making, Canadian archives seem to perpetuate a criterion for 

existence, where physical, visible and readable documentation serve to validate human 

presence (McKittrick, 2014; Walker, 2017). In constructing black invisibility, national, provincial, 

and municipal archives commonly comprise of tangible collections of materials produced by 

white settlers (McKittrick 2014). Relating to content and language, documentation practices 
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conducted by white settlers intended to dehumanize black peoples during the period of African 

slavery (McKittrick, 2014). Historical records where blackness is present take the forms of lists 

and ledgers which are counted and compiled (McKittrick, 2014). The practice of counting places 

black-enslaved men and women under a quantifiable category. The recognition of subjective 

human experiences is overlooked in order to objectify and commodify black peoples.  

   Although gentler vocabulary such as “servant” was commonly used, slaves were accounted 

for as part of an owner’s estate (Handler et al, 2013; Walker, 2017). Alternative dehumanizing 

language which boasted white possession over black bodies included “wench”, “bill of sale 

produced” and “property of” (McKittrick, 2014, p. 17). Listed as property amongst household 

items such as furniture, black slaves from a colonial perspective were considered objects rather 

than human beings (McKittrick, 2014; Rutland, 2018; Walcott, 2003). Within the construction of 

black objecthood, Mbembe (2003) acknowledges the African slave condition as a “triple loss” 

(loss of home, bodily autonomy, and political status) inflicted upon the black human self. 

Defined as a “social death”, Mbembe (2003) argues that an expulsion from humanity all 

together creates the conditions needed to ensure that black enslaved men and women 

remained commodities during the slave era. As seen in archival records, slave bodies, according 

to Mbembe (2003), exist in a phantom like realm, being kept alive but in a state of injury. As a 

form of death in life, black bodies categorized as objects in settler documents, which then 

become archived, represent an invisibility of the black human.  

    To create a path of visibility, Walker (2017) highlights alternative methods of remembering 

black Canada that disrupt how black existences are validated within the archival system. The 

believed impossibility of black Canadian presences (supported by minimal archival evidence) is 
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shaken by the acknowledgement of oral histories (McKittrick, 2006; Walker, 2017). As stated by 

Whitehead (2013, as cited in Walker, 2017), “accounts passed down from word of mouth, 

mother to daughter, [and] father to son” (p. 200) present equally legitimate remembrances of 

histories. As mentioned by Greene (2003), peripheral histories hidden from officialdom are 

equally authentic and legitimate memories. Regardless of being remembered “offstage”, 

narratives (outside of the written archive) communicate black histories that refuse to be 

forgotten (Greene, 2003). In agreement, Hunt (2016) contests settler colonial archives by 

embracing oral histories and affirming non-Euro voices within the discursive terrain of Canada’s 

socio-public spheres. Although maintaining an Indigenous focus, Hunt (2016) acknowledges 

non-white Canadian communities and their rights to call upon an archive of memories beyond 

what white settler histories allow. Employing a “felt archive” (p. 1), as coined by Dian Million 

(2009, as cited in Hunt, 2016), black Canadian narratives communicate the multiplicities and 

complexities of lived experiences under settler colonial conditions.  

  Reynold’s (2016, as cited in Walker, 2017) research of Marie Margaret Rose provides a 

successful example of illuminating a lesser known (minimally documented) narrative through 

non-traditional archival methods. Marie Margaret Rose’s historical presence signifies a black 

Canadian past un-determined by the reign of legalised slavery (Walker, 2017). As an enslaved 

woman in 17th century Ile Royale, New France, Rose became an innkeeper, attaining a position 

of power and control (Walker, 2017). Moving beyond documentation, Reynold (2016, as cited in 

Walker, 2017) uses reproductions of Rose’s personal inventory of material possessions to 

recount her lived experience of slavery and freedom in New France. Rather than depending on 

written documentation as a narration, Rose’s life can be remembered through personal items 
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and possessions under her ownership. Therefore, returning to Mbembe’s stance on African 

enslavement and social death, yet justifiable, does not fully define black Canadian history. 

Following Walker (2017), black Canada embodies a multitude of narratives and narrators, 

employing reading practices that centre black life, life ways and agency.   

Black Absented Presences in Canada  

   Claiming and reclaiming space, Walcott (2003) argues that black Canadians are an absented 

presence continually under erasure within Canada. According to McKittrick (2014), black 

absented presences can be defined as “that which cannot be seen or heard or read but is 

always there” (p. 22). As unspeakable, unwritten, and invisible, Canadian blackness is branded 

as geographically irrelevant by legacies that centre whiteness and white perspectives 

(McKittrick, 2006, 2014). As a product of racism in Canada, the dominating ideal of Western 

civility seeks to universalize the Euro-centric viewpoint, which communicates a singular regime 

of truth regarding origin stories of nation building (Henry et al., 2010; McKittrick, 2006; 

Mignolo, 2015). As stated by Mignolo (2015) and Gordon (1995), race is built into a social 

imaginary grounded on the creation of hierarchical differences. Therefore, in a racist society 

structured upon hierarchies of race, becoming and being black represents a dehumanizing 

experience initiated by the constructions of whiteness and blackness (Mignolo, 2015). 

According to colonial “truth” of black as “not quite human” (p. 116), black Canadian ancestry is 

imagined outside the nation, being erased from Canadian space, place and landscape (Mignolo, 

2015; Walcott, 2003).  
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    Relating to early colonial Canada, African slaves embodied a contradictory existence, being 

both hyper-visible and yet an absented presence as a minority population amongst a white 

settler society (McKittrick, 2006). Brand (1996, as cited in Walcott, 2003) defines the black 

Canadian experience as simultaneously “being here and not being here” (p. 48) and being in the 

in-between. Furthermore, legacies and memories of early black Canada are hidden within the 

realm of belonging and not belonging (Brown, 2008; Walcott, 2003). Under the guise of racial 

inclusivity and cultural diversity, the assumption that “black peoples were not here at all” 

become a dominant narrative in the spatial identity of Canada (Brown, 2008; McKittrick, 2006). 

In result, enduring black Canadian communities are met with an imaginary which normalizes 

the idea of white peoples as solely capable of spatial occupation (Brown, 2008; McKittrick, 

2006).  

  According to Walcott (2003), labelling Canada as “truthfully white” entails a concealment of 

the black counter-presences which have formed and shaped the Canadian landscape. 

“Landscaping blackness out of the nation”(p. 96), as McKittrick (2006) states, can be seen in the 

renaming of Negro Creek Road to Moggie Road in Grey County, Ontario; the demolition of 

Africville in Halifax, Nova Scotia; and the invisibility of Nigger Rock (Canada’s largest mass slave 

burial ground in Quebec). In similarity, “Other” Canadian geographies are thus subjected to 

racist geographic tactics of burying, ploughing, renaming, and relocating (McKittrick, 2006; 

Walcott, 2003). Presented as initiatives to implement political correctness and politeness, 

words such as Negro and Nigger are deemed too uncomfortable to remain titles of black 

historic landscapes in Canada (Walcott, 2003). Associated with Canadian myth making, erasing 

derogatory, racist language protects the image of Canada as a refuge for blackness, rather than 
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a historical and contemporary terrain of racial discrimination (Foster, 1996; Walcott, 2003; 

Walker, 2013).  

   Alongside white driven practices of revision and reversal, black communities prove their 

active relationships with space and place by reclaiming sites of memory and resisting their 

erasure (McKittrick, 2006; Walcott, 2003). According to Walcott (2003), black peoples who 

protested the removing of “Negro” out of Negro Creek Road, “were not just marching so that 

the visible and tangible evidence of the past would not disappear, they were also marching 

because reclaiming Negro is as important a part of black historical memory and experience as 

any other artifact or document” (p. 49). In 1995, Holland Township Council planned to rename 

Negro Creek Road out of a response to adopt official names for all roads based upon the 

implementation of the County’s new 911 emergency numbering system (Owen, 2022). Holland 

Township Council chose to re-name Negro Creek Road to Moggie Road in honour of George 

Moggie, an early white settler.  

  Local Activist Carolyn Wilson stated of Negro Creek Road, “if the name was gone, there [would 

be] nothing left. The creek, the river, the road – that’s all those descendants had,” (Owen, 2022, 

para. 1). In Grey County, Ontario, Negro Creek Road represents a marker of early black 

settlement in Canada. Patented in 1851, Negro Creek settlement was established by the 

enduring presence of black peoples connected to the migration of black fugitive slaves to 

Canada by way of the Underground Railroad (Owen, 2022). During protests surrounding it’s 

renaming, local resident Yvonne Wilson made the powerful statement regarding black-

Canadian presences associated with Negro Creek settlement. Wilson states, “their blood is 

there, and they can’t throw it out” (Lane-Moore & Chadwick, 1995, as cited in McKittrick, 2002, 
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p. 1). Due to the evident heritage attached to Negro Creek Road, in 1996, Carolyn Wilson filed a 

complaint with the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal to refuse the re-naming of the road. In 1997, 

Holland Township Council announced the retraction of their original intention to use “Moggie 

Road”, therefore keeping the name Negro Creek Road (Owen, 2022). A South Grey local news 

outlet reported, “the descendants of the black pioneers wanted to have the road name remain, 

as did local residents. They expressed publicly that they had no issue with the name 'Negro' 

Creek, and in fact, felt that it is important to the stories of the Underground Railroad and the 

difficulties and hardships experienced by their black ancestors to live in a free world” (Owen, 

2022, para. 1).22  

  In reference to Negro Creek Road, spatializing processes of erasure brings forward a re-

imagined history of Canada, where the visual innocence and utopic nature of Canadian 

geographies are disrupted and re-ordered. As McKittrick (2006) and Walcott (2003) state, 

although many ‘Negro Creek Roads’ exist out of sight, their absented presences as sites of 

memory continue to actively define the social, political, and cultural Canadian landscape.  

Black Canadian Sites of Memory 

   In this section, I engage with black Canadian sites of memory to render visible the 

uncomfortable narratives surrounding black erasure and marginalisation. These sites of 

memory are a significant part of the enduring presence of black Canada. Sites of memory, as 

defined by Assmann (1995, as cited in Winter, 2012), are spaces, places, and landscapes (which 

 
22 The word “Negro” carries multiple connotations. Black re-claiming of the word in the case of “Negro Creek 
Road” exemplifies a form of inheritance that affirms enduring black presences (Owen, 2022). As noted later in this 
chapter, Oldfield (1997) interprets the word “Negro” through the implementations of racial categorisation systems 
employed by white colonialists and slave-societies, which were to dehumanise and “other” black peoples.   
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can be contested geographies) where groups of people engage in expressing and remembering 

a collective shared knowledge of the past, on which a sense of identity and community are 

based (see also Morrison, 1995). Black Canadian geographies are both historically and presently 

inseparable from the Canadian landscape (McKittrick, 2002). However, spatial processes of 

renaming, destroying and erasing black geographies, aim to discard and rewrite Canadian 

geography according to racial, white dominant hierarchies (McKittrick, 2002).  

  Amid intentional erasure governed by white supremacist practices, black Canadian presences 

continue to challenge the impossibilities of black senses of place and accompanying 

productions of space, both of which emphasize how black geographies are implicit to the nation 

(McKittrick & Woods, 2007). McKittrick (2006) wonders, “how places and spaces of blackness 

can be recovered when they were formerly identified as irrelevant and/or nonexistent” (p. 32) 

(see also Morrison, 1995). In acts of protest, black voices which are placed on the periphery by 

public forms of memory demand a position in the center of memory-making on local, 

provincial, and national scales. Black geographies affirm spatial experiences, narratives, and 

material places that in turn displace traditional and normalized meanings of places (McKittrick, 

2002).  

   Conflicts between black preservationists and proponents of censorship, illuminate how 

Canadian landscapes become altered by unexpected, unacknowledged, and concealed (yet 

always present), geographies (McKittrick, 2002). Using Negro Creek Road as an example, 

challenging the normalization of “black-less roads” (p. 1) insert black selves, identities, and 

differences into dominant white landscapes, commanding unrecognizable geographies to 

become seen by the collective public (McKittrick, 2002). As space and place are geographic 
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processes, rather than unchanging homogeneous locations, the unacknowledged, then visible, 

black relationships between identity and place (and vice versa) contradict white settler 

dominance (Decter, 2017; McKittrick, 2002).    

   Scattered across the Canadian landscape are paralleled instances of black erasure and 

memory lapses of blackness (McKittrick, 2002). As seen in the example of “Nigger Rock” in St. 

Armand, Quebec, the intersections of race and memory are experienced geographically 

through the differing ways infrastructures are erected and sites are sustained, eliminated 

and/or concealed (Racicot, 2017). As a name opposed by the provincial government, black 

residents, and non-black residents, “Nigger Rock” symbolizes the complex period of white 

loyalist expulsion, where black enslaved men and women, circumstantially bound to their white 

masters, were subjected to remain under the institution of slavery in Canada (Racicot, 2017).  

  As a site connected to slaveholding, “Nigger Rock” stands as a large limestone bolder marking 

the mass burial site of black enslaved peoples on the former property of white loyalist and slave 

owner Philip Luke (Racicot, 2017). When considering language and relationships of power, 

Oldfield’s (1997) observations surrounding the historical uses of ‘Negro” and “Nigger” in North 

America argue a racist categorization system, the first term intending to be politely degrading 

and the latter intending to be violently and blatantly dehumanizing. In addition to slave-life, the 

death of black slaves were attended to in a manner which communicated racial status and 

hierarchy (Oldfield, 1997; Racicot, 2017). While white settler death was often associated with 

decorative headstones, stone wall borders and crucifixes, black enslaved bodies were not 

granted the same treatment due to their constructed inferiority (Racicot, 2017).   
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   In response to the racist history connected to “Nigger Rock”, Dan Phillip, president of the 

Black Coalition of Quebec, views the rock alone, the bodies laid to rest beneath and the name 

of the landmark as, “a matter of pride for us…a matter of knowledge for us…a matter of being 

part of this society and feeling a sense of self and a sense of belonging” (Racicot, 2017, p. 4). In 

his desire to preserve the name of the site, Philip states that, “It is to define what happened in 

time” (p. 3), representing one of the multiple dimensions of Black Canadian history (Racicot 

2017). In addition to the Underground Railroad and the attached mythologies of freedom, 

Philip challenges the entire population of Quebec and Canada to acknowledge “those who were 

brought here as slaves, who were treated as slaves and continued to work and build this 

community and society as slaves” (Racicot, 2017, p. 3). In agreement, Racicot (2017) argues that 

the past should not be sanitized but rather, as Phillip wishes to implement, plans should be 

enacted to officially recognize ‘Nigger Rock’ as a monument commemorating the black peoples 

who were instrumental in setting the foundation for a Canadian town.   

  Relating to black Canadian memory and material recognition, on July 31st, 2020, Parks Canada 

(2020) announced the government of Canada’s national recognition of black Canadian history. 

As stated by Parks Canada (2020), “ Canada’s national historic persons, places, and events need 

to reflect the rich and varied heritage of our country. National historic designations encourage 

us to acknowledge the struggles and conflict that have led us to the Canada of today” (para. 1). 

Among the four designations, the event of “The Enslavement of African People in Canada (c. 

1629–1834)” (Parks Canada, 2020, para. 1) is recognized as Canadian history. Although the 

historical reality of black slavery is being acknowledged on a national, mainstream scale, the 

translation of this recognition to the physical landscape appears to still be delayed. Moreover, 
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while black memory is being moved into mainstream visibility, sites of black memory, such as 

“Nigger Rock” remain unacknowledged by the collective public as legitimately Canadian, thus 

perpetuating the geographical phenomenon of “being here, but not here” (McKittrick, 2002; 

Racicot, 2017).  

Africville: A Black Canadian Site of Memory 

   In similarity to the socio-cultural geographies of black-Canadian sites previously discussed, 

Africville, in Halifax, Nova Scotia has become a central focus of Canadian cultural heritage, 

public memory and reparations. Following the War of 1812, Africville emerged as a black 

settlement established by former black American slaves and black loyalists (McKittrick & 

Woods, 2007). From Africville’s conception to its demolition, the community had grown from 

eight families to a population of 400 black residents (Barber, 2013). Although a majority of 

Halifax’s black population did not reside in Africville, the land was home to black Haligonians 

who desired to live relatively removed from the social urban setting of white dominant society 

(McKittrick & Woods, 2007).  

  While Africville represented a culturally strong, independent network, the municipal 

government implemented tactics of environmental racism, which continually marginalized and 

stigmatized the community (McKittrick & Woods, 2007; Spencer, 2012). Throughout the 19th 

century, a lack of municipal infrastructure was intentionally enforced, establishing an absence 

of sewage systems, running water, fire hydrants and policing (Remes, 2018). In addition, 

Africville became a municipal “dumping ground”, where undesirable industries were placed in 

the area, away from central city core view (McKittrick & Woods, 2007; Remes, 2018). The 
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expansion of Halifax brought Rock Head prison in 1853, an infectious disease hospital in 1870, a 

city dump, and freight train railways into the surrounding area of Africville (Spencer, 2012). 

According to social scientists James Walker and de Carteau, Africville was famously illegible, 

beyond bounds, out of place, devalued and disposable (Remes, 2018). Considered the climax of 

centuries of racial mistreatment, Africville experienced a series of government planned 

demolitions between 1967 and 1970 (Remes, 2018). Using the agenda of urban development 

and improvement, the Africville area was razed in its entirety in order to create space for a park 

and bridge (Remes, 2018). The community church was torn down in the middle of the night 

along with residences and successful businesses (McKittrick & Woods, 2007). A former Africville 

resident recounted the event, describing how demolitionists ordered, “if you don’t move at a 

certain time, we’ll bring out the bulldozers and push ya’s over, push your shacks over” (Lawler, 

2000, as cited in Spencer, 2012, p. 11).  

   In response to the city’s forced displacement of the community, the former Africville resident 

states that, “If they call them shacks, we call them our castles. It was our home” (Lawler, 2000, 

as cited in Spencer, 2012, p. 11). Following Africville’s demolition, the landscape has been made 

visible on a national scale through governmental acknowledgements of racial injustice and 

heritage recognition. Designated in 1997 as a National Historic Site of Canada, an existing 

plaque reads:  

For over a century African Canadians settled here, developing an independent community 

centred around church and family. As part of the urban renewal projects of the 1960s, 

officials introduced a plan to level the community and relocate its residents… Africville 

became a symbol of the ongoing struggle by African Canadians to defend their culture and 
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their rights. Seaview Park, created on the site as a memorial to Africville, speaks to the 

enduring significance of community. (Parks Canada, 2020, para. 1)  

   Amidst Africville’s designation as a National Historic Site of Canada, the current hypervisibility 

of this black narrative risks neglecting non-mainstream black Canadian landscapes still 

remaining behind the national curtain (Remes, 2018; Spencer, 2012). Remes (2018) agrees with 

playwright Quanda Johnson, who states that Africville symbolizes the wide array of 

marginalized and forgotten black Canadian places. Simultaneously, Remes (2018) suggests that 

the ways in which the Africville narrative has been brought into official Canadian history 

constructs a “post-racial Canada [that] has overcome the mistakes of the 1960’s rather than 

continuing to recognize, acknowledge and be conscious of white supremacy in all it’s effects” 

(pp. 2-3). Remes’ (2018) discussions do not aim to critique the continued emergence of black 

memory deriving from black resistances, but the hierarchical governance involved in 

interpretations of black Canadian histories and regulations of recognition. The complexities of 

remembering Africville speaks to the perpetuation of selective interpretations by white 

dominant society and the erasure of black voiced counter-narratives.  

   According to historian Maria Tumarkin (2005, as cited in Spencer, 2012), Africville symbolizes 

a “traumascape” (p. 39), existing as a place marked by legacies of violence, suffering and loss, 

where events are experienced and re-experienced across time. The township’s collective 

traumas, histories and memories construct a living heritage shared by the former Africville 

residents, their descendants, and the black Canadian community (Spencer, 2012). Although 

black memory is present within the communities connected to Africville, remembrance is met 

with attempts to re-interpret and even forget the uncomfortable period in Canada’s history 
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(Remes 2018; Spencer, 2012). Accompanied by former Africville residents during a visual 

walkthrough of the landscape, Spencer (2012) observes the duality of the current site as locals 

occupy the space designated for its new recreational purposes while former residents carry 

senses of loss, solidarity and uprootedness (Spencer, 2012). From Barber’s (2013) perspective, 

the space that is Seaview Park does not correlate with the memorial desires of the Africville 

community. Rather, the green space which runs overtop Africville, holding a grand view of 

Halifax’s Bedford Basin and surrounding shores, is unceremoniously marked by a municipal sign 

for Sea View Park and a memorial sundial depicting the names of early Africville families 

(Barber, 2013; McKittrick & Woods 2007).  

   During the 25th annual reunion at Seaview Park, Africville descendant Shyronn Smardon and 

an architectural student at Dalhousie University worked to install artistic memorials at the 

former site of the black settlement (Barber, 2013). Outside of formal heritage designations and 

authorizations, built markers (painted panels and wooden poles) were placed to identify and 

commemorate former Africville landmarks, such as the post office, the playing field and the 

boundaries of Africville (Barber, 2013). Rendering Africville visible, “the signposts are a gesture 

towards recognising the importance of Africville’s heritage for the city at large, a legacy that has 

remained separate from the mainstream heritage consciousness” (Barber, 2013, p. 2). In a 

similar spirit, former Africville residents have put forth collective desires to have all eighty 

demolished structures rebuilt alongside the replicated church as part of further reparations 

(Barber, 2013; McKittrick & Woods 2007). In reference to formal preservationist ideologies, 

Barber (2013) notes the Western view of replicated buildings and reproductions as inferior to 

conservation, therefore not being “real” heritage. Argued by McKittrick and Woods (2007), the 
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field of cultural heritage management and preservation need to be disrupted in order to 

incorporate means of remembering through the lenses of non-white communities. 

Furthermore, as race cannot be ignored within preservation practices, magnifying and 

implementing the desires voiced by black communities provide ways of reimagining and re-

spatializing the landscapes of black Canada (Barber, 2013; McKittrick & Woods, 2007).  

  Using Africville as an example, Remes (2018) discusses the additional need to acknowledge 

recent black Canadian heritages. In challenging Eurocentric traditions, black Canadian heritages 

should be considered as cultural legacies rooted not only in the long historical pasts of early 

black settlers. Remes (2018) employs the memories of Africville to demonstrate how its 

historical and contemporary events parallel African Canadian communities across space, place, 

and time. Africville, as a counter narrative to the official “post-racist” Canadian society, speaks 

to the ever-present erasures of black heritage upon urban landscapes (Remes, 2018). The 

experiences of contemporary de-legitimization of Africville illuminates how creating black 

spaces and memories can experience almost immediate erasure in settler Canada. Therefore, 

Africville’s absented presence represents a bond which extends beyond location, and how the 

settler state’s attack on black memory and culture is a shared, overlapping black Canadian 

experience.  

Black Canada & The Legacies of Slavery:  

    Since the 20th century, black Canadian experiences surrounding racism(s) can be understood 

as a manifestation of the enslavement period. Through forms of racism (i.e., democratic racism 

and systemic racism), ideologies of white supremacy have worked to uphold the structure of 
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settler colonialism and racial capitalism in Canada. As noted by scholar Teelucksingh (2006), 

race plays an essential role within historical and contemporary settler colonial and racial 

capitalist practices, fueling the justification for minority oppression and race-based exploitation 

of labour. Socio-economic and spatial obstacles that can potentially exploit black Canadian 

communities further exemplify generational legacies of racist ideologies surrounding labour 

(Teelucksingh, 2006).   

   Although the Canadian federal government has acknowledged the “West Indian Domestic 

Scheme, 1955-1967” (Parks Canada, 2020, header) as an oppressive black Canadian experience, 

the time stamped event marks only a small portion of an enduring national practice. As a legacy 

of slavery, the dependency upon West Indian migrant labour was already condoned by the 

Canadian government prior to 1955 (Calliste, 1993). From 1909-1924, pocketed waves of black 

men and women migrated to Canadian provinces in demand for manual labourers (Calliste, 

1993). As Calliste (1993) notes, working conditions within the service and industrial sector were 

considered deplorable and unattractive to white Canadian citizens. Between 1912-1916, black 

Caribbean men were imported as labourers to fulfill the inexpensive employment desires of 

Nova Scotia’s Dominion Iron and Steel Company and Sydney mines (Calliste, 1993).   

   A justification for using West Indian male labour followed the myth that black men carried the 

ability to withstand high temperature work environments (Calliste, 1993). This ideology 

surrounding race and physicality functioned to categorise white men and black men through 

the constructions of geographical and genetic determinants (Calliste, 1993). Simultaneously, 

black Caribbean women were streamlined into positions of domestic service as migrant workers 

in Canada (Calliste, 1993). Nova Scotia and Quebec were benefactors of the first Caribbean 
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Domestic Scheme and depended upon the social reproductive work of black migrant women. 

White settler households became upheld by black women who were expected to embrace the 

gendered duties of a mother (i.e., child rearing; cooking; cleaning; washing) (Calliste, 1993). As 

devalued mothers, the stereotype of the invisible black women in the confines of the white 

household justified their exploitation (Calliste, 1993).  

    In Canada’s “Domestic Worker’s Programme” between 1955-1967, the exploitation of foreign 

recruitment, particularly black female labour, is referred to by Davis (1981, as cited in Brand, 

1999) as “the dirtiest and lowest paid work” (p. 87). Streamlining Caribbean migrants into low 

paid, reproductive work and entry level service positions limited black women to the 

occupations of cleaning, and caregiving (Brand, 1999; James, 2009). As a consequence to the 

gendered and racial stipulations during the “Domestic Worker’s Programme”, arriving 

immigrants were expected to migrate as “independents”, therefore settling in Canada’s densely 

populated cities such as Toronto, Ontario, without their children, spouses or family members 

(Crawford, 2004).  

  Echoing characteristics of black exploitation during the slave era, employed black women 

within the domestic settings of white middle-class and upper-class homes experienced being 

both intimately within Canada, while also being positioned as a racial outsider (Crawford, 

2004). Romeo (1992, as cited in Stasiulis & Bakan, 1997) paints an image of this simultaneous 

inclusion and exclusion, stating, “while most modern middle-class North American homes are 

not built with 'spatial deference' (such as separate servant's entrances and rooms) in mind, live-

in domestics generally are expected to render themselves invisible through their spatial 

practices…they are expected to respect the privacy of employers, while themselves being 
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denied privacy” (p. 14). The presence of African Caribbean women labourers as being hyper 

exploited, invisible and racially excluded by white Canadian host-society created and continues 

to create generational senses of un-belonging and acknowledgement.  

     While the “West Indian Domestic Scheme” is presented as an immigration tactic of the past, 

Alonso (2021) exposes practices of contemporary black migrant exploitation, which can be 

thought of as a perpetuation of racist labour ideologies. Gabrial Allahdua, a social justice 

activist with Justicia for Migrant Workers and a former migrant worker from St. Lucia, shares his 

experience of travelling to rural Canada to work as a farm labourer (Alonso, 2021). In reference 

to migrant labour programs, Allahdua notes, "the whole program is designed to make migrants 

invisible, relying on exploited Black and POC labour while keeping them separate from the rest 

of the community in which they work" (Alonso, 2021, p. 3).  

  During the onset of the Covid 19 pandemic, Alonso (2021) identifies how a rural grocery store 

in Grey County, Ontario (which sells the produce harvested by migrant workers) requested that 

Jamaican farm labourers not shop at the establishment as their presence might make 

customers feel uncomfortable or at risk of contracting the Covid virus. Allahdua states, “it 

wasn’t because any of the workers were sick, but because they were deemed ‘outsiders’” 

(Alonso, 2021, p. 4). As migrant workers are essential to Canada’s food system, they are 

simultaneously treated as disposable. Overall, migrant farmers being denied access to the 

“literal fruits of their own labour” (p. 7) resembles the historical socio-cultural relationships 

black peoples encountered with enslaved and non-enslaved labour and cross border travel 

(Alonso, 2021).  
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    In reference to early black Canada and black Canadian encounters with legacies of racism, 

racial exploitation, and erasure, I depend upon these historical and contemporary geographies 

discussed above to offer an introduction to the racial terrain of public memory and heritage 

designation in Canada. I now direct my research towards the practice of rendering visible the 

historical narrative of Joseph Gutches in Kingston, Ontario, Canada.  

Black Memory in Kingston, Ontario, Canada 

  According to activist, artist, and scholar Leah Decter (2017), Kingston, Ontario, as traditional 

Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee territory, is dominated by mainstream spatial imaginations 

that assume white settler primacy. Through processes of selective remembrance and historical 

interpretation, public memory becomes constructed by white settler logics and racist ideologies 

(Decter 2017; Viswanathan & Morgensen, 2017). White dominance through representations of 

time, property and notions of self and community have created civic spaces, local architectures, 

and sites of memorialization infused with settler celebratory impulses (Decter 2017). 

  In agreement with Decter (2017), Viswanathan and Morgensen (2017) critique Kingstonion 

cultural heritage for its monolithic narrative of Canadian history. Notably, the veneration of 

white settler figures by white dominant society communicate the normalcy of celebrating 

settler histories, such as Sir John A Macdonald, the first Prime Minister of Canada and “a 

paternal figure of Confederation” (Barber, 2013; Viswanathan & Morgensen, 2017, p. 1). 

Imprinted upon the urban landscape through monuments, architectural heritage designations 

and walking tours, Sir John A Macdonald’s political presence as a white settler attaches 

Kingston to the founding of Canada (Viswanathan & Morgensen, 2017). As a spatial 
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consequence, the abundance of white memory and white nationalism erase and marginalize 

histories and sites of non-white communities in Kingston (Decter, 2017; Viswanathan & 

Morgensen, 2017).  

  As historical counternarratives, black presences in Kingston have existed since the onset of the 

Upper Canada Legislature Act which allowed white and black loyalists from the United States to 

migrate to Canada during the 18th century (Walker, 2013). As in other colonies, any owned 

slaves in Upper Canada during the period of the enactment were not granted legal freedom, 

but instead remained properties of their white loyalist masters (Walker, 2013). According to the 

Ontario Heritage Trust (2007), “Slavery in Ontario had a terrible impact on those who suffered 

under it… Yet by facing and overcoming tremendous challenges, many Blacks were able to 

establish new lives and enduring communities here” (p. 3).  

  The Ontario Heritage Trust (2007; 2022) records the nearly 1,300 provincial plaques that serve 

to commemorate “the people, places and events in Ontario’s past” (p. 9). While currently, 26 

plaques commemorate the province’s black heritage (with none located in Kingston), the 

disproportionate should be acknowledged as a small visible portion of a greater invisible 

presence (Ontario Heritage Trust, 2022). In light of, “Ontario’s Black heritage pioneers remind 

us that freedom of both body and speech were as important then as they remain today” 

(Ontario Heritage Trust, 2007, p. 14), black memory appears to be continually hindered by a 

lack of formal heritage designation and black centered engagement opportunities, rendering 

black presences absent. The following chapter will further employ the analytical and theoretical 

perspectives demonstrated in “Researching Black Canada” to attend to black absented 
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presences. I utilise black historical geographies, specifically geographies of enslavement, to 

visibilise Gutches’ historical narrative in Kingston, Ontario, Canada.  
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                                  Chapter 3: Researching Geographies of Enslavement 

Introduction: Geographies of the Slave Owning Household  

    The economic prosperity and domestic comforts maintained by slave owning households in 

British North America heavily depended upon the implementation of racial hierarchy and 

discrimination (Burnard, 2015; Pargas, 2015). As colonial architectures of the home enforced 

gendered spaces of separation, intersections of race and class further influenced the domestic 

experiences of black enslaved men and women in and around estates owned by white settlers 

(Berlin, 2003; Singleton, 1999; Vickery, 2009). Architectural styles, such as Victorian, Georgian, 

Gothic-Revival, and Neo-classical design, exemplify colonial constructions of gendered spatial 

mobility and activity within the domestic sphere (Vickery, 2009).  

  Walls of separation were designed to reduce contact between men and women, thus 

preserving and re-affirming power relations between gendered and classed groups. Heller 

(2010) engages with historical diaries written by young upper-middle class women of British 

ancestry that point to “the importance of propriety in shaping access to, and use of, locations 

within the home…[and] between members of the opposite sex” (p. 639). As a form of domestic 

rules, young children in aristocratic households were expected to be conscious of permitted 

and prohibited access to domestic spaces.  

  Gendered boundaries acted as social expectations that served to “preserve propriety when 

interacting with the opposite sex” ( Heller, 2010, p. 639). Heller (2010) includes a 

correspondence written by prominent British figure Lady Henrietta Elizabeth Cavendish in 1807. 

Cavendish (1807, as cited in Heller, 2010) details her response to a young boy that frequently 
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enters her room without notice. She notes, “yesterday just as I was going to dress he rushed 

upstairs to my room. I, without stopping to say I was glad to see him, took hold of his arm and 

rushed down as quick back to the drawing room, eager to get out of the region of Ladies' Maids 

and to avoid the impropriety” (p. 639).  

  When race intersects these gendered boundaries, the domestic spaces of black enslaved men 

and women can be simultaneously isolating, enclosed, invaded, intimate and monitored. As 

discussed in this chapter, the maintenance of propriety is intensely un-acknowledged by 

slaveholders in their relationships with black enslaved labourers. Analyzing black domestic 

experiences from a range of geographical perspectives can help provide an understanding of 

the conditions surrounding spaces of enslaved habitation and labour in Kingston, Ontario, 

Canada.    

    These geographies of enslavement reflect cultural and historical connections to the colonial 

Canadian landscape. I consider the Canadian landscape as an amalgamation of overlapping and 

intersecting geographies, which include the foundational influences of the British and French 

Empires. I further include an in-depth consideration of the American landscape and its 

formations of slave societies as a means to acknowledge and historicize Gucthes’ enslaved 

experiences prior to his forced migration to Canada under Richard Cartwright. Additionally, the 

intention to focus on American slave culture speaks to the influence of loyalist migration and 

the practice of slaveholding by loyalist settlers in Canada. This geographical multiplicity speaks 

to the un-isolation of slave economies across geographies and the intersecting and overlapping 

manifestations of enslaved labour influenced by the overarching institution of slavery. 
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  As there is minimal record of Gutches’ lived experiences under enslavement, I reference the 

differing Western geographies mentioned above. I highlight black enslaved domesticities in 

order to center and render visible Gutches’ relationships with and within the white domestic 

sphere of 221-223 King Street East. In this chapter, I lay the groundwork that will be the basis 

for my attempt to imagine the speculative spaces of Gutches in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. I use 

the phrase “speculative spaces” to refer to the possibilities within Gutches’ narrative that 

remain impossible through the invisibilities of his presence and agency as a place-maker. 

Specifically, I employ Hartman’s (2008) method of critical fabulation which seeks to build 

narratives from sampled utterances and fragmented traces that so often accompany black 

historical existences. 

   In Hartman’s (2008) engagement with the archive of Atlantic slavery, she mentions a 

wrestling that takes places “with the impossibility of discovering anything… that hasn’t already 

been stated” (p. 1). As linearity, or in other words, “a series of logically and chronologically 

related events” (Bal, 1997, as cited in Hartman, 2008, p. 11), is often un-traceable in the black 

archive, Hartman (2008) decides to re-arrange the basic elements of story-telling by disrupting 

the authorized written account and imagining “what might have happened or might have been 

said or might have been done” (p. 11). For the purposes of my research, which addresses the 

invisibilisation of Joseph Gutches from heritage interpretation, I follow Hartman (2008) in an 

attempt to “imagine what cannot be verified” (p. 12) through an engagement with overlapping 

and intersecting geographies of enslavement.   
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The American South: Field Labour & Domestic Service   

  Although the institution of African enslavement was widespread throughout the entirety of 

the United States, the American South represents an inseparable influencer in the shaping of 

slave culture in America (Ball, 1999; Burnard, 2015).23 In the Southern United States, enslaved 

domestic life was tied to the requirement of unpaid service often to the white plantation owner 

and their household (Ball, 1999; Pargas, 2015).  

   According to Glymph (2008), prior to and during the antebellum era (17th-19th centuries), the 

plantation estate existed as a site of production upheld by the near unceasing labour of 

enslaved black men and women. The plantation system as a dominate culture of the South 

arose due to ideal climate conditions for the cultivation of cash crops, such as tobacco and 

cotton, and settler landowner dependency upon large quantities of unpaid labourers for 

agricultural production and profitability. The domestic encounters around and in the 

slaveholder’s household were formed by socially constructed values representative of settler 

colonial culture (Burnard, 2015; Harper, 1985; Hunzinker, 2018; Jalata, 2002). The term settler 

colonial culture refers to the normativity of ownership through a means of socio-spatial 

implementations (i.e., land dispossession, racial hierarchical systems, human commodification, 

dehumanisation, and cultural suppression) (Barry & Agyeman, 2020; Hunziker, 2018).  

  These characteristics of settler colonial culture work to construct environments of racial 

control and superiority that create the conditions needed to justify and enforce human 

 
23 The plantation system and the plantation landscape were present in British America (the United States) during 
the early 17th century and established in both the Northern and Southern states (Berlin, 2003; Harris, 2004). I 
focus on the American South due to the breadth of available scholarly literature which focuses on black enslaved 
domesticity.   
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bondage (Hunzinker, 2018). Argued by Armstrong (1990) and Pargas (2015), enslaved labour 

positions defined by the planter class were rooted in racist ideologies and discriminatory 

practices. Armstrong (1990) states, African enslaved communities were perceived as possessing 

“distinctive forms of behaviour” in which “the planter class encouraged the slaves to maintain a 

degree of behavioural autonomy so that perceived differences (white/black, planter/slave) 

upon which the institution of slavery was based could be strengthened and retained” (p. 184).24 

  The labour environments of the American South promoted the ideology of whiteness as 

superior, capable and intellectual, thus embedding racial hierarchies (Jones, 2009; Leverette, 

2009). Enslaved peoples reflecting an image of whiteness were often given access to domestic 

experiences and expectations exclusive to the white master’s interior household realm 

(Burnard, 2015; Hunter, 1922). As the colonial household was mastered by white owners, these 

dominated domestic spaces were sites of black enslaved labour. Based on colonial logics of 

ownership, black enslaved labourers existed as extensions of the master’s household.  

  As a hierarchical and divisive tool, colourism influenced how white masters, mistresses and 

their families established relationships with enslaved labourers, often valuing the visible 

resemblance of white ancestry upon black bodies (Glymph, 2008; Pope, 2007). In reference to 

the 17th century diary of Susan Davis Nye Hutchison (1838, as cited in Harper, 1985), a white 

American educator, she recounts a personal meeting at an old friend’s house who “to her 

surprise” (p. 126) furnished their black enslaved servant’s room “like a lady’s” (p. 126). Equating 

a lady’s room with decorative carpets and curtains, the mistress responds to Hutchison’s 

 
24 Armstrong’s (1990) reference to the Caribbean plantation landscape is used to emphasize Western (particularly 
British-American) constructions and perceptions of race and “the Other” within plantation societies.  
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evident shock by proclaiming that the black enslaved woman was “almost white” (Hutchinson, 

1838, as cited in Harper, 1985, p. 126). In similarity, Hunter’s (1922) telling use of problematic, 

derogatory language, reiterates the historical prevalence of colourism as a social system. Using 

Hart’s (1906) writings, Hunter (1922) states, ‘the clothing of the slave was of every variety, from 

the "smart mulatto lady's maid, who wore the still fresh dress that had been her mistress 's, 

down to the pickaninny of three, five, or eight years of age, who went as nature made him’ (p. 

8). 

    In correlation with white superiority, enslaved labour on the plantation estate primarily 

consisted of two categories, the most favourable being perceived as domestic service and the 

latter being field labour (Hunter, 1922; Pargas, 2015). Authoring and reinforcing the ideology of 

white supremacy, plantation owners commonly selected “mulattoes” to fulfill the role of 

domestic servant due to their mixed-race status and bodily aesthetic (Jones, 2009; Leverette, 

2009; Pargas, 2015).25 According to Harper (1985), a “favoured class of slaves on the 

antebellum plantation were the domestic servants, comprising of the enslaved men and 

women who worked in and in close proximity to the ‘Big House’ i.e., nurses, cooks, body 

servants, butlers, chambermaids, coachmen, and those artisans who lived in close contact with 

the white owner and their family” (p. 123).  

   While domestic “in house” servants were perceived as “’more sprightly, better clad and more 

intelligent’” (Ingraham, 1978, as cited in Harper, 1985, p. 123), field labourers were stigmatized 

as uncleanly and immoral people who did not possess the “nobler traits which characterize 

 
25 “Mulatto” is a derogatory term used to categorize biracial individuals of African and European ancestry (Harper, 
1985).    
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humanity” (Redpath, 1859, as cited in Harper, 1985, p. 123). In addition, field hands often were 

categorized as the farthest in appearance and physical distance from the white master 

(Burnard, 2015). As a result of white perceptions of blackness, enslaved communities adopted 

the hierarchical rankings of skin colour leading to internal categorizations of upper and lower 

statuses (Harper, 1985). Henry Bibb (1850, as cited in Harper, 1985), a former black enslaved 

man, describes how the imprint of whiteness upon enslaved societies resulted in the refusal on 

behalf of enslaved black men and women to, “associate with others whom they deem beneath 

them in point of character, colour, condition, or the superior importance of their respective 

masters” (p. 123). In another account, a biracial enslaved domestic servant was anonymously 

recorded claiming, “I thought myself of a superior caste and would have felt it a degradation to 

put myself on a level with those of a few shades darker than myself” (Hildreth, 1852, as cited in 

Harper, 1985 p. 126)”.  

  Labelled as lower-class enslaved peoples due to their darker complexion, field labourers 

working the plantation commonly lived domestic lives associated with oppressive and 

monotonous conditions, especially when seasonal duties shifted with the temperature changes 

(Pargas, 2015; Perry, 2017). Throughout fertile summers, black enslaved field labourers 

endured intense heat, assumed as a biologically survivable environment, during the agricultural 

season. Planting and harvesting commercial crops (i.e., cotton) consumed the hours of the day 

(Pargas, 2015). During stagnant winters, enslaved field labourers were expected to direct their 

services towards the maintenance of the external grounds of the estate (i.e., building repair; 

slaughtering livestock). These expectations resulted in physical illness and death due to the 

combination of below zero temperatures and insufficient clothing (Perry, 2017). On most 
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occasions, enslaved men and women working as planters, harvesters and outdoor maintenance 

keepers did not experience a spatially intimate relationship with the interior of the master’s 

household (Perry, 2017; Strutt, 2012). Rather, enslaved field labourers slept in poorly 

constructed wooden cabins on the plantation estate far removed from the “Big House” 

(Glymph, 2008; Strutt, 2012).   

   The divide between outdoor and indoor enslaved labour illuminates the complexities of black 

domestic labour. As Pargas (2015) urges to note, enduring an enslaved life within the confines 

of the owner’s household does not necessarily reflect emancipation or human equality as 

debated by a selection of scholars. In multiple slave societies, the dependency upon domestic 

labour resulted in an ability for masters to create fearful and controlling environments (Pargas, 

2015). Rather than being in proximity to a form of freedom, enslaved domestic servants 

“bear[ed] the duty of their prescribed roles in order to survive” (Pope, 2007, p. 5). The outer 

appearances of safety and security did not match the realities of continual physical and 

psychological punishment occurring within the walls of the master’s home (Burnard, 2015; 

Pope, 2007).  

   According to slave accounts and scholarly observations, domestic servants were subjected to 

spatially designed oppressions intended to reinforce their racial inferiority within the plantation 

household (Epperson, 1999). As DuBois (1901, as cited in Strutt, 2012) states, the functioning of 

the plantation household defined mobility, and quality of life, for black domestic servants as 

much as the outer fields themselves did for black enslaved labourers. Spaces of invisibility (i.e., 

kitchens; attics; basements; storage rooms) unentered by white members of the plantation 

household acted as boundaries and barriers for black domestic servants (Epperson, 1999). 
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Theoretically, the plantation home functioning as a white dominated space constructs control 

over black mobility, in that white owners designated spaces where they desired not to enter, 

but their authority to enter works through the same principal of boundary and barrier making.  

   In Strutt’s (2012) architectural synthesis on the slave landscapes of Tennessee between 1780-

1860, he includes a former enslaved man’s account of sleeping in a closet underneath the 

stairway in his owner’s home. Strutt (2012) argues, the architecture of the plantation 

household continually functions to hide black enslaved presences especially in terms of 

historical remembrance. While acting as a dwelling, a closet or upper room, out of endless 

closets and rooms in slaveholding households become almost masked and unidentifiable by 

their own ambiguity (Strutt, 2012). The ambiguity of a closet, within a colonial household 

containing a multitude of closets, does not capture spatial specificity but rather a notion of 

spatial unrecognition. In a household where the master’s bedroom is easily identifiable, a closet 

may not be “the” closet in which an enslaved worker slept (Strutt, 2012). Therefore, a closet in 

itself becomes a generalised space that could refer to any closet, which might be remembered 

for its purposes of storage rather than the purpose employed by white slaveholders (Strutt, 

2012).  

   Additionally, in these boundaries and barriers, such as the kitchen, isolated spaces 

simultaneously acted as spaced of resistive practices. Strutt (2012) recounts the narrative of a 

black enslaved cook who would take rest breaks in the pantry as this area was unlikely to be 

entered by white masters and their families. In the unseen spaces, established by white 

owners, black enslaved labourers used this invisibility to defy the expectations of their masters. 

In comparison, as the architectural remnants of slave cabins present material presences of 
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enslaved spaces, spaces occupied by enslaved domestic servants cannot be as equally 

determined (Epperson, 1999; Strutt, 2012).  Overall, these divisions and boundaries—between 

fields, slave cabins, and main houses—were, in fact, complicated sites that were nested in 

broader gendered and racialized ideologies, all of which open important questions about the 

spatial processes that underwrote slavery. The ostensible “white space” of the domestic home, 

for example, required black labour within, and this labour and presence is either hidden or 

rendered elusive to white domestic worlds.  

   As Memmi (as, cited in Pope, 2007) describe, the private sphere concealed from public eyes 

multiple forms of violence (i.e., sexual and emotional) inflicted upon black enslaved men and 

women. An extension of the patriarchal expressions of slave possession existed in the form of 

imagined relationships. White owners would refer to enslaved servants as family members  

(Ball, 1999; Berlin, 2003; Pope, 2007). In Rollins’ explanation, servants (both enslaved and 

employed) within the domestic sphere were regarded as childlike, existing as a possession of 

the “parent” or patriarch of the household (Pope, 2007). Enforcing a constructed familial bond 

allowed masters to ensure that states of enslavement continued throughout generations within 

the same servant blood line (Ball, 1999 & Jones, 2009).  

  Within the master’s family structure, governing their servants’ relationships (i.e., marriage) 

appeared as forms of protection, yet were employed to maintain authority and control over 

mobility (Berlin, 2003). As an ideology, masters believed that their offers of supposed familial 

inclusion would be met with complete gratitude from their slaves (Harper, 1985; Harris; 2004; 

Hunter, 1922). As Harper (1985) writes, in personal letters and diaries, slave owners commonly 

referred to black servants as family members, where deaths and illnesses were considered as 
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tragedies. An illustration of personal affection between owner and servant was recorded by 

Williams D Valentine, whose white neighbour, from Valentine’s perception, “treated his 

Negroes more dearly than he did the balance of mankind. In his lifetime, he was their only 

friend and they knew it. Hence they loved their master” (Valentine, 1850, as cited in Harper, 

1985 p. 130). 

  Pope (2007) and Ball (1999) write how the rhetoric of the family is often embraced by slave 

owners to describe their relationships to the servants with whom they share a household. 

These relationships were constructed by masters in order to justify a relational circumstance 

that is “so clearly fraught with economic and racial inequalities” (p. 2). Apart from the paternal 

gaze, maternalistic relationships between mistresses and black servants created spaces of 

intimacy and vulnerability within the domestic sphere (Strutt, 2012). In reference to Alice 

Childress’ (1956, as cited in Pope, 2007) Like One of the Family, the relational identities 

between the “server” and the “served” within a white employer’s household can speak to the 

exploitative nature of black domestic labour26. The lead character, Mildred, a black domestic 

worker is described overhearing her employer proclaiming to visitors that she is “just like one of 

the family” (p. 1). In analysis, the possessive nature of the family structure is employed when 

describing interracial relationships where economic statuses and social positions have been 

influenced by institutions that have subordinated one race to another (Pope, 2007). The notion 

of an “adopting family” reveals the hierarchical relationship of power between the black 

domestic servant and the white family served. According to Armstrong (1990) and Harris 

 
26 Like One of the Family is a novel that focuses on the intimate conversations between Mildred, a black domestic 
worker, and her friend, regarding the experiences of serving white households in New York City during the 20th 
century (Childress, 1956, as cited in Pope, 2007).  
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(2004), the need for white owners to reinforce their racial superiority and economic position 

over black labourers deny any possibility of real familial recognition. 

   The intimate captivity of enslaved domestic servants motivated masters to affirm racial and 

economic hierarchy through sexual exploitation (Armstrong, 1990; Berlin, 2003; Burnard, 2015; 

De Schweinitz, 2020). As an often concealed, yet brutally violent, domestic intimacy, sexual 

encounters between black enslaved servants and their white masters produced non-

consensual, sexual relationships. In “The Trials of Girlhood”, Jacobs (1861) writes,  

I now entered on my fifteenth year--a sad epoch in the life of a slave girl. My master began 

to whisper foul words in my ear… He was a crafty man, and resorted to many means to 

accomplish his purposes…Sometimes he had stormy, terrific ways, that made his victims 

tremble; sometimes he assumed a gentleness that he thought must surely subdue… I turned 

from him with disgust and hatred. But he was my master. I was compelled to live under the 

same roof with him--where I saw a man forty years my senior daily violating the most sacred 

commandments of nature. He told me I was his property; that I must be subject to his will in 

all things. (pp. 44-45)27              

Harriet Jacobs was born into slavery in North Carolina in 1813. Her autobiography, Incident in 

the Life of A Slave Girl is considered by American historians as, “the most comprehensive 

 
27 I analyse sexual exploitation as it pertains to black enslaved women due to the breadth of available scholarly 
research and autobiographical evidence. In relation to the historical narrative of Joseph Gutches, these feminist 
readings of slavery acknowledge the intersectionality that encompasses the black enslaved experience across 
genders. I also acknowledge that the sexual exploitation of black enslaved men, although less discussed, is equally 
considered violent and real.  
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antebellum autobiography by an African American woman” (New Bedford Historical Society, 

2022,  para. 1).  

   Published under the pseudonym Linda Brent in 1861, Incident in the life of A Slave Girl 

recounted her lived experiences under slavery, unraveling the unspoken realities of sexual 

oppression. Jacobs captures the malevolence of domestic intimacy under her masters who used 

intense surveillance to violate her bodily autonomy. She writes:  

My master met me at every turn, reminding me that I belonged to him, and swearing by 

heaven and earth that he would compel me to submit to him. If I went out for a breath of 

fresh air, after a day of unwearied toil, his footsteps dogged me…The other slaves in my 

master's house noticed the change…They had no need to inquire. They knew too well the 

guilty practices under that roof; and they were aware that to speak of them was an offence 

that never went unpunished. (Jacobs, 1861, p. 46)  

Jacobs’ domestic relationship with her master, including his invasion of her personal space, lend 

to the question posed by Hartman (1996), “can any form of sexual intimacy under slavery be 

considered consensual?” The sexualization of black enslaved women and the predatory 

environments of the white enslaver’s household cannot produce consensual relationships, but 

rather gendered relationships of unequal power (Hartman, 1996).  

   In employing the narrative of “being part of the family”, white masters used their patriarchal 

authority to conceive multiple children with black enslaved women. Jacobs (1861) honestly 

depicts the sexual reproductive exploitation endured upon the domestic landscape of the 

enslaver. She states, “Reader, I draw no imaginary pictures of southern homes. I am telling you 
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the plain truth…Children of every shade of complexion play with [the mistress’] own fair babies, 

and too well she knows that they are born unto him of his own household… Southern women 

often marry a man knowing that he is the father of many little slaves” (pp. 56-57) . These 

proximities and domestic intimacies in and around white spaces were not isolated to Western 

geographies. The socio-spatial practices of slaveholding in the Antebellum South provide one 

placed-based example to magnify the unseen traumas that occurred behind doors across 

multiple geographies of enslavement.  

Slaveholding & Indigenous Intersections in British North America 

   Krauthamer (2013) writes, “racial categories, which encompassed not only blackness but also 

conceptions of Indianness and whiteness, were never static but were made and remade from 

the late eighteenth century through the antebellum era” (p. 17). In other words, the 

normalization of white ownership and black servitude in the United States and Canada created 

historical intersections of power and oppression amoung racialized communities (Krauthamer, 

2013). Under the institution of slavery, the buying and selling of Indigenous and black enslaved 

peoples by Indigenous and black slaveholders exemplified the social and economic dynamics 

between communities categorized as “other” (Krauthamer, 2013).  

   In Canada, spaces of power, privilege, visibility, and invisibility were formed by the 

intersections of early settler colonialism and the institution of slavery (Burnard, 2015). In 1856, 

abolitionist Benjamin Drew conducted and transcribed a series of interviews focusing on the 

lived experiences of black fugitive slaves in Upper Canada, entitled, A North-Side View of 

Slavery. The Refugee: or the Narratives of Fugitive Slaves in Canada. In Drew’s (1856) collection 
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of interviews, Sophia Pooley’s account emerges, confirming her own presence as an enslaved 

black woman under the ownership of Indigenous leader and loyalist, Joseph Brant. Pooley 

shares her memories through the form of an oral history, where self-identity, genealogy, and 

traceability are communicated (Drew, 1856; Goddard, 2009). Pooley states, “I was born in 

Fishkill, New York, twelve miles from North River. My father’s name was Oliver Burthen, my 

mother’s Dinah I am now more than ninety years old. I was stolen from my parents when I was 

seven years old, and brought to Canada; that was long before the American Revolution” (Drew, 

1856, p. 192).  

  According to Goddard (2009), Pooley was sold to Brant on the U.S. side of the border near 

Niagara. In Hunter’s (2022) analysis of Pooley’s first-hand account, he states, “trauma plays out 

in Sophia’s recollections, filtered through wounds, time stretching and merging of places” (p. 

308).  When describing Joseph Brant, Pooley seems to attach hierarchical words to his identity, 

claiming, “the white men sold us at Niagara to old Indian Brant, the king” (Drew, 1856, p. 192).  

In contrast, Pooley appears to adopt ethnocentric vocabulary when referring to Indigenous 

peoples, which shows the influences of objectification and cultural hegemony projected by the 

settler colonial environment. 

   As an intimate lens into the nature of slave ownership, Pooley expresses the messages of 

adoption and family communicated by Joseph Brant. Pooley herself seems to use words of 

familiarity as her story progresses. She says, “I lived with old Brant about twelve or thirteen 

years…while I lived with old Brant we caught deer… we would let the hounds loose, and when 

we heard them bark we would run for the canoe -Peggy, and Mary, and Katy, Brant’s daughters 

and I” (Drew, 1856, pp. 192-193). Similarly, on an occasion where Pooley’s mistress, Brant’s 
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third wife, physically chastised Pooley, she recalls Brant’s response, describing, “Brant was very 

angry, when he came home… [saying], you know I adopted her as one of the family, and now 

you are trying to put all the work on her” (Drew, 1856, p. 194). Although a sense of family and 

household belonging was constructed by Joseph Brant, Pooley shares the moment of her 

departure, claiming, “at twelve years old, I was sold by Brant to an Englishman in Ancaster, for 

one hundred dollars-his name was Samuel Hatt” (Drew, 1856, p. 194). Pooley concludes her 

narrative by recalling where she moves to next, stating, “I lived with him seven years: then the 

white people said I was free, and put me up to running away. He did not stop me -he said he 

could not take the law into his own hands” (Drew, 1856, pp. 194-195). In relation to personal 

freedom, a notable phrase Pooley uses earlier in her narrative is, “I had no care to get my 

freedom” (Drew, 1856, p. 194). While Pooley communicates a neutral emotion towards 

emancipation, she recounts her individual mobility following slavery. She shares her 

experiences of settling alone in Waterloo, and entering a marriage with Robert Pooley, where 

her surname derives from at the time of her interview (Drew, 1856).  

   In contrast to geographies of enslavement mentioned in earlier sections, Pooley’s relationship 

with Brant himself appears non-violent, but the contractual nature of slave-holding does not 

allow for a completely un-oppressive experience, as the institution of slavery is driven by 

violence.  For Pooley, the institution and its participants caused a stripping of family, place and 

home for enslaved men and women. While Sophia is identified as a fugitive slave at the time of 

her interview, from Hunter’s (2022) perspective, Pooley does not fit this narrative, as “she had 

not, as [Drew] declared, ‘fled from the North and the South into Upper Canada to escape the 

oppression exercised upon them by their native countrymen…She did not come to Canada a 
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fugitive or free, but as chattel” (p. 308). As Hunter (2022) states, “[Pooley] traversed the 

foundations of the interconnected nation states of modern Canada and the United States that 

emerged from, and remain tethered to, empires of slavery and the systematic assault on 

Indigenous peoples and their lands” (p. 294). Pooley’s first-hand account is symbolic of a 

geography where African populations, Indigenous communities and white settlers occupied 

spaces (and navigated through layered and intersecting spaces) (Hunter, 2022).  

Britain: English Portraiture & The Country House  

    Britain’s historical dependency on black enslaved peoples, commonly referred to as 

“domestic servants”, further exemplifies how proximities to slave owners worked to justify 

racial oppression (Bressey, 2013; Moody & Small, 2019). Similar to the constructed appearance 

of non-violent slaveholding, the English Country House, as shown through portraiture, notably 

represents a domestic environment where “the happy slave” dwelled and served (Tobin, 1999). 

Britain’s historical depictions of slavery commonly communicated the themes of white 

aristocratic wealth and black servility (Lugo-Ortiz & Rosenthal, 2013; Tobin, 1999). During the 

era of the trans-Atlantic slave trade, white justification of slave ownership centered around the 

belief that African peoples contained an inherent and determined nature to provide service 

joyfully (Lugo-Oritz & Rosenthal, 2013). 17th and 18th century English portraiture illustrate how 

the home, domesticity and slavery constructed the labour identity of the doting and docile 

black domestic servant (Bressey, 2013; Erickson, 2009; Glymph, 2008).  

  The submissive black figure is often depicted as being a man, or in other words, a “black boy” 

(Tobin, 1999, p. 28) or “the black servant” (Tobin, 1999, p. 28), presenting an image of 
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loneliness and solitude (Levenson, 2014; Nelson, 2004). Argued by Tobin, (1999), the devoted 

and affectionate expressions of black servants performing services underneath their master’s 

gaze seeks to erase “the material conditions of [their] own exploitation and the egregious 

abuses of power that marked Britain’s colonial rule” (p. 46). As shown through colonial 

portraiture, British aristocrats declared their cultural civility and destined colonial wealth by 

situating African enslaved servants amidst a domestic backdrop where New World commodities 

(i.e., sugar, tobacco, tea, and coffee) were abundantly consumed (Tobin, 1999). Domestic 

servants were believed to absorb more white culture leading to civility (Burnard, 2015; 

Erickson, 2009). These artistic depictions of anonymity paint the image of an invisible presence 

labouring as an appendage of the white owner who alone claims to be worthy of an individual 

identity (Nelson, 2004; Tobin, 1999). 

   In Tobin‘s (1999) Bringing the Empire Home, black enslaved peoples in English portraiture are 

identified as visible, yet invisible figures, carrying traits of anonymity and childlike loyalty 

amidst the presence of their white masters. As Erickson (2009) describes, the inclusion of the 

domestic servant does not represent inclusivity, but rather a visual regime structured in white 

dominance communicating the imagined acquisition of a compliant, colonized labour force. As 

Erickson (2009) states, the black servant’s presence is a reminder of colonial legacies of pride 

and race-based relationships of power. Wrapped in the elegant, graceful, and refined 

celebration of art, wealth and domestic life, the British country house communicates a cultural 

superiority reinforced by the (in)visibility of the black servant (Erickson, 2009; Lugo-Ortiz & 

Rosenthal, 2013). 
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Ile Royale: The Enslaved Servant  

  The colonial constructed image of the domestic servant who happily serves their white owner 

extends outside of British timelines and territories. Nelson (2004) argues that slavery in New 

France stood as an acceptable and inseparable reality in the early settler colonization of 

Canada. In agreement, Donovan (2004) emphasizes “the importance of slave work to the 

success and comfort of households and family life in Ile Royale” (p. 26). Functioning as a cultural 

norm in New France, black service under enslavement carried anonymous identities, often 

referring to labourers as servants (Donovan, 2004). Without identifiable divisions (i.e., field 

labourers and domestic servants) which both illuminate and reinforce racial oppression, 

recounting the individual experiences of enslaved black peoples can become blurred.28  

   In attempt to recount the enslaved experience in the realm of the home, Donovan (2004) 

identifies occurrences where enslaved servants are named in written records. In 1733, 92.4 

percent of the 246 black enslaved peoples performed domestic services while 7.6 percent of 

black enslaved peoples conducted work completely off estate grounds (i.e., fishermen). 

Donovan (2004) recounts the experience of Charles, a black enslaved man owned by military 

leader Pierre Benoist, in order to define the differing labour identities under the title of servant. 

Donovan writes, “when not planting, weeding, harvesting vegetables, feeding the livestock, 

 
28 “Without identifiable divisions” speaks to the nature of enslaved categorisation in the American South compared 
to the cultural geography of New France as it pertains to slavery. In New France, the use of language does not 
appear to enforce division between outer “field hand” and inside “house-servant”. The blurred duties in one sense 
depart from Southern slave societies, but simultaneously share characteristics as the enslaved labourer performed 
similar roles essential for the upholding of the master’s household. Therefore, the identifiers placed on enslaved 
men and women in New France, while appearing less divisive, does not necessarily speak to a less violent and 
exploitative experience. Notably, the recorded absence of colourism does not mean that this racial ideology was 
not present.  
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Charles was kept busy cutting kindling and keeping the stoves and fireplaces supplied with 

wood” (p. 25). While indicators of historical colourism are not immediately detectable, 

gendered labour allocated intimate “mothering” tasks to enslaved women and manual labour 

to enslaved men (Donovan, 2004). Associated with social reproduction, “mothering tasks” 

included nursing and raising the children of slaveholders, preparing meals, and performing 

cleaning of the interior home and all possessions belonging to the household (Donovan, 2004). 

“Manual labour” commonly directed toward enslaved black men involved cultivation of crops 

and maintaining the outer and interior realms of the household (Donovan, 2004).  

  Nelson (2004) interprets the Code Noir as discouraging cross-racial and cross-class 

reproduction by regulating relationships between enslaved women and free men. While race is 

not directly indicated, Nelson (2004) notes that the majority of free men in New France were 

white settlers. A stipulation in the Code Noir states that, “If a free man had children with a 

slave, both he and the owner were each fined two thousand pounds of sugar. If the free man 

and master were one in the same, the children born of the union were to be confiscated and 

doomed to perpetual slavery” (p. 25). Nelson (2004) regards the threat of legal punishment as a 

means of reinforcing the white/black, owner/slave status and ensuring that these socio-racial 

barriers encouraged segregation. Therefore, race-based systems functioned in New France 

under the institution of slavery to enforce racial purities and communicate white superiority.  

   Returning to Donovan’s (2004) findings, his perspective on the role of black enslaved service 

provides an example of how the understanding of slavery as purposeful is deeply engrained in 

Western consciousness. His analysis of slavery in Ile Royale does not seek to illuminate the 

oppressive nature of race-based captivity but rather discusses its role in bringing wealth to the 
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owner’s household. While he does not justify racial oppression, Donovan (2004) reiterates the 

narrative of the happy slave by solely acknowledging the agency of enslaved peoples within the 

boundaries of their owners’ permission and control. Therefore, a romanticised interpretation of 

black agency dismisses the manifestations of agency as rebellion which worked against the 

controlling nature of slavery. Left unacknowledged, this significant form of human agency 

becomes removed from the historicizing of black encounters with forced labour. 

Black Rebellion & Emancipation 

   Black servility functions as an ideological tool used historically to perceive slavery as a natural 

phenomenon (Jalata, 2002; Tobin, 1999). As a form of resistance, the counter-narratives in 

black-centered memories interrupt the use of biological determinism to justify and/or 

comprehend African enslavement (Roth, 2007). Challenging the historical idea of race-based 

passivity believed to produce the “willing and happy” slave, Glymph (2008) and Harper (1985) 

reiterate how the feelings held by black enslaved peoples toward their masters were not always 

of genuine affection, as commonly depicted by white owners, but of passionate hatred. 

According to Jalata (2002) and Roth (2007), black labourers under the conditions of slavery 

commonly concealed their animosity towards masters as a means of survival, allowing for the 

planning and enacting of violent rebellions (Glymph, 2008). In these memories of revolt, black 

agency re-claims the histories of slavery, placing individual will and thought at the center 

(Jalata, 2002; Roth, 2007).  

  In Greenberg’s (2003), Nat Turner: A Slave Rebellion in History and Memory, the “Turner 

Revolt” (p. 45) is centered as one of the most hyper-visible, yet controversial and mystifying 
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slave rebellions to have occurred upon the American landscape. Amidst the silences and 

uncertainties that have remained through fragmented recordings and transcribed testimonies 

of the revolt, two certainties appear unquestionable. These recordings provide evidence that 

the historical event took place in Southampton County, Virginia in 1831 and was led by a 31-

year-old enslaved black man, Nat Turner (Brewer, 2021; Greenberg, 2003).  

  Historians, such as Greenberg (2003), debate whether Turner’s motivations were influenced 

by spiritual convictions, personal vengeance and/or a command for liberation. Nonetheless, the 

event is remembered by its violent nature. As Greenberg (2003) notes, this violence must not 

be read as taking place outside of the violence of slaveholding but needs to be unpacked as a 

geography of enslavement upon a colonial landscape. The revolt involved a sequence of 

murders that targeted slave-owning households. Turner and a selection of fellow enslaved 

black confidants carried out the killing of their master and their masters’ family members as 

they slept (Tomlins, 2020). The aftermath of the revolt involved an equally violent response by 

white slaveholders, who targeted and murdered black enslaved peoples that were assumed to 

have participated in the killings (Tomlins, 2020). Greenberg (2003) claims that apart from those 

involved being sentenced to death by the judicial system, innocent black peoples who had no 

connection to the murders were killed by white citizens in Southampton.  

   Aptheker (2006) analyzes the statements made by Turner that were transcribed by 

Southampton attorney Thomas Gray. Turner says, “As I was praying one day at my plough, the 

spirit spoke to me” (Gray, 1831, as cited in Aptheker, 2006, p. 36). Aptheker (2006) offers his 

own interpretation, writing: 
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 Just as the laws, petitions, plots, revolts, intrigues of that period were manifestations of the 

times, of economic depression, of sociological maladjustment, of uncertainty, of fast and vast 

changes, and in turn helped create the spirit of those times, so the Turner Revolt appears to 

be a manifestation of this spirit, and a direct and indirect influence itself in developing the 

spirit and accounting for the events in the time immediately following its occurrence. 

(Aptheker, 2006, p. 38)  

Following Turner’s trial, he was sentenced to death by hanging and allegedly skinned (Tomlins, 

2020). Turner’s remains are assumed by historians to have been disposed or dispersed, leaving 

no recordable trace of his body (Greenberg, 2003). As Tomlins (2020) states, in the brutality and 

violence that encompasses the Turner revolt, the actions carried out by Turner were out of a 

response to “the realisation of life through release from the circumstances of a particular 

lifeworld, the lifeworld of enslavement” (p. 114). When considering Turner’s act of rebellion, 

beneath the violent circumstances perhaps lied an undertone shared across enslaved black 

geographies, which is the desire to exist outside of the racialized and oppressive spaces that 

place black peoples in socially constructed categories of “the other”.   

  In a similar sense, returning to Childress’ (1956, as cited in Pope, 2007)  Like One of the Family, 

the central character of Mildred ensures to remain conscious of individual identity apart from 

the constructed claims made by the white household being served (Pope, 2007). Instead of 

believing her owner’s offer of extending a familial bond, she refuses to stray from the reality of 

labouring solely as an economic resource (Pope, 2007). As the black servant is commonly 

restricted from partaking in equal household liberties and privileges, the race-based economic 

dependency within the master-slave-home relationship takes precedence regardless of any 
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existence of genuine intimacy. Childress’ (1956, as cited in Pope, 2007) lead character demands 

an independent mindset uninfluenced by the white family narrative, stating confidently, “I am 

NOT just like one of the family” (p. 2). Mildred describes, “the family eats in the dining room 

and I eat in the kitchen. Your mama borrows your lace tablecloth for her company and your son 

entertains his friends in your parlor, your daughter takes her afternoon nap on the living room 

couch and the puppy sleeps on your satin spread” (p. 10).  

  Physical manifestations of the un-mutual affections between black enslaved peoples and their 

owners become apparently visible in the transitions towards legal emancipation (Berlin, 2003; 

Harris, 2007). Analyzing autonomy in relation to emancipation offers a glimpse into the 

enduring inward desires of black enslaved men and women (Berlin, 2003). Although legally free, 

black communities continued to navigate through racially hierarchical and oppressive social 

systems across colonial geographies, making the ties between former slaves and masters 

difficult to sever (De Schweinitz, 2020; Glymph, 2008). As the institution of enslavement 

reached an ending, the ideological roots used to justify human ownership continued to thrive 

amoung white dominant societies. The racist undertones of a post-emancipation slave society 

perpetuated the managing and monitoring of blackness outside of the legal constraints of 

slavery (Harris, 2004). “Black as the lowest caste” and “black as inferior” were constructed 

truths placed upon newly emancipated black men and women (Harris, 2004). 

   Amid the ideological legacy of African enslavement, individual and collective black agency 

produced lives and livelihoods independent from the domestic spheres of former owners 

(Harris, 2004). While maintaining to labour at the households of former masters may be 

assumed as failing to achieve independence and self-sufficiency, the action of navigating freely 
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across white settler landscapes was a communication of authority for ex-enslaved labourers 

(Glymph, 2008). In the Southern United States, field labour became a tool of power for 

previously enslaved peoples rather than a mark of incivility (Glymph, 2008; Perry, 2017). The 

“outside realm” of the plantation estate was chosen as a space of paid labour by former field 

hands and domestic servants to maintain physical distance from previous masters.  

   The stigma of “the fields” became re-branded by black paid labourers to gain spatial control 

and state their ambitions to move through spaces of employment by personal choice (Glymph, 

2008; Perry, 2013). As Glymph (2008) describes, “resistance of former slaves to the 

reinstatement of prewar customary norms of subservience forced radical pecuniary and social 

changes in the households of all former mistresses” (p. 183) and masters. Black paid labourers 

governed their own time at spaces of employment by establishing hours of labour and refusing 

un-contracted work. Glymph (2008) notes how freed black women strategically worked 

between the field and the plantation house, never remaining in one space permanently. A 

“quilt work pattern of labour” (p. 170) created non-permanent locational and time-based 

arrangements where black men and women established the authority to leave a working 

position without feeling vulnerable under the fear inducing controls of employers (Glymph, 

2008).  

  Defining a domestic life outside of plantation conventions, black men and women set aside 

time for production in their own homes by moving between paid labour and independent 

labour (Glymph, 2008; Harris, 2004).29 Ensuring a household income for black peoples equally 

 
29 I define independent labour here as investing time in one’s own homestead and the working of one’s own land.  
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derived from working land cultivated by their own families and selling goods and services 

(Harris, 2004). The building and survival of black-American households were dependent on 

questions such as, “How many wash jobs would it take to put food on the table, buy a setting 

hen, or a new dress? How many days’ work in someone else’s kitchen? …How much family 

labour was required to make a bale of cotton?” (Glymph, 2008, p. 169). In addition to claiming 

independently defined relationships with domesticity, freed black peoples embraced the 

identities of both entrepreneur and consumer (Glymph, 2008). Black-American households 

profited from the dependencies previous white owners had on ancillary chores. As a result, 

black-American households commonly sold home-made produce to white upper-class families 

who formerly relied on enslaved labour (Glymph, 2008).  

  As consumers, the self-defined social expectations for black women after emancipation 

removed the remnants of experiencing white governance over black bodily appearance and 

feminine identity (Glymph, 2008). The changing relationships of power and commerce 

produced social environments where white mistresses would sell their dresses to black women 

out of economic necessity and in other instances buy back clothing offered as parting gifts to 

freed black women. Beyond economic concerns, freed black men and women claimed spaces 

outside of labour. Fighting the normalcy of race-based control over mobility, freed black 

communities fostered familial and romantic relationships openly outside of the spatial and 

social restrictions set under slavery. As Glymph (2008) states regarding gendered liberties, “All 

of this is best understood on the content of black women’s determination to decide for 

themselves what a free life meant” (p. 170). Although discourses surrounding freedom 
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centered the societal values of family and homemaking, emancipation held multiple meanings, 

including the ability to establish spaces of privacy. 

The Spiritual Home: African Spirituality & Christianity  

  The concealed presences and physical manifestations of slave resistance share connections to 

African spirituality (Jalata, 2002). Black diasporas adopted and syncretized religious 

perspectives on fundamental questions (i.e., morality, justice, human equality, after-life, and 

freedom) throughout enslavement and emancipation (Omo-Osagie, 2007). As rebellion and 

mobilization, African re-claiming(s) of Christian theology wove community, culture, identity, 

and memory together to produce and occupy spaces of protest (Omo-Osagie, 2007; White, 

1983). Omo-Osagie (2007) writes, the historical mobilizing presence of African Christian 

communities “served as resistance to white rule, oppression, and control” (p. 37). As Backfish 

(2012) explains, amid physical bondage, African enslaved communities claimed their spiritual 

freedom through biblical revelations and promises of deliverance. Refuting the divine rights to 

raced-based supremacy and human ownership, the organization of black denominational 

churches (i.e., Baptist, Methodist, Pentecostal) were present in multiple slave societies, 

including the United States, British North America, and the Caribbean (Backfish, 2012; White, 

1983).  

  Although slave owners censored biblical scripture to enforce preached messages promoting 

black subserviency, African spirituals actively challenged the weaponization of colonial 

interpretations of Christian doctrine (White, 1983). Through psalmody, the vocalization of 

biblical scripture provided an assurance that the involuntary bondage faced by black enslaved 
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peoples would end, paralleling the deliverance of the Israelites from chattel slavery under 

Egyptian rule (Omo-Osagie, 2007). Singing songs “upon their final redemption in heaven or 

upon their earthly deliverance from slavery” (p. 12) as Backfish (2012) states, notes how 

contestation and rebellion were actively present in psalmody amidst the ideology of black 

servility. Frederick Douglas referred to African spirituals and psalmody as the most powerful 

tool propelling the abolition of slavery, claiming, “I have sometimes thought that the mere 

hearing of those songs would do more to impress some minds with the horrible character of 

slavery, than the reading of whole volumes of philosophy on the subject could do” (Douglas, 

1999, as cited in BackFish, 2012, p. 11). In Reverend Omo-Osagie’s interpretations of the 

connectivity between spirituality, music and enslaved resistance, African spirituals such as, 

“Trouble Don’t Last Always” (p. 34), “The Lord is My Shepherd” (p. 37), “Lord’s Been here” (p. 

37) and “Hard Trials” (p. 37) included the use of spiritual references working to hide meanings 

of emancipation from masters.30 Omo-Osagie (2007) emphasizes how, “through these songs, 

the slaves demonstrated that they were spiritual beings capable of appealing to God directly” 

(Omo-Osagie, 2007, p. 36).  

   The foundational belief within early plantation churches considered the inner spirit as an 

intimate space where God and freedom dwelled (Barker, 2015; Backfish, 2012). African 

spirituals and psalmody expressed a transcendence beyond the material realm of physical 

captivity, recognizing the soul as above and removed from any tangible enslaving force (Omo-

Osagie, 2007; White, 1985). Through the lenses of African Christianity, the inward space of the 

 
30 The use of spiritual references as hidden communications of freedom included ambiguous words (i.e., Saviour, 
deliverer, spirit; mountain; heart; fire; water; snare; pit; wilderness; waves; storms; cry; refuge; cage; snare; fly) 
(Omo-Osagie, 2007).  
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human spirit existed as an enclosed shelter where communication between God and human 

occurred outside of the physical circumstances of enslaved life (White, 1985). In analyzing 

relationships between black enslaved peoples and domestic spheres, the space of the spirit as a 

“home” illuminates a place of being that is invisible, yet present (Backfish, 2012; Omo-Osagie, 

2007). This spiritually present “home” existed as a counter-space to the oppressive intimacies 

of the white master’s household. Amid the monitored physical mobilities of black labourers 

either “out in the field” or inside the personal household realm, the spiritual “home” 

functioned as un-trackable and non-visible to the eye of the owner.   

  References to “home” are visible within African psalmody through the incorporation of 

spiritual themes from the book of psalms in the Holy Bible (Backfish, 2012). Psalm 91 refers to a 

secret place of dwelling, where the child of God abides “under the shadow of the Most High” 

(King James Version, 2012, p. 330). Additional verses declare God as a refuge, a fortress, and a 

habitation unto the believer (King James Version, 2012). Similarly, Psalm 23, as the inspiration 

for the spiritual “The Lord is My Shepherd”, communicates the spiritual ability of disassociating 

with physical realities (Backfish, 2012; King James Version, 2012). The psalm reads, “He makes 

me to lie down in green pastures: He leads me beside still waters… I will dwell in the house of 

the Lord forever” (King James Version, 2012, p. 311).  

  Therefore, beyond the physical domestic conditions associated with enslavement existed a 

belief of an accessible home un-governed by the social systems of spatial oppression and racial 

hierarchy. The themes of home within African spirituals derived equally from experiential, 

spatial and cultural responses. Edwards (2007, as cited in Omo-Osagie, 2007) writes, “these 

songs originated from the “middle of the hot fields” of rice, cotton, tobacco and sugar 
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plantations” (p. 35) by generations of African enslaved peoples remembering/and or imagining 

their home-land. As Omo-Osagie (2007) states, “music was essential to the soul… and helped 

them heal from the wounds of physical torture, psychological manipulations, and emotional 

abuse” (p. 35).  

  Historian Joe Willian Trotter, Jr (2001, as cited in Omo-Osagie, 2007), writes, “the creation of 

slave songs was a dynamic social and cultural process” (p. 35). For example, African-American 

musical structure and mode of performance parallels the patterns of call and response drawn 

from African tradition (Barker, 2015; White, 1985). As a distinctive cultural style of worship, 

singing a hymn and having the congregation repeating the spoken verses connected the 

individual enslaved experience to the collective shared experiences of the black enslaved 

community (Barker, 2015; White, 1983).  In agreement, Jalata, (2002) argues that “the 

ancestors of African Americans, both individually and in groups, resisted enslavement… on the 

American plantations; they fought culturally” (p. 89). Black spirituals crossed borders and 

boundaries both racially and geographically, not only influencing black American and African 

Canadian spiritual belief but the musical components of spiritual worship across denominations 

(Backfish, 2012; White, 1985). Denominations across racial lines adopted many of the songs 

rooted in African modes of worship, voicing enduring core messages (i.e., deliverance; 

endurance; unconditional love; human equality; forgiveness; atonement; restoration) (Omo-

Osagie, 2007).  

  Landscapes within Ontario, Canada, can be viewed as traditionally recognized heritage sites 

which offer a selective, yet pivotal component in black-Canadian expressions of Christianity 

(Parks Canada, 2021). Historical buildings such as Nazrey, African Methodist Episcopal Church 
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National Historic Site of Canada, in Amherstburg, Ontario and Oro African Methodist Episcopal 

Church National Historic Site of Canada, in Oro-Medonte, Ontario, represent memories of black 

occupations of space and place making connected to black loyalists and the Underground 

Railroad (Parks Canada, 2021). Although the visible preservations of these churches 

acknowledge selections of black memories, an echoing theme of celebratory Canadian history 

seems to disregard historical possibilities of racial oppression towards African-Canadians.  

  Returning to Africville, the community’s relationship with historical preservation illustrates the 

selective nature of traditional heritage management. The churches listed above connect to the 

re-occurring imaginings of Canada as a refuge and/or reward for enslaved black peoples 

escaping the inhumanity of slavery in America. In contrast, the church which once stood in the 

center of Africville was not viewed by municipal authorities as a tangible piece of black history 

worth preserving and recognising.  

   In The Spirit of Africville, the reader is transported back to 1959, where a local resident shares, 

“listen close… can you hear it? Can you hear that sound, coming from the church? It’s like a 

heartbeat… the heartbeat of Africville. This church is the living, breathing soul of our 

community. As long as this church is here, we’ll be here” (Africville Genealogy Society, Donald 

Clairmont, Stephen Kimber, Bridglal Pachai, & Charles Saunders, 2010, p. 23).31  The enduring 

presence of Africville, although formally recognised presently as a National Historic Site of 

Canada, exists as a landscape which faced, and continues to face, de-legitimisation and 

 
31 “The Spirit of Africville” is selected and edited by the Africville Genealogy Society with contributions by Donald 
Clairmont, Stephen Kimber, Bridglal Pachai and Charles Saunders. The work presents a map of Africville through 
storytelling and collected images provided by former residents.  
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invisibilisation. The conservation of churches solely connected to the Underground Railroad and 

British loyalism preserves a celebratory national historical narrative that enables the 

displacement of traumatic memories. These memories of racial hostility in turn are not folded 

into the remembrances of black Canada.  

   Through different means of erasure, the demolition of Africville makes invisible the 

mobilisation of a black community that occupied space and defined place out of a response to 

the racialization practices carried out by white dominant society and municipal governing 

powers (Rutland, 2018). The histories surrounding black Canadian spirituality and church 

formation essentially are inseparable from the roots of slavery, emancipation and racial 

discrimination and therefore should embody the remembrance of its origin stories. These 

contrasting heritage practices (where Africville’s church is demolished, connecting to a history 

of environmental racism, and Nazrey African Methodist Episcopal Church is conserved, 

connecting to the celebration of Canada as “a promise land”) remove pieces of a larger 

historical narrative tied to the formation of Black Canada.   

   To engage in the practice of centering black Canada as a larger historical narrative that 

includes complex and unique experiences, I return to Hartman’s (2008) method of critical 

fabulation. I employ Hartman’s (2008) approach to similarly follow her intention to traverse 

beyond the limitations of historical documentation and visualise “a narrative of what might 

have been or could have been… a history written with and against the archive” (p. 12).    
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                        Chapter 3/Part Two: Gutches’ Geographies & Speculative Spaces 

Remembering Slavery in Kingston, Ontario 

     As previously stated, this chapter presents my intent to render visible Gutches’ relationships 

with slavery and the domestic sphere using imaginative and speculative narrative building. In 

this process, I do not aim to imagine a complete linear timeline but instead seek to look deeper 

into the historical snapshots of Gutches’ presence and humanise these moments in time, 

making visible the possibilities of how Gutches’ occupied space as an enslaved black man. In 

agreement with Hartman (2008), I acknowledge the ethicality of narrative restraint, which 

refuses to provide closure by respecting the glimpses of blackness.  

   Joseph Gutches’ connection with African enslavement in Kingston, Ontario, can be informed 

by and imagined through the socio-racial and spatial hierarchies established upon American, 

British, and French landscapes governed historically by colonial cultures and institutions of 

slaveholding. I draw upon scholarly, geographical research and archival material to center 

Gutches’ relationship to white upper-class domestic environments in the layered and muted 

histories attached to 221-223 King Street East. Based on the documented presences of Richard 

Cartwright32 and John Solomon Cartwright33, Gutches likely served their households as a single-

staffed domestic servant. The research presented by Stones Kingston (2018) determines 221-

223 King Street East as Gutches’ residence until his death in 1842.  

 
32 Richard Cartwright’s full title is Honourable Richard Cartwright.  
33 Richard Cartwright (b.1759-d.1815) was a white loyalist settler and the owner of Joseph Gutches. John Solomon 
Cartwright was the son of Richard Cartwright, the owner of 221-223 King Street East and the presumed 
inheritor/owner of Joseph Gutches..  
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   To speculate Gutches’ enslaved experiences and center his black presence, I trace the 

pathways which lead Gutches to live and labour at 221-223 King Street East by using archival 

and archaeological documentation. Speculatively, as a black enslaved domestic servant, 

Gutches symbolizes a historical presence existing beyond the confines of one location and site 

in Kingston, Ontario. By 1784, Richard Cartwright had migrated to Kingston, Ontario, prior to 

the birth of John Solomon Cartwright and the construction of 221-223 King Street East (Bazely, 

McKendry, Sheldon, Dales & Fernandez, 2009). Gutches’ presence is identified and confirmed 

by the obituary announcing his death in 1842 and a ledger of Richard Cartwright’s written in 

1799 (Cartwright, 1800; Chronicle & Gazette, 1842). Gutches’ socio-cultural and spatial 

relationships to enslaved labour after arriving in Kingston, Ontario can be depicted by 

referencing the documented settler activities of Richard Cartwright.  

   According to archeological research, Richard Cartwright established an expansive settler 

presence through ownership of land and property in Kingston, Ontario (Bazely et al., 2009)34. A 

map drawn in 1784 labels “an inhabitant’s house” located on lot 263 to be “likely where the 

newly married couple (Magdalene and Richard Cartwright) live[d] along with his mother and 

father” (Bazely, et al., 2009, p. 29) The archaeological report speculates that “perhaps [Gutches] 

arrived with Richard Cartwright’s parents” (Bazely et al., 2009, p. 28). The authors observe how, 

“there seems to be a pattern of [Richard Cartwright’s] ownership of land adjacent to 

government property (lot 263 is surrounded by military land, as is his property on the shore 

near Fort Frontenac)” (Bazely et al., 2009, p. 32). The site (Lot 263) comprising of Richard 

 
34 I depend upon archaeological research led by Kingstonion scholars Susan Bazely and Jennifer McKendry. Bazely, 
McKendry and their team of graduate researchers interpret sketched maps and archived records to create a 
timeline of events that speculatively speaks to Richard Cartwright’s settler activities in Kingston, Ontario. 
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Cartwright’s house, warehouses and wharf is referred to as a profitable location on the 

opposite shore of the Great Cataraqui River in which Richard Cartwright operated a ferry 

service (Bazely et al., 2009). Included below, Figure 1 presents a map of 1784 retrieved from the 

national map collection in which Bazely et al. (2009) have cropped, focusing on the speculative 

identification of Richard Cartwright’s house, warehouses and wharf. The authors have inserted 

an arrow which points to the possible locations.                                                                               

Figure 1                                                                                                                                                            

Richard Cartwright’s House, Warehouses & Wharf on Lot 263 in 1784                                                                    

(National Map Collection 11375, 1784, as cited in Bazely et al., 2009)                                       
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    Based on Figure 1, Gutches can be acknowledged as an early black historical presence during 

periods of Cataraqui’s development as a colonial settlement. In reference to the centrality of 

land and the historical profitability of the location, Gutches’ presence is also central in terms of 

how the landscape of Kingston was shaped by settler activities. Bazely et al. (2009) further 

include a painting of Kingston in 1783 by artist James Peachey. As shown in Figure 2, Bazely et 

al. (2009) have annotated Peachey’s painting, identifying the possible locations captured by 

Peachey, which include Cartwright’s House and Wharf near Fort Frontenac.    

Figure 2 

A View of the shore of the Great Cataraqui River, Depicting Fort Frontenac, Cartwright House & 

Wharf in 1783-1784 

(Peachey; Library and Archives Canada, 1783, as cited in Bazely et al., 2009)   

Peachey’s painting in connection to the speculative spaces of Joseph Gutches bears 

significance. If Gutches indeed had experienced and interacted with the geography depicted 

above, his presence becomes associated with the painted landscape. Peachey’s depiction of the 
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landscape may have captured the “when’s and where’s” of Joseph Gutches in Cataraqui, where 

he encountered settler spaces, such as Cartwright’s house, as an enslaved black man.      

  A household inventory of Richard Cartwright’s possessions in 1799 list Gutches’ name 

alongside land, furniture, cattle, and globes (Cartwright, 1800)35 The term “my property” 

(Cartwright, 1800, header) is used at the beginning of the ledger and underneath is a list of 

possessions, including the human possession of Gutches. The combination of possessions 

grouped together in the inventory communicate a narrative which highlights the possible 

labour activities conducted by Gutches. The presence of Gutches’ name amongst personal 

possessions (i.e., globes, furniture, and cattle) points to an enslaved experience which entailed 

aspects of labour carried out in the intimate spaces of the private domestic sphere and the 

more visible, exposed environment of the outdoor landscape. Richard Cartwright’s ownership 

of cattle likely symbolizes the practice of a domestic lifestyle of self-sufficiency in which the 

household production and consumption of crops and staple food was depended upon. Due to 

the absence of any indication that Richard Cartwright owned more than one enslaved labourer, 

Gutches presumably fulfilled the roles of maintaining the exterior of the household lot (i.e., 

cultivating crops; raising cattle; securing outdoor structures; errand running) and upholding the 

functions of the interior sphere of the home (i.e., cleaning; stoking fires; emotional labouring; 

serving meals).  

  The assumption that Gutches experienced an interaction of spatial intimacy within the 

domestic sphere is informed by the themed phrasing used in Kingston’s local newspaper which 

 
35 Gutches is listed twice in Richard Cartwright’s (1800) ledger: Once by name, as “Joseph Gutches” (line 1) and 
once as “the service of Allan’s Negroe” (line 12).  
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announced his death in 1842. The publicised communication of constructed familial ties 

between Richard Cartwright and Gutches are relevant in the written expressions claiming, 

“[Gutches]…came to Canada about 1782, in the family of the late Hon. Richard Cartwright, and 

continued in the service of that gentlemen or his sons ever since, a period of 60 years” 

(Chronicle & Gazette, 1842, p. 1). The phrase “in the family” (Chronicle & Gazette, 1842, p. 1) 

signifies an enforced human attachment that may involve the establishment of a close distance 

relationship between Gutches and Richard Cartwright. The colonial cultural norm of 

constructing familial bonds between owner and enslaved labourer can be viewed as the 

practice responsible for the later placement of Gutches at/in 221-223 King Street East. The 

continuation of white settler dependency upon domestic service carries a connection to the 

generational custom of passing down enslaved labourers from an owner to their children (Ball, 

1999 & Jones, 2009). An understanding of settler generational wealth can offer informed 

explanations of how the inheritance of resources and land create conditions which uphold 

settler colonial activities and enclose enslaved labourers within the imagined and tangible 

borders of a family line and family household (Ball, 1999 & Jones, 2009).  

      Returning to Gutches’ forced migration to Canada, the time between his initial encounters 

with Kingston, Ontario and the construction of 221-223 King Street East reveal a possible 

transition in labour environment and labour responsibilities. The conjoining properties of 221-

223 King Street East were built in 1834, serving as John Solomon Cartwright’s family home, law 

office and law student lodging (Parks Canada, 2021; Stones Kingston, 2018). The newspaper 

obituary tied to Gutches observes how, ““[h]e remembered Kingston since 1784. He used to say 

that at that time with the exception of the old French fort and a few wooden houses, this place 
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presented nothing to view but pine woods and girdled stumps – what a change he lived to 

witness” (Chronicle & Gazette, 1842, p. 1). Beyond the passivity of the language which alludes 

to Gutches’ inactive contribution to the increased urbanization of Kingston, Ontario, there is 

clear evidence which centers Gutches as a resident who performed the activities (i.e., upholding 

the settler colonial household) necessary for the building of white settler wealth and urban 

modernity. At/in 221-223 King Street East, Gutches may have fulfilled a labour role which 

involved less household dependency upon self-sufficiency and a higher demand on interior 

manual labour and emotional labour (i.e., socializing with household members; acting as a 

personal confidant; caretaking; allowing the patriarch of the household to focus on commercial 

business matters at the property).  

   Although there is limited recorded evidence pointing to Gutches’ relationships apart from his 

owners and their families, I pose a series of questions that I do not necessarily seek to answer. 

To render visible the imaginative narratives of possibility amidst the limitations of archived 

documentation, I employ the action of wondering. In reference to the formations of family, I 

ask, “how did Gutches define and identify family? Who did Gutches acknowledge as a family 

member? Did Gutches participate in the making of a personal family structure? Did Gutches 

carry resistance towards the normativity of belonging to a family? While these wonderings 

open historical possibilities that may never be confirmed, one certainty regarding Gutches’ 

narrative is his inseparable contribution to the shaping of black Canada. Although the 

construction and conservation of 221-223 King Street East both utilize and deem invisible the 

presence of Gutches, he represents a historic voice that has defined and continues to define the 

memories and senses of place attached to Kingston, Ontario.   
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                                  Chapter 4: Conducting an Archival Thematic Analysis   

Introduction: Thematic Analysis 

   To identify the interactions between traditional and alternative memory-making practices 

surrounding 221-223 King Street East, I draw upon archived materials currently located at 

Queen’s University Archives. In addition, a selection of archived documents were retrieved 

from online databases that have digitized historical records, including the Robarts Library 

Collection with the University of Toronto. I selected materials that held any relation to Richard 

Cartwright and John Solomon Cartwright, with the intention to find historical accounts of 

Joseph Gutches in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. The materials analyzed are a collection of 

archived primary and secondary sources, including ledgers, letters, burial records, parish 

registries, local histories, and biographies.  

   The presented three themes, discussed below, were generated by employing an inductive and 

deductive thematic analysis. An inductive analysis results in the development of themes driven 

by the “surface content” of the archival material (i.e., the information being directly 

communicated). In collaboration with this approach, my production of themes is influenced by 

my theoretical and conceptual lenses, which is the main interpretation tool used in deductive 

thematic analyses. I depend upon theoretical underpinnings (existing theories and concepts) to 

shape, inform and support the interpretations and explanations of the archival material I collect 

and analyse. I use these two thematic analytical approaches to illustrate the nature of early 

settler colonial documentation and its constructions of “surface content” that appear as 

singular and unchallenged historical accounts. I unpack the layered meanings “underneath the 
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surface” using my theoretical and conceptual lenses that work to demonstrate how early settler 

colonial language and record keeping function to simultaneously censor, dismiss, hyper-

visibilise and invisibilise black enslaved presences. I use settler-colonial theory, critical race 

theory and black geographies, which speak to the intersections of black enslaved presences 

with settler-colonial geographies.  

   According to Barry and Agyeman (2020), settler colonial theory acts as a tool for non-

Indigenous researchers to understand settler-colonialism through a viewpoint of accountability, 

“rather than as an account of the entire settler-Indigenous relationship” (p. 2). While I do 

highlight Indigenous (and black) historical encounters with the settler colonial landscape, I look 

to Macoun and Strakosch (2013, as cited in Barry & Agyeman, 2020) to ensure that settler-

colonial theory “ does not account for Indigenous lives—[as] the assertion that it could do so is 

itself allied to the settler colonial impulse to erase Indigenous life and assert settler control of 

this discursive space” (p. 2). Accompanying settler colonial theory, I employ critical race theory 

to attend to the institutional nature of slavery and the socio-cultural constructions of race, 

particularly blackness, whiteness and “the other”. Approaching the analysis with this lens 

acknowledges the legal foundations behind manifestations of racism and racialization, such as 

race-based slaveholding and the commodification of black peoples. Additionally, I draw upon 

black geographies which speak to “the ‘whens’ and ‘wheres’ of blackness and black people…and 

how they occur through interdependencies of racial formations, political economy, poetics, and 

the built and natural environments” (Graham-Jackson & Moeller, 2022, para. 2). Centering 

blackness geographically, helps to disrupt and reorient traditional geographies (i.e., linearity 

and Eurocentricity) (Graham-Jackson & Moeller, 2022).    
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   The three prevalent themes I generated during my archival analysis are 1) racial visibility and 

invisibility, and 2) ideological-social constructions of civility, titled as “civility and gentility as 

Man” and 3) settler claims to land, community and public memory. In the discussion of my 

findings, I reference scholarly research to support and confirm the development of each theme 

and to provide context.       

Racial Visibility and Invisibility 

   When developing primary themes during my analysis of archival material, I concluded that a 

noticeable trend of white dominance was readable and therefore visible. The dominance I 

encountered stemmed from my interpretation of how language and narrative were used to 

record historical events surrounding Richard Cartwright, John Solomon Cartwright, and Joseph 

Gutches. I recognized a prevalence of white historical presence that seemed intentionally and 

selectively recorded. This readable whiteness was not merely confirmed through reiterated 

examples of white centered narratives but by the rare and surprising sightings of black 

presences and written encounters which either suggest or directly confess slaveholding 

practices. These brief visibilities of blackness became a focal point throughout my analysis, 

bringing me to generate the first major theme: racial visibility and invisibility.  

   In discussing the theme racial visibility and invisibility, I draw upon interdisciplinary 

perspectives that theorize and conceptualise whiteness and blackness in the context of settler 

colonial geographies and Westernised histories. According to Settles and Dotson (2019), racial 

visibility and invisibility can function in multiple ways and hold multiple definitions. Lollar (2015, 

as cited in Settles & Dotson, 2019) describes the complex nature of these terms through an 
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example of how an individual can be acknowledged as visible in one setting, invisible in 

another, or visible and invisible simultaneously. The process that produces notions of visible 

and invisible racial identities is heavily guided by relationships of power, and more specifically, 

groups that claim dominance over co-existing groups. In Invisibility/Hypervisibility: The Paradox 

of Normative Whiteness, Reddy (1998) defines whiteness as a transparent, invisible social 

construction connected to systems of privilege and oppression. In “the invisibility of whiteness 

as whiteness” (Reddy, 1998, p. 2), Frye (1995, as cited in Reddy, 1998) points to the nature of 

race as a social construction, particularly how whiteness continues to be a category maintained 

by people, “who are, in their own and each other’s perception, unquestionably in it” (p. 115).  

    In agreement with Reddy (1998), Davis (as cited in Settles & Dotson, 2019) and Pickering 

(2020) characterise whiteness as a historical and current ideological mechanism that reinforces 

notions of white superiority as normal and naturally human, leaving racial privilege intact. Toni 

Morrison (1993, as cited in Pickering, 2020) encapsulates this racial dynamic, describing 

whiteness as mute, meaningless, veiled, and implacable. To secure and maintain its power, 

authority and dominance, the normativity of whiteness creates a racial hierarchy that visibly 

categorises non-white people into the group of “other” by way of whiteness remaining 

unmarked (Reddy, 1998). Pickering (2020) notes how early white settler colonial societies 

attached racial identifiers to non-white peoples. While “white” was not a necessary identity 

marker for colonial settlers, “black” was depended upon by settler societies to “other” and 

delegitimise peoples of African descent (Pickering, 2020). In reference to the archival material 

included in my analysis, besides the occasional use of the word “French”, I did not record any 

instances of the word “white” being used to describe racial identity. This visible invisibility of 
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whiteness was reaffirmed by the rare, but clear, sightings of the racial category “black” or 

“negro” accompanying an individual’s name, gender, or age category.  

   In The Parish Register of Kingston, Upper Canada 1785-1811, under “Funerals at Kingston 

“1791-1810”, number 48 reads, Sept 20th, 1794: A Black Boy (Young, 1921, p. 155). This racial 

hyper-visibility occurs sporadically throughout the list of 326 funeral records. For example, 

number 140 is listed as Dec 14th, 1801: Negro child (Young, 1921). There is a collection of similar 

recordings that offer more description in terms of personal identification and traceability. For 

example, burials listed include, no. 61, dated May 28th  1795, identified as Inde, a negro 

woman; no. 126, dated June 27th 1800, identified as Sophia, a black woman belonging to Mr. 

Robins; no. 193, dated June 28th 1804, identified as Gin, a blackwoman; no. 237, dated 1806, 

identified as Prince, a black man (Young, 1921).36 Amoung these records, a whiteness that is 

veiled can be seen in the identification of white settlers belonging to the same parish. The 

death of Richard Cartwright’s father is recorded at number 51, reading, Oct 13th 1794: Richard 

Cartwright, Senior (Young, 1921). Another notable name listed is The Reverend. Dr, John Stuart, 

interred August 17th, 1811 (Young, 1921).37 The visibility of blackness produced through the 

invisibility of whiteness further develops, as mentioned above, a dehumanising and oppressive 

hyper-visibility of black people. The recordings of blackness function to secure white invisibility 

(which seeks to establish power and privilege) and determine the narrative surrounding white 

 
36 The burial listings can be found on pages 153-163 in Young’s (1921) work.    
37 The Parish Register of Kingston, Upper Canada 1785-1811 is an archived book created by Reverend. John Stuart 
recording burials under the Church of England. This book has been published as an edited version by A.H. Young 
(1921) and includes historical commentary by the editor. The in-text citation follows the page numbers of Young’s 
(1921) edited work. The Parish Register of Kingston, Upper Canada 1785-1811 is located at Queen’s University 
Archives in the collection of “Fraser Family Fonds” Folder: 3224, Box 1. Due to a lack of access to this physical copy, 
a digitised copy from the Robarts Library Collection at the University of Toronto has been used, which was 
accessed through “Internet Archive.org”.  
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interactions with black presences. These narratives, through labels of blackness and/or black 

servitude, don’t account for the voices, lived-experiences and subjectivities of black peoples.   

   Hyper-visibility, as introduced by Frantz Fanon (1952/2008) in Black Skin, White Masks, 

suggests an investment all bodies have with whiteness in colonised societies (Richards, 2017). 

As a psychological colonialism, the racial categorisation imposes an identity of racial inferiority 

toward non-white peoples (Fanon, 1952/2008; Richards, 2017). This categorisation further 

produces a social experience of navigating dominant society visibly outside of white 

membership and senses of belonging (Richards, 2017). As Richards (2017) writes, “whiteness 

defines itself through the identification of ‘others’, where this difference assigns an order, 

securing ‘others’ in place and making race stable through visual or linguistic markers” (p. 40). 

Through the process of hyper-visibility, racial invisibility in the form of oppressive and 

repression follows (Reddy, 1998). Opposite to the privilege associated with white normativity or 

white invisibility, black invisibility is a socio-racial experience encompassing practices of 

delegitimization, objectification, unrecognition, denial of presence, and dismissal of both 

human agency and the authority of voice (Reddy, 1998; Richards, 2017). A double function of 

race appears in this relationship between black hyper-visibility and black invisibility, conflicting 

with each other simultaneously (Reddy, 1998; Richards, 2017).   

  This double function of race can be seen in the re-viewing of the funeral records of The Parish 

Register of Kingston, Upper Canada 1785-1811. Amidst the hyper-visibility associated with 

descriptions such as “a black boy” or “negro child”, there exists an equal sense of anonymity 
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produced through an absence of specific personhood.38 The phrase, “a black boy” seems to 

communicate a belief that the young individual recorded was merely “a black boy” amoungst a 

multitude of unacknowledged and/or indistinguishable black boys in Kingston, Upper Canada. 

In return, a noticeable hypervisibility re-occurs since “a black boy” or a ”negro child” represent 

identifiers that refuse to recognise the person as solely a boy or a child.  

   In addition to these examples presented above, there is another form of ambiguity working 

through the privilege and authority of whiteness and notions of whiteness. Under number 40, 

titled, May 31st 1794: Mr. Lynes’s Servant, Young (1921) provides his commentary in a 

footnote, which reads, “this entry, together with Nos. 48, 126, 193, and 237, seems to point to 

the remnants of slaveholding. The Rector himself brough black servants with him to Canada” (p. 

154). Apart from Young’s (1921) added footnote, the original burial records do not include the 

use of the words “slave” or “enslaved”, but rather depend upon descriptors such as “belonging 

to” and “servant”. The ambiguity evident here can be considered as the absence of direct 

recognition of slaveholding practiced by white settlers. While “belonging to” is a violently 

possessive phrase, the colonial language used here appears to direct a sense of respectability 

and familiarity towards slaveholders instead of the brutal condition of an un-mutual 

relationship. As a result, the dehumanising and violent nature of slavery becomes almost 

censored by the adoption of much softer and general, rather than overt language. 

    In comparison to “The Parish Register of Kingston, Upper Canada 1785-1811”, another 

primary recording of racial visibility and invisibility appears in Richard Cartwright’s written 

 
38 “a black boy” (Young, 1921, p. 155) 
    “negro child” (Young, 1921, p. 158).   
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response to John Collins and William Dummer Powell regarding Joseph Gutches’ claim to legal 

freedom.39 Dated August, 16th 1787, in Cataraqui, Richard Cartwright writes, “As you have been 

so obliging as to inform me, that my Negroe Man called Joe, has complained to you that he is 

illegally detained as a Slave, permit me in my own Vindication to represent to you what I know 

respecting him” (p. 121). From an analytical standpoint, I view Cartwright’s written response as 

a direct encounter with race and slaveholding that could not be avoided or censored. The 

remainder of Cartwright’s letter to Collins and Powell showcases how Gutches’ voiced 

resistance was met with a blatant dismissal of black authority in favour of white settler 

governance and legal power. Cartwright (1787) continued to write, “The original Proprietor of 

[Gutches] was one Jonas Vrooman…I purchased him for an hundred & twenty five Pounds New 

York currency. I have every reason to believe that he was always legally a Slave, from the 

Testimony of People who knew him when in Possession of Vrooman” (p. 121). In Cartwright’s 

written response, Gutches becomes hyper-visible and invisible simultaneously. This double 

function of race occurs through the interaction between the objectifying nature of racial 

identification and the dismissal of Gutches’ authority as a witness to his own state of 

enslavement.  

   Frye (1995, as cited in Reddy, 1998) states that whiteness plays a powerful role in dismissing 

the agency of peoples subjected to “othering”. Blackness becomes categorised as immoral 

 
39The letter “Cartwright to John Collins and William Dummer Powell is an archived correspondence located at the 
Archives of Canada. I gained access to a transcribed copy of the archived letter from Preston’s (1959) book 
Kingston Before the War of 1812: A Collection of Documents. The in-text citation provided by the author correlates 
with the document located in the archives: [P.A.C., R.G. 4, S 28, p. 74]. The citation I use will indicate Richard 
Cartwright as the author, followed by the signed date of the letter indicated in the transcription and the page 
number where the letter is presented in Preston’s book (p.121).  
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through the notion of white bodies being equated with characteristics of honesty, intelligence, 

fairness, virtue, purity, refinement, and morality (Reddy, 1998). In Gutches’ decision to dispute 

the legal claims of Richard Cartwright, the encounter between whiteness and blackness reveals 

the relationships of power within constructions of race. The ideologies behind the invisibility of 

whiteness become visible when securing its dominance, which can be seen through 

Cartwright’s counter-argument against Gutches’ statements. Bell (1992, as cited in Reddy, 

1998) poses a critical question regarding racial standing, asking, “who has the standing to speak 

on race and racism?” (p. 5). In Bell’s (1992, as cited in Reddy, 1998) answer, he argues that 

race-centered complaints communicated by black peoples are often discounted because of 

their presence in a racially oppressive, white dominant society.  

   As a result of this social system mentioned above, in an encounter with white witnesses, the 

witnessing of racism by black peoples become less effective and less believable (Bell, 1992, as 

cited in Reddy, 1998). Black claims of racism when in a hyper-visible/invisible state receive 

responses based on their perceived differences often (mis)interpreted as deviance, deviance 

from the norm, and deviance from the narrative (Ryland, 2013, as cited in Settles & Dotson, 

2019). Richards (2017) stresses, “the centrality of whiteness, [reveals] its invisible central 

position as a site of power in language, knowledge and imagination” (p. 41). In this vein, 

Gutches’ claim is contained within the recollection of Richard Cartwright and arguably 

dominated by Cartwright’s written voice. Simultaneously, as an action of resistance, Gutches’ 

voice within this encounter is actively present and continually disrupts Cartwright’s version of 

events. As discussed in a previous chapter, how Gutches occupies space as a black enslaved 

man is visible in Cartwright’s account. A reading of this documented account through the lens 
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of black rebellion concludes that Gutches created and occupied a space of resistance when 

asserting his claims of legal freedom against the evidence of slave ownership vocalised by 

Cartwright. In these interactions between racial visibility and invisibility, Gutches represents a 

black presence that is simultaneously marked, “othered”, hidden, and hyper-visible, while 

always resisting these constructed realities.     

  Civility & Gentility as Man 

   In my analysis of collected archival material, I observed a pattern relating to re-occurring 

depictions of early settler men and the expectations and standards associated with how men 

are to be defined. In my analytical process of developing the theme “Civility and Gentility as 

Man”, I frequently would place the question, “what constitutes a man? Particularly, a white 

man?” in the dynamic between settler geographies and black geographies of early Upper 

Canada. Moreover, I would ask, “how do settler societies imagine respectability and morality in 

connection to personhood?”. As I tracked these occurrences, I interpreted that a specific and 

structured set of criteria were being used by early settlers and historical biographers as a basis 

for the categorisation and historicization of men in early Kingston, Ontario, Canada. I concluded 

that the recorded characteristics of Honorable Richard Cartwright and John Solomon Cartwright 

in comparison to Joseph Gutches emphasized a clear distinction between how Kingston, as a 

settler society, historically perceived civility, and incivility amongst men.  

   To introduce the discussion of the theme “Civility and Gentility as Man”, I draw upon Nehring 

(2011), who approaches the understanding of civility by posing the question, “what is civility a 

response to?” His reply leads to the observation of civility as a human attribute or way of being 
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emerging out of an opposition to violence and deviance (Nehring, 2011). Co-existing in 

relationship to each other, civility is viewed by Nehring (2011) as a constructed geographical, 

racial, and social distancing from violence. In accordance with the formation of civility, violence 

must be specifically constructed to appear as its antonym. According to Grant (2015), violence, 

from the viewpoint of a white colonialist, is associated with barbarity and savagery. Referencing 

the geography of South Carolina during the slave period, Grant (2015) describes how the colony 

used notions of barbarity and violence to justify the “civilizing” of African and Indigenous 

enslaved men and women. South Carolina’s 1712 statute defined slaves as “’barbarous, wild, 

and savage’ in opposition to the colony's questionable self-image as a civilized, well-ordered 

polity” (Grant, 2015, p. 624). Grant (2015) approaches the constructions of civility and incivility 

by placing the responsibility on civility as being produced through an imagination of values and 

performative characteristics rather than through racialization.  

   In contrast, Morgan (2017) acknowledges the formation of civility as the interaction between 

racial, or phenotype categorisations and a curated set of actions and beliefs. In their 

interpretation, civility encompasses the desire to create social identity through a commonality 

of values and to address, or point out, diversity (Morgan, 2017). The practice of “dealing with 

diversity” (Nehring, 2011, p. 321) is described as a justification for surveillance, regulation, and 

order, which restrains the disorder of perceived inhumanity (Grant, 2015; Morgan, 2017). As 

Grant (2015) notes, the disciplinary and authoritative power of enslavement never truly sought 

to produce newly civilized peoples but rather create the conditions needed to enter enslaved 

men and women into a civic death. Grant (2015) writes, “the slave was thrown into a nebulous 

conceptual space between savagery and civility. A slave might be trained in a craft or converted 
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to Christianity, but he or she could not become a juridical subject without the intervention of 

the master” (p. 624), who oftentimes never intervened.   

    As previously seen in the archived letter detailing the grievance brought forth by Gutches 

voicing his legal emancipation, this account does indeed demonstrate a slaveholder’s 

intervention, but this intervening carries every intention to keep intact the restraint and 

imprisonment enforced by the institution of slavery. The regulatory and enchaining nature of 

un-civilizing an African enslaved man can be seen in a personal, original ledger of Richard 

Cartwright categorised by Queen’s University Archives as “State of Property and Business 

Ledger 1800-1843”. Under “General Abstract of my Property” (Cartwright, 1800, header) listed 

amoung globes, telescopes and household furniture is, “Conditional Claim to service of Allan’s 

Negroe” (Cartwright, 1800, line 12).  On the following page, under, “Balances due…extracted 

from Petty”, (Cartwright, 1800, header) the list includes, “Joseph Gutches. . . . 94.17” 

(Cartwright, 1800, line 1). The number 94.17 most likely points to the monetary value or cost of 

Gutches’ services perhaps paid to Mr. Allan, Gutches’ former owner according to the testimony 

of Richard Cartwright. The white settler perception of Gutches, formed from the notion of racial 

inferiority, declares a commodification, objectification and ownership of a man categorised as 

“Negroe”. In this case, Gutches appears to be excluded from the civil liberties experienced by 

white settler men, as he is in a state of existence within a society that is racially and socially 

oppressive, possessive, and restrictive. As Morgan (2017) notes, “as concepts of land, law, and 

the economy were shaped by relationships of gender, class, ethnicity, and race, the creation of 

civil society or the public sphere was also informed by notions of who was—and who was not—

fit to participate in settler society” (p. 129).    
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   In Coleman’s (2006) text, White Civility: The Literary Project of English Canada, he traces the 

idea of “Canadian civility” (p. 10) in early Canada to the design of gentility amoung men in 

Britain. In agreement, Fitzgerald (2008) refers to civility in the early colonial era as what 

“literate male elites in Europe, and perhaps universally, have represented themselves as having, 

in comparison with those others who do not” (p. 109). The value of being literate in the 

representation of colonial civility reaches beyond the ability to read and write. As 

communicated in archived historical biographies, obtaining a literacy in a multitude of exclusive 

subject areas appears to be an indication of civility. In John Solomon Cartwright: Upper 

Canadian Gentleman and Regency “Man of Taste”, biographers Stewart and Stewart (1979) 

highlight this in-depth settler relationship to literacy, writing, “John Solomon was to carry on 

both the family interest in books, and the broad culture of his father. Ultimately his library was 

to include books on a tremendous range of subjects, —history, politics, religion, law, 

architecture, painting, gardening, botany, and optics—to give only an idea of its scope” (p. 63). 

The recollections of John Solomon Cartwright are framed by the notion of cultural tradition and 

inheritance. Civility, here, takes the form of tangible and intangible places of knowledge passed 

down to generations of white settler “Gentlemen”.  

   According to Nitcholas (2000), the “Gentleman”, synonymous with the “Colonial Gentleman” 

and/or the “English Gentleman”, gains their respectability through a variety of prescribed 

activities connected to the range of subject knowledge(s) listed above by Stewart and Stewart 

(1979). For example, the ability to demonstrate political leadership in civil society represented 

the virtue of English gentility in colonial environments (Morgan, 2017). Amassing political 

power and influence was viewed by settler societies as a gentleman’s duty, since a failure to 
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carry a level of political responsibility would result in a society which would fall into despair 

(Fitzgerald, 2008). Therefore, “the gentleman” was perceived, and perceived himself as, 

civilisation itself, embodying honour, courage, politeness, morality, wealth, and political 

authority (Fitzgerald, 2008). Stewart and Stewart (1979) echo these sentiments when validating 

John Solomon Cartwright’s historical significance. They write, “[h]e is significant in a number of 

areas -as a lawyer (his chosen profession), as a politician (he was M.P. for Lennox and 

Addington… and as an entrepreneur and banker (he was first President of the Commercial 

Bank)” (p. 61). 18th century European writer Adam Smith confirms these ideological formations 

of gentility through his own definitions of The English gentleman. In The Theory of Moral 

Sentiments, Smith (1759, as cited in Nitcholas, 2000) refers to the civil man as being the beacon 

of light observed and desired by the world with “his air, his manner, his deportment, all 

mark[ing] that elegant and graceful sense of his own superiority, which those who are born to 

inferior stations can hardly ever arrive at” (pp. 28-29). 

   In regard to the imagination of the gentle colonial man, the archived material recounts this 

simultaneous sense of morality and non-violent characteristics as an unwavering historical 

reality. In Founders of Canadian Banking, John Solomon Cartwright, Banker, Legislator and 

Judge, Shortt (1922) depicts Cartwright through a celebratory, admirable narrative. He writes of 

Cartwright:  

Neither narrow nor bigoted in his views…His general character was distinguished by a high 

sense of personal honour and of the social obligations which his recognised position in the 

community entailed upon him. His urbanity and kindliness, unfortunately so often associated 

with an inherited physical constitution such as his, were everywhere recognized…yet it was 
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more than once publicly stated that he had practically no personal enemies. He was in fact a 

typical example of a dignified and highly conscientious gentleman of an older school. (p. 477) 

  In contrast to these recorded characteristics listed above, a counter-narrative arises which 

interrupts the selective interpretation of “the colonial gentleman”. Based on the encounters 

Richard Cartwright and by inheritance, his son, John Solomon Cartwright, had with 

slaveholding, the notions of embodying non-violent and virtuous characteristics perhaps 

extended only to peoples of the same racial and social identity. As Gordon (1995) points to the 

hierarchical construction of Western Man as Man (distinguished by a capital “M”) and reason, 

this exclusivity in personhood suggests an ultimate violence towards the “other” which exposes 

the colonial imagination of innocence. In this sense, while the narrative of “Civility and Gentility 

as Man” remains dominant through the preservation and conservation of selective settler 

colonial recordings of the Cartwrights, through the lens of black geographies, the English, 

wealthy, civil, colonial gentleman is an imagination, and a construction. When acknowledging 

the enslavement of Joseph Gutches, the civility of the settler colonial man can be seen as 

indistinguishable from the violence of human ownership because the attainment of gentility, in 

this case, is possible through an exploitation of black peoples.  

Settler Claims to Land, Community and Public Memory 

  When analysing the archival material, a recurring reference to individual and collective 

ownership was visible throughout a wide range of documents, from 18th century personal 

letters to more recent 20th century historical commentaries. Through the theoretical lenses of 

settler colonial theory, I interpreted this fixation on ownership as an example of settler colonial 
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ideology at play, which is structurally historical and presently enduring (Barry & Agyeman, 

2020). The characteristics of settler colonial ownership manifest into practices of claiming and 

place-making, involving the claiming of land, community, and public memory (Hunzinker, 2018). 

For the purposes of this analysis, I read settler colonial theory in a particular way that attends 

to slavery and black commodification. I employ the scholarly works of settler colonial theorists, 

Indigenous activist scholars and black scholars to support and contextualise my findings.  

   The enduring structure of settler colonialism is described by Snelgrove and Dhamoon (2014) 

as being historically rooted in the notions of mastery over space, place and peoples. Hunziker 

(2018) provides an imagery of the early formation of settler colonial governmentality in North 

America. Drawing upon Native Feminism and Afro-Pessimism, Hunzinker (2018) argues that 

“settler colonialism relies on the formation of several ontological subject positions, including 

the Settler/Master, the Native and the Slave” (p. 509). From the perspective of scholar Tiffany 

King (as cited in Hunzinker, 2018), “settler colonial power is fundamentally about the making of 

property out of land and bodies, specifically Black bodies” (p. 509) which acts to justify the 

“process of clearing and excluding Native bodies and making Black bodies fungible” (p. 509). In 

early Canada, colonial landscapes were formed through a variety of race-based and place-based 

strategies (i.e., socio-spatial strategies of segregation, dispossession of lands, racial surveillance, 

criminalization, cultural assimilation, and resource extraction (Barry and Agyeman, 2020).  

  Exemplified in Tony Morrison’s (2008, as cited in Hunzinker, 2018) novel “A Mercy”, the settler 

and their need to make commodities out of both land and human labour is a central image. In 

Hunzinker’s (2018) analysis, they note how the settler character participates in a multitude of 

actions that assume the settler identity, including acquiring property, occupying space, creating 
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boundaries, building homesteads, cultivating crops, and holding slaves. In reference to the 

settler activities listed above, an archived letter written by Richard Cartwright to his business 

colleague Mr. Collins demonstrates a similar mindset. Richard Cartwright (1790) writes: 

I have now to mention to you a circumstance that has for some time occurred to me as a 

means of providing for the future establishment of a decent seminary of Education for this 

district, and this is by appropriating a tract of land for this purpose on some of the Islands 

contiguous, such as Grand Tale, Ile au Forrets, or the next below Mr. hector McLeans. It is 

true that no immediate Benefit would be derived therefrom, but as the value of lands must 

necessarily increase with the population and improvement of the Country, a few thousand 

acres would probably become an ample fund as soon as circumstances would require such an 

establishment upon an enlarged scale. At present, the Axe and the plough are rather to be 

attended to then philosophy or the languages …I mention islands because from their easy 

access, the lands on them are generally the most valuable and also because all others that 

are at all commodiously situated are already located. (p. 8)40   

  The act of ownership within the act of settling, such as building a home upon a contested 

landscape, constructs notions of settler belonging that become dominant (Snelgrove & 

Dhamoon, 2014). Snelgrove shares a personal encounter with their own consciousness of white 

supremacy and generational privilege as a Canadian citizen who descends from settler 

ancestors (Snelgrove & Dhamoon, 2014). The scholar describes their enduring European 

 
40 The quotations cited as (Cartwright, 1790) and (Cartwright, 1797)  derive from an archived collection titled, 
“Hon. Richard Cartwright Select Transcripts of Letterbooks”, categorised under “Cartwright Family Coll. 2199, Box 
6”. The page numbers cited correlate with the page numbers of the transcribed collection. Since there is no date of 
transcription provided in this source, the original dates of each letter written by Richard Cartwright as indicated in 
the transcriptions have been included as part of the in-text citations.   
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genealogy in Canada as a sense of geographical ownership which allows their family and 

themselves to “feel at  home” in someone else’s  homeland(s),  or even to feel entitled enough 

to flitch or flee  at  the  sight  of Other(s) (p. 5). This expression of settler entitlement is similarly 

communicated in a personal entry written by Richard Cartwright. He firmly and intently states, 

“the Settlement of this province was originally suggested by the Propriety and Necessity of 

providing an Asylum for the American Loyalists after the Peace of 1783” (Cartwright, 1797, p. 

66). Cartwright’s desire for loyalist settlement may appear as a statement that simply refers to 

the aftermath of the American Revolution, but the use of “necessity” (p. 66) points to a 

viewpoint of the land, which Cartwright (1797) acknowledges as a “province” (p. 66) that serves 

to fulfill a singular objective of settler habitation. In agreement, Barry and Agyeman (2020) 

conclude, “for settlers, this sense of belonging—of feeling connected to and rooted to place—is 

very much tied to the erasure and eradication of Indigenous peoples and Indigenous 

connections to place” (p. 32). As a foundational component of the politics of replacement, 

establishing and affirming a connectivity to settled land creates senses of entitlement and 

community for early settlers in their new home (Lowman & Barker, 2015; Veracini, 2011; Wolfe, 

2006, as cited in Barry & Agyeman, 2020).  

    In the opening of Strangers within Our Gates: Or, Coming Canadians, J.S. Woodsworth (1909, 

as cited in Coleman, 2006) writes, “Within the past decade, Canada has risen from the status of 

a colony, to that of a nation. A national consciousness has developed - that is, a nation has been 

born. A few years ago, Canadian-born children described themselves as English, Irish, Scotch or 

French, according as their parents or ancestors…To-day our children boast themselves 

Canadians” (p. 179). This settler colonial logic carrying racial undertones, particularly the notion 
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of whiteness, plays a main role in the memory making of loyalist settlement in Kingston, 

Ontario. British Loyalism occurs as a dominant discourse that has constructed a white national 

belonging in Canada. This sense of national belonging claims an authorship over citizenhood 

and reinforces racial exclusion towards “foreign others” (Hall, 1996, as cited in Alleyne, 2002).  

   Drawing upon Gordon (1995), Europe can be viewed as an entity beyond physical geographic 

understanding. Among the territorial spaces and mapped out borders, there exists an intangible 

Europe, identified as a unity of community, spiritual life, activity, creation, interests, 

endeavours, institutions, and organizations (Gordon, 1995). Europe can take the form of an 

imagined past, a structured present and enduring future (Gordon, 1995). There can exist a 

Europe that is plural, where Europe(s), perhaps one being Canada, are present and active 

(Gordon, 1995). In analysing a root cause, Alleyne (2002) traces the normativity of Western 

entitlement and white settler belonging back to definitions of community. According to Alleyne 

(2002), community is a problematic idea, in relation to colonial ideology, due to its notions of 

exclusivity which are constructed and imagined. Loyalist settlers and their sense of self, as 

place-maker, and as being located within a “’British world’” (Morgan, 2017, p. 134) are active in 

creating historical narratives that in turn produce loyalist centered heritage and public forms of 

commemoration.   

    In connection to Gordon’s (1995) perspective, Stewart and Stewart (1979) write, “deep 

feelings about architecture have always known its profound connection with place and 

patriotism. Cartwright, Browne, and Macdonald would all have agreed with Sir Christopher 

Wren's words: Architecture has its political use; public Buildings being the ornament -of a 

Country; it establishes a Nation, draws People and Commerce; makes the People love their 
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native Country” (p. 71). This quotation speaks for historical, white settler figures in an 

assuming, unquestioned manner. From the perspective of Stewart and Stewart (1979), 

architectural landscapes communicate specific geographical and political identity that 

establishes national pride. When architecture “establishes a nation” (Stewart & Stewart, 1979, 

p. 71), this in turn creates a personal and collective settler attachment to a native country. 

Moreover, the specificity of geographical identity becomes blurred when a settler’s native 

country is synonymous with the lands upon which they have settled. I ask the question, do 

Stewart and Stewart (1979) refer to a love for Britain, America, or Canada when discussing 

architecture’s role in national, native identity? While Kingstonion heritage glorifies an 

imaginative version of colonialism, a more realistic avenue to interpret settler colonial heritage 

is to acknowledge the practices that keep the institution in a position of power and authority. 

    “Forging the loyalist myth” (p. 157), as phrased by Morgan (2017), refers to the historical 

creation of a narrative centered around “an elite group of settlers whose dedication to the 

imperial tie forced them to leave their homeland in the new republic” (p. 157). The superiority 

and virtue self-perceived by loyalist settlers were believed to have birthed the political and 

social order that formed the “building blocks of Canada” (Morgan, 2017, p. 157). Returning to 

the notions of settler ownership, occupation and community belonging, the loyalist narrative is 

further made concrete through the power of place-making. Burns and Berbary (2021) ask the 

question, “What does it mean to articulate a piece of land that is perpetually un-historied, [and] 

to write a history of something still in process?” (p. 647). The “un-historied” (p. 647) condition 

that Burns and Berbary (2021) refer to is the result of a process in which every settler colonial 

place-making is an un-making of an already existing memory and meaning of place.  
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   In an effort to demonstrate settler accountability and awareness, Burns and Berbary (2021) 

place “so called” (p. 647) before Canada and colonially named landscapes, as a means of 

recognizing the deep histories of Indigenous communities, such as the Haudenosaunee, 

Anishnawbe, and Attawandaron peoples, and their claims to their own traditional geographies. 

Acknowledging settler colonies as an un-making of place acknowledges how land can be taken, 

dispossessed, and altered, creating boundaries signifying “what and who fits” (Burns & Berbary, 

2021, p. 649) within the imagined community of “White Canada”. For instance, the Indigenous 

Place Making Council of Canada pose the question, “What does belonging look like if nothing of 

your culture, history, language or art is visible in the streets, parks, buildings where you live? 

How can you ever feel welcome there?” (Barry and Agyeman, 2020, p. 31). 

    In Herrington’s (1913) historical portrayal of Lennox and Addington County, he credits the 

character traits of the surrounding area by acknowledging a singular person. Herrington (1913) 

states, “It might be said in Napanee of John Solomon Cartwright… ‘if you would see his 

monument, look around,’ for every church, school and public building in the town erected 

during his lifetime or for many years after his death stands upon ground donated by him or his 

estate” ( p. 363). The tone of Herrington’s (1913) description of Napanee, first surveyed by John 

Solomon Cartwright, emphasises an influential possession of land that is in turn donated by the 

owner and stamped by their memorable presence. This notion reinforces a constructed legacy 

of Cartwright’s claims over settled land situated on the traditional territories of the 

Haudenosaunee and Anishinaabe. The same sentiment is reiterated by Stewart and Stewart 

(1979) over 60 years after Herrington’s publication. The local authors write of Kingston:  
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-If you require a monument, look around you -. The same reply might be given to one who 

seeks for a monument to John Solomon Cartwright. There is a marble one in another St. 

Paul's in its churchyard in Kingston. But his real monument is the group of buildings with 

which he was involved during his lifetime here…Fortunately most of them are still with us. 

Summing up his views on his art, Wren wrote: 'Architecture aims at eternity’. Cartwright 

would undoubtedly have agreed. (Stewart & Stewart, 1979, p. 72)  

In connection to the quotations above, the exclusion of tangible culture outside of the loyalist 

settler narrative is exemplified and reinforced through the preservation and historical 

designation of colonial architecture (Richards, 2017). Returning to the concept of whiteness, as 

mentioned in the theme of racial visibility and invisibility, architecture can be viewed as a 

manifestation and/or materialization of colonially rooted ideals, such as racial virtue, purity, 

morality, progress and refinement (Richards, 2017). These places as texts represent the use of 

racial elitism and societal wealth to organize, conceptualise, occupy and claim space (Pickering 

2020; Richards, 2017).  

   These infrastructures of coloniality and accompanied notions of whiteness speak from an idea 

of settler place-making as honourable, natural and inherently good (Burns & Berbary, 2021). As 

Burns and Berbary (2021) argue, placemaking pursues built environments that support a 

cultural collectivity and belonging, which in turn communicate exclusions and un-belongings. In 

relation, built heritages attached to the colonial imaginary exude colonial pride through the 

erection and preservation of settler architecture (Hyo, 2021). These architectures may be read 

differently by non-white peoples, especially those who have ancestral ties to racial injustice 

(Hyo, 2021). Perpetuating “a colonial nostalgia” (Buckley, 2013, as cited in Hyo, 2021, p. 2), 
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celebratory memories is then favoured and publicised over traumatic memories related to 

space, place, and landscape (Hunzinker, 2018). In a colonized environment, where the power 

relation between the colonizer and the colonized is unequal, questions regarding how heritage 

is imagined, perceived, and interpreted become viewed as either disruptions or carefully 

crafted de-centered narratives (Hyo, 2021). These de-centered narratives serve to promote 

inclusivity to a degree that is palatable within the context of colonial nostalgia (Hyo, 2021). 

Overall, how heritage(s) are developed, presented, censored, and consumed become contested 

and complex places of memory (Hyo, 2021).  

  Determining which histories matter (and matter to whom?) perpetuate systems responsible 

for creating hierarchies of memory (Burns & Berbary, 2021). As heritage seeks to preserve the 

historically significant, this preservation also works as an inheritance of culture, a teaching of 

history, specifically of stories deemed so important that they must not disappear or become 

forgotten (Burns & Berbary, 2021). This leads to a centering of celebratory memory and a de-

centering of uncomfortable and traumatic memories (Smith, 2006). The silences and erasures 

of uncomfortable histories can be argued as a product of the desire to construct “beautified” 

(Burns & Berbary, 2021, p. 648) spaces that secure beautiful memories. In respects to linearity, 

this convention of time in terms of memory prevents the returning back to historical narratives 

that could exist, that could be the means of re-writing history, which also impacts the stories 

publicised in the present and future (Burns and Berbary, 2021). Colonial placemaking centers 

the preservation of linear progress and the desire for modernity (Barad, 2010, as cited in Burns 

& Berbary, 2021).  
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  In terms of heritage, while the preservation of historical landscapes appears un-progressive, 

the values being conserved are considered as the foundations of modernity (Smith, 2006). 

Considering heritage as inheritance, slavery plays a role in the enduring wealth, Canada, as a 

nation, has inherited (Barry and Agyeman, 2020). In this sense, “’The unfinished business of 

settler colonialism’ that ‘haunt’ (Baloy, 2016, p. 212) or otherwise intervene on the settler-

colonial present…demand increased attention to the traumas and injustices that are placed just 

out of view” (Barry & Agyeman, 2020, p. 29).  

  When understanding the singularity of heritage interpretation, the selective recognition of 

black peoples, their statuses and their rights can be attributed to a variety of interacting 

constructions. These include, the minimal (yet present) quantity of archival records pertaining 

to black historical presences; the constructions of racial visibility and (in)visibility surrounding 

whiteness and blackness; an exclusivity surrounding community membership and national 

citizenship; and the priority of celebration and community pride over the historical realities of 

prejudice and race-based discrimination.  
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                   Chapter 4/Part Two: The Landscape of Traditional Memory-Making 

A Landscape Analysis of 221-223 King Street East 

  The omission of Gutches’ historical existence from the Ontario Heritage Act’s interpretation of 

221-223 King Street East confirms his absented presence when confronted by the counter 

narrative communicated through the Stones Kingston project. Referencing architectural based 

heritage research conducted by architectural historians and heritage agencies/committees can 

aid in analyzing and critiquing the absence of Gutches’ public memory in traditional heritage 

interpretations of 221-223 King Street East. 

  In McKendry’s (n.d.) analysis of 221-223 King Street East, the distinct aesthetic and 

architectural elements of the estate include it’s two-storey construction, square exterior frame, 

and multiple windows circulating the property.41 Functioning historically as a family residence 

and a commercial business, the exterior of the estate carries a theme of Georgian symmetry, 

creating a unity between the two structures and blending them into the residential character of 

the surrounding neighbourhood (Hurdle, 2018; Parks Canada, 2021). The vernacular design of 

the heritage landscape correlates with architectural and cultural values connected to Kingston’s 

historical construction methods. 221-223 King Street East utilises “rusticated broken faced 

limestone with accent features sharply dressed in ashlar” (Parks Canada, 2021, para. 1). 

Returning to McKendry’s (n.d.) observations, the interior sketch of the home contains original 

features of Georgian quality, such as ceiling ornamentation, floral patterned molding and open, 

 
41 Jennifer McKendry is an architectural historian and published author who focuses her research on unearthing 
and illuminating the historic landscapes of Kingston, ranging from preserved sites to remnants of built 
environment.   
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yet clearly divided spaces. As shown below, Figure 3 and Figure 4 depict the outside 

architecture of 221-223 King Street East.  

Figure 3 

221 King Street East, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, Front Elevation   

(Hurdle, 2018)  
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Figure 4 

 223 King Street East, connecting to 221 King Street East, Kingston, Ontario, Canada 

(City of Kingston, 2017)  

Holding a Part IV and Part V designation, 221-223 King Street East are granted protection under 

the Ontario Heritage Act as a singular property of cultural significance and a structure included 

in a Heritage Conservation District42 or Landscape protected under the Ontario Heritage Act 

(City of Kingston, 2020). The Ministry of Culture (2005) defines the range of geographical 

landscapes considered as heritage conservation districts, which include “group[s] of buildings to 

 
42 A heritage Conservation District is defined by the Ontario Heritage Trust (2021) as a “geographically defined area 
within a municipality that is noted for its distinct heritage character” (p. 1). “Subsection 41 in Part V of the Ontario 
Heritage Act enables the council of a municipality to designate the entire municipality or any defined area or areas 
of the municipality as a Heritage Conservation District” (The Ministry of Culture, 2005, p. 5). 
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entire settlements” (p. 5).43 In provincial guidelines for conservation district designation, a 

heritage conservation district must be “a concentration of heritage resources with special 

character or historical association” (The Ministry of Culture, 2005, p. 5). In Kingston, Ontario, 

221-223 King Street East stands as part of the Old Sydenham Heritage Conservation District and 

King Street corridor, otherwise referred to as the “’ceremonial entrance to the downtown’” 

(Bray Heritage, 2015, p. 10).  

   The amount of provincial and municipal control over heritage interpretation and conservation 

management can be seen in a report presented to Heritage Kingston concerning physical 

changes to 221-223 King Street East. By-Law Number 8892 defines 221-223 King Street East as a 

property that “has been given a highly individual character by the unique handling of planes, 

textures and details. In spite of numerous unsympathetic additions, its character is still strong” 

(Hurdle, 2018, p. 226). In terms of aesthetic value, “any alterations to the property should 

conserve the heritage attributes ascribed to the corridor” (Hurdle, 2018, p. 227). The report 

stresses an urgent need to ensure that the property remains historically accurate, or in other 

words, unchanged in historical meaning. For example, as an appropriate measure promoting 

the original design and function of the property, the colour of paint must remain “compatible 

with the heritage character of the district and… complementary to the age, style and detailing 

of the building” (Hurdle, 2018, p. 227). In addition, the idea of adaptive reusing of 221-223 King 

Street East is proposed to reinforce the cultural heritage of the landscape (Hurdle, 2018). For 

example, volume 2, pages 53-56 of Buildings of Architectural and Historical Significance 

 
43 The Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Sport, otherwise known as The Ministry of Culture (2005), acts as the 
agency responsible for overseeing municipal heritage planning from a provincial perspective. 
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emphasizes how 221-223 King Street East is “maintained today as business and professional 

offices” (Hurdle, 2018, p. 227), which correlates with the property’s accepted historical identity 

as a law office.  

  In analyzing the designation of 221-223 King Street East from the perspective of the ideologies 

surrounding heritage conservation districts, a greater spatial narrative appears to be 

communicated. 221-223 King Street East carries a legitimized cultural significance 

commemorating colonial settler presences through the constructed meanings attached to the 

Old Sydenham Heritage Conservation District and King Street corridor. In Reference to the 

Historic Places’ catalogue, 221-223 King Street East’s heritage designation under the Ontario 

Heritage Act is justified by the property’s contribution to the surrounding local heritage (Parks 

Canada, 2021). For example, the “historic and architectural character of the King Street East 

neighbourhood”, and its proximity to “Kingston’s most historic buildings”, such as “the 

Frontenac Club (1845), The Empire Life Building (1853), and St. George’s Cathedral (1825)44  are 

part of the overall heritage district landscape (Parks Canada, 2021, p. 1). The Old Sydenham 

Heritage Conservation District plan describes the entirety of the Old Sydenham landscape as 

“an exceptional concentration of the finest examples of 19th Century architecture”, including 

Murney Tower, the Court House, City Park, and Macdonald Park (Bray heritage, 2015, p. 2). 

    The Old Sydenham Heritage Conservation District, where 221-223 King Street East resides, 

can be viewed as a collection of designated cultural landscapes. These cultural landscapes are 

organized to communicate individual histories which adhere to an overall theme of settler 

 
44 St. George Cathedral is part of a neighbouring downtown conservation district entitled the “St. George Cathedral 
Block” (Parks Canada, 2021).  
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colonialism, Eurocentricity, white supremacy and black erasure. The designated landscapes 

composing the Old Sydenham heritage conservation district connect to each other, “speaking” 

meanings that establish spatial pathways and territories of legitimized cultural heritage. As the 

OSHCD plan reports, an official heritage district is expected to carry, “a concentration of 

heritage buildings, sites, structures, designed landscapes, natural landscapes that are linked by 

aesthetic, historical and socio-cultural contexts or land use” (Bray Heritage, 2015, p. 8).45 

Therefore, an organized structure of memory-scapes are spatially arranged to construct sites of 

normalized and acceptable cultural heritage which fits a white colonial narrative.  

  Employing place-making that fixates on white centered historical presences promotes a 

collective identity in which the public is expected to consume. A telling section of the OSHCD 

plan reiterates the intentional centering of white perspectives, claiming: 

The quality and interest of a district may also depend on the diversity of the lifestyle and the 

traditions of the people who live and work there. As the users and the ultimate guardians, the 

community forms a vital part of a district. The historical and documentary research together 

with field studies present a composite view of an area. The community’s perspectives add 

value and meaning to the various elements. As these come together, a district’s potential 

boundaries and its heritage attributes become clearer. (Ministry of Culture, 2005, p. 5)  

The stated promotion of community inclusivity in the OSHCD plan reveals a problematic 

disconnect between the multi-cultural and racially diverse communities responsible for shaping 

Kingston’s landscape (historically and presently) and the Eurocentric perspectives leading the 

 
45 OSHCD is the abbreviation for Old Sydenham Heritage Conservation District (Bray Heritage, 2015).  
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presentation of cultural heritage in Kingston. The continuation of hegemonic cultural heritage 

interpretation can be seen as a result of the core beliefs within governmental bodies of 

management. The OSHCD plan states, heritage interpretation seeks to foster an 

“understanding, appreciation and pride in the district amongst local residents and the 

community at large…interpreting and promoting the heritage character of the HCD in order to 

foster cultural tourism, provided that such initiatives do not negatively impact the heritage 

attributes of the district” (Bray Heritage, 2015, p. 17).  

   Constructing hegemonic meanings upon and between heritage landscapes points to a 

network of commemorated memories which mask black historical existences. This established 

amnesia of black-Canadian place-making dismisses the inseparable relationship between early 

black-enslaved presences and the settler foundations of Canada. The governing power of 

traditional heritage institutions showcase how legal power and ideological control influence 

heritage designation, historical interpretation, and public memory.  

Disrupting Traditional Memory-Making  

     To discuss the disruption of traditional heritage (traditional memory-making), I focus on the 

problematic nature of heritage management as it relates to Western geographies and 

geographies of enslavement. Drawing upon Bressey‘s (2013) criticisms of celebratory and 

aesthetically pleasing themed heritage, she considers the invisibilization of black historical 

presences through formal heritage management as an un-isolated practice. Across Western 

geographies, censorship functions to detach histories of anti-black racism from designated sites 

of memory (Bressey, 2013; Moody & Small, 2019). Black geographies present within traditional 
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spaces of Englishness and Eurocentricity are often underserved, omitted and/or muted from 

the cultural aesthetic of the landscape (Holyfield & Beacham, 2011; Levenson, 2014).  

   Referring to the English country house, Bressey (2013) writes, “the presence[s] of black men 

and women who lived and worked as free and enslaved servants on these estates is an aspect 

of British history that is often hidden from the main narrative told at heritage sites” (p. 114). In 

agreement, Araujo (2020) and Andrews (2016) emphasize how government run heritage 

institutions refuse to interrupt the celebratory relationships between whiteness, Western 

heroism, and colonial landscapes. The lack of disruption reinforces idealized versions of the 

past and the notion that black peoples did not contribute to the creation, maintenance or 

dismantling of colonial estates (Andrews, 2016; Berlin, 2004; Bressey, 2013). Heritage sites in 

their current state of Euro-centric interpretation represent symbolic spaces and places of 

hegemonic tradition which need to be “re-read” (Berlin, 2004; Bressey, 2013).    

   From a critical heritage perspective, Smith (2006) refers to the English country house as a type 

of heritage site that takes the form of a house museum. The English country house as a house 

museum frequently presents messages of elite social status and inherited wealth. Smith (2006) 

argues that the heritage interpretation of English country houses often creates representational 

icons of England associated with ideas of grandeur, monumentality and aesthetically pleasing 

architectural values. As mentioned by Mandler (1997, as cited in Smith, 2006), the English 

country house, “epitomize[s] the English love of domesticity, of the countryside, of hierarchy, 

continuity and tradition” (p. 117). The materially rich and overt symbolism of these heritage 

landscapes communicate a constructed national identity imagined through the uses of stately 

homes. 
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   The preservation and heritage interpretation of Kenwood House by English Heritage Trust 

reiterates the resistance and segregation of black centered memories as public memory, 

particularly in the case of the historical presence of Dido Elizabeth Belle (Bressey, 2013).46 Dido 

Elizabeth Belle (b.1761-d. 1804), the daughter of an enslaved African woman and a British naval 

officer, lived at Kenwood House under the guardianship of her great uncle Lord Mansfield 

(Bressey, 2013). Araujo (2020) distinguishes the broken connections between collective 

memory and public memory, claiming, “whereas collective memory of slavery can be confined 

to the private circles of groups such as families, public memory is achieved through an 

engagement with the public sphere” (p. 5).  

  Andrews (2016) and Holyfield and Beacham (2011) observe the complex histories of race, 

slavery and injustice that remain un-woven into white-centered narratives to disrupt the public 

preservation of whiteness as ancient and origin. Bressey (2013) states, “of course you are only 

aware of this absence if you know of the story of Dido before you arrive” (p. 117). At the estate, 

a single info-book placed on a corner table remains as the only attempt to publicly share the 

historical narrative of Dido Elizabeth Belle (Bressey, 2013). The connections between Kenwood 

House, slavery and black histories are communicated through the English Heritage website’s 

“Learn” section (Bressey, 2013; English Heritage, 2021). The muted and covert inclusion of 

Belle’s memory “on site” ultimately express tactics of historical disassociation. Moody and 

Small (2019) argue, “the public presentation and consumption of the houses of elites have long 

been used within the construction of certain regional and national identities. Plantation houses 

 
46 Kenwood House is a 17th century Country House located in Hampstead, London under the ownership and 
management of English Heritage (Bressey, 2013).   
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in the American South and rural country houses in Britain have been used to signify the 

‘success’ of the elite dominant class, and present largely romanticized, sanitized historical 

narratives” (p. 35).  

  The legacies of Western romanticism in relation to the traditional interpretation of Kenwood 

House plays a key role in the physical moving of Belle’s narrative to cyberspace (Andrews, 2016; 

Bressey, 2013; Moody & Small, 2019). Presenting black historical narratives as additional 

information placed outside the walls of the official site of memory, allows dominant discourses 

to remain as the immediate cultural heritage consumed by the visiting public (Araujo, 2020; 

Bressey, 2013; Holyfield & Beacham, 2011) While online realms can work to disrupt core 

historical narratives (i.e., Stones Kingston), the black centered interpretation of Kenwood House 

through alternative readings provided “off site” can segregate spaces as territories of “the 

other”. Moreover, these “othered” sites become displaced from the “real” physical landscapes 

of heritage. As a result, the preservation of celebratory memories, such as English nostalgia, are 

presumed as being in no need of re-interpretation (Andrews, 2016; Holyfield & Beacham, 

2011). In connection to black historical presences, Bressey (2013) writes, “we should find room 

for them in our nation’s country houses” (p.120), rather than perpetuating their invisibility and 

segregation.  

  Berlin (2004) unpacks the processes behind censored interpretations of Western colonial 

histories using the United States as a fundamental example. They conclude that, “history and 

memory both speak to the subject of slavery and the long experience of people of African 

descent in their American captivity, but they speak in different tongues” (Berlin, 2004, p. 1266). 

The disconnect that causes white centered history as public memory and black-centered history 
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as collective memory represent a failure to “embrace slavery's complex history and the difficult 

realities of th[e] extraordinary and extreme form of domination and subordination and to 

accept the force of slavery's memory and the passionate legacy it necessarily entails” (Berlin, 

2004, p. 1268).  

   Moody and Small (2019) describe the strategies used by heritage institutions to construct 

racial disassociation, stating, “sites consistently avoid, disregard or sideline mention of slavery 

and the experiences of the enslaved, with information and details a very distant second in 

volume to the lives of the elite whites. Slavery is typically described in passive, general and 

abstract ways, and black people are typically not described in detail, personalized or 

humanized” (p. 40). Page and Mason (2003) also state, “you can go long and far throughout the 

South, into cities and plantations, and learn very little about slavery, segregation, or racial 

violence. Preservationists have played their part in the cover-up” (p. 10). Berlin (2004) and 

Holyfield and Beacham (2011) emphasize the importance of facing and embracing the emotions 

of shame and discomfort that accompany the public memories of black histories connecting to 

slavery. According to Bunch (2010, as cited in Levenson, 2014), becoming more comfortable 

with responses of discomfort toward black history and memory should be a goal for heritage 

institutions.  

   Similarly, Page and Mason (2003) stress a need for heritage preservationists to confront the 

undesirable aspects of American history rather than perpetuate limited constructions of public 

memory. As mentioned by Lowenthal (1985), preserved places that produce feelings and 

emotions of discomfort and sadness oppose heritage interpretations that boast of pride and 

nostalgia. To bridge enduring dominant histories of American “Big Houses” with memories of 
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slavery, heritage interpretation must ultimately erase the practices of obscuring, distancing, 

distorting, and denying the historical narratives of black enslaved peoples (Holyfield & 

Beacham, 2011; Moody & Small, 2019).  

  According to Bressey (2013), removing the barriers of selective public memory causing 

segregations of histories can create an environment where multiple perspectives are voiced 

and heard. Disruptions of Eurocentricity in memory, such as Stones Kingston’s communication 

of Gutches’ historical presence, should not remain defined as a disruption, but rather stand as 

an un-rejected and un-disputed memory which equally shapes the collective cultural identities 

and heritage values of Kingston, Ontario, Canada. In acknowledging the uncomfortable 

historical realities of racial oppression and bondage in Kingston, Ontario, the present state of 

heritage interpretation must become conscious of its connections to the past. As Bressey (2013) 

concludes, cultural landscapes which endure to remember historical narratives must be multi-

vocal and transparent, not depending upon the reserved spaces which define black-centered 

memories as history of optional awareness. Overall, the approaches mentioned above do offer 

a firm stance on how heritage management should involve the process of equal agreement and 

representation across all interpretations and interpreters of history. I question whether this 

perhaps utopic hopefulness of collective public agreement can be or should be possible when 

considering the complexities of black historical presences.  

   Returning to Sophia Pooley’s narrative mentioned in chapter three, her story represents a 

black geography that voices the historical presences of settler colonialism, Indigenous 

territoriality, and slavery in Canada. Within the arena of Canadian heritage management, her 

self-confirmed visibility equally confirms the practices of censorship and amnesia in public 
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memory. For example, the interpretation of Joseph Brant’s historical legacy via the Ontario 

Heritage Act excludes any reference to Pooley. Shadd notes the vitalness of recognizing Pooley 

as a foundational part of Canadian history (Craggs, 2021). Pooley herself claimed, “I guess I was 

the first coloured girl brought into Canada” (Drew, 1856, p. 192).  

   While records indicate the presences of enslaved black women prior to Pooley’s arrival (i.e., 

Marie-Josèphe Angélique), the confidence of her statement should not be discredited by 

mainstream remembering, but rather analyzed, despite the possibility of disagreement amoung 

historical interpreters. As Shadd also emphasizes the complexities at play, they state, “[Pooley] 

provides us with a different take on this whole situation of slavery, because of the fact that she 

had been enslaved in Upper Canada and by a person of Mohawk background” (Craggs, 2021, 

para. 15). What becomes absent from public memory is Pooley’s role in Canadian history and in 

having a perspective (Craggs, 2021). The Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion’s interim executive 

director, Kojo Damptey, points to heritage’s celebratory nature, expressing aspects of Pooley’s 

narrative which could be interpreted through the tone of celebration (Craggs, 2021). She 

mentions how her “resiliency and courage are the traits of people we should be celebrating’” 

(Craggs, 2021, para. 18). Looking deeper into Pooley’s “resiliency and courage” (Craggs, 2021, 

para. 18) a complex, raw social interplay between racialized communities and white settler 

environments surface, which moves beyond the drawn lines of heritage as celebratory. As 

Hunter (2022) writes, “she does not fit Drew’s narrative, which will nearly erase Sophia as her 

history becomes buried beneath well-burnished myths of the Underground Railroad and its 

promises of freedom in Canada, and a present-day Canada that believes it is free of the legacies 

of slavery and systemic racism” (p. 309).  
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   In respects to Kingston, Ontario, a landscape publicly acknowledged as the traditional 

territory of the Haudenosaunee and Anishinaabe and as a built environment shaped by white 

settler activity. Black invisibility in memory and commemoration are continually present amidst 

the monumentality of Eurocentric heritage and its inclusions of Indigenous representation. 

Through traditional heritage bodies (i.e., Ontario Heritage Act, Heritage Kingston, Parks Canada, 

and The Ministry of Culture and Tourism), black histories continue to be displaced or minimally 

represented. I include this discussion on the disruptions of traditional memory-making in order 

to reiterate the complexities of black Canada and black Canadian history echoed throughout my 

research. I now collect these wonderings, complexities, histories, “surprises”, themes, 

absences, and disruptions to finalise my conclusions in respects to addressing the 

invisibilisation of Joseph Gutches through the heritage designation and its historical 

interpretation of 221-223 King Street East.  
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                                                                Concluding Remarks 

   The invisibilisation of Joseph Gutches’ historical presence through the heritage management 

of 221-223 King Street East can be attributed to an interaction between ideological, racial, 

socio-cultural, and spatial practices. I draw upon my thematic analysis of archival material to 

observe the parallels between traditional heritage management and the nature of the archives 

in memory production and constructions of history. Pertaining to the visibilities and 

(in)visibilities of Richard Cartwright, John Solomon Cartwright and Joseph Gutches, the readable 

dominance of white settler presences in archived written documentation mirror the dominant 

narrative of 221-223 King Street East communicated through heritage designation.  

   In observing the heritage landscape of 221-223 King Street East as a “text”, a readable 

dominance of white settler identities can be seen through the preservation and historical 

interpretation of the site which memorialises John Solomon Cartwright and his white loyalist 

ancestry. Based on these parallels, I suggest that there is an active connectivity between the 

archives, heritage designation and public memory, which influences how heritage designation is 

interpreted and justified. The archives function as an authorised source of “official memory-

making” in the arena of public memory, even re-affirming already dominant public memories 

by having them archived as well. This cyclical pattern of memory making is evident in the 

instances where historical biographies published in 1913 and 1979 work to remember Richard 

Cartwright and John Solomon Cartwright as significant historical figures. These historical 

biographies are then archived alongside primary records already imbued with notions of white, 

settler colonial dominance.  
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  As a site of memory production, the archives, in its chronological, name driven, system of 

record keeping, reinforce white dominance as traceable, specifically through the archiving of 

historical documents authored by white settler colonialists. In tracing Gutches’ historical 

presence, his visibility and (in)visibility is contained (virtually and physically) within the archived 

collections categorised under the surname Cartwright. For example, Richard Cartwright’s ledger 

titled, “State of Property and Business 1800-1843”, which refers to Gutches in both ambiguous 

and direct ways, can be traced and tracked at the Queen’s University Archives by searching 

through the Cartwright family fonds. I make note here of how there is no collection, nor box 

with Gutches’ name as the main identifier at the Queen’s University Archives. This reality 

speaks to both the unequal power relations that characterise the ideological and institutional 

nature of slavery and the legacies of settler colonial record making. 

    In relation to the construction of racial visibility and (in)visibility, the hyper-visibility of 

blackness in archived documentation further suggests and affirms the existences of historical 

singularity and selectivity working through heritage designation. As a disconnection between 

archived records and heritage interpretation, the definite, yet minimal, occurrences of Joseph 

Gutches’ presence in archived documentation seize to translate over into the realm of 

traditional heritage. To answer the question, “how can the historical presence of Joseph 

Gutches be omitted from traditional heritage interpretations of 221-223 King Street East when 

direct encounters with black enslavement are visible in archived documentation?”, I draw upon 

the prevalence of celebratory memory, censored histories, and historical amnesia in Canadian 

public memory.  
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  Evident in black led resistances towards the renaming of Negro Creek Road in Grey County, 

Ontario, the practices of erasure by governmental bodies censor the enduring presences of 

black Canadians and black sites of memory under the guise of political correctness. In the 

importance of recognising and condemning racist language, there also lies an equal importance 

to acknowledge the complexities and traumas of black Canadian landscapes. To displace 

blackness out of a response to the discomfort of traumatic memory denies the collective spatial 

practices of place-making that accompany black-Canadian memories. The conflict between 

celebratory and traumatic memory in respects to historical landscapes and heritage value 

produce dominant discourses of heroism. For instance, as Morgan (2017) observes the colonial 

nostalgia of British loyalism as an idealised and mythologized version of Canadian history, I lean 

toward the conclusion of these national celebratory discourses as one of the driving forces 

perpetuating the invisibilisation of black histories.  

  The white settler constructions of national belonging and community membership imagine 

black Canadian ancestry as “other” and foreign in relation to white Canadian senses of home. In 

these practices of celebration, blackness is allowed to be placed in Canadian history more 

frequently when notions of inclusivity are at the center. The mainstream narratives of the 

Underground Railroad are an example of a history that has been dissected and sorted through. 

The deliverance experienced by black enslaved men and women who crossed into Canada 

becomes a focal point in national memory, trumping the simultaneous history of anti-black 

racism and black led resistance upon the Canadian landscape. I now pose a second question, 

“does virtual public memory of uncomfortable black histories result from practices of racial 

invisibilisation and displacement through authorised heritage designation”?  
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   As seen through the Stones Kingston (2018) project, online public memory can actively 

present counter-narratives that disrupt hegemonic interpretations of history and place. 

Simultaneously, the exclusion of black memory from the physical heritage of designated sites 

constructs black historical presences as ghostly, “other” worldly, and “being here, and not being 

here” (Walcott, 2003, p. 48). Physical heritage landscapes that present selective historical 

interpretations and public memories, such as household estates, echo the invisibility associated 

with geographies of enslavement and black domesticity. In similarity to the ambiguity and 

invisibility of black enslaved spaces in white owners’ households, such as closets, attics, and 

storage rooms, the censoring of slaveholding from colonial heritage estates acts to hide the 

historical presences of black enslaved peoples (Strutt, 2012).   

    Bridging together the points discussed above, I lastly consider the limitations of traditional 

memory production. I view heritage landscapes, such as 221-223 King Street East, as an archive, 

or in other words, a preservation of a selective public memory. The selectivity in official 

heritage creates limitations and impossibilities when seeking to remember blackness in Canada. 

Traditional heritage management limits black memory through its strategies of exclusion and 

erasure. Here, I question whether the characteristics of traditional heritage designation and 

preservation can fully capture the complexity and multiplicity of black Canada. Can monuments, 

designations, plaques, conservation laws, commemorations, statues, pleasant aesthetics, and 

linearity properly account for the layered and overlapping timelines that often accompany black 

Canadian histories and geographies? Although I leave this question open, I consider these 

wonderings to be a critique of the hegemonic undertones of traditional memory making that 
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de-center public memories of blackness and black enslaved histories by placing them in the 

confines of collective memory, or the peripheral spaces of remembering.  

   In closing, the black absented presence of Joseph Gutches constructed through the heritage 

designation of 221-223 King Street East reinforces the invisibilisation of African Canadian 

histories in public memory. The absence of black enslaved histories from traditional heritage 

interpretation can be attributed to the normativity of white settler colonial dominance in 

archived documentation and archival record keeping pertaining to Canadian history. In 

addition, the legacies of anti-black racism and black hyper-visibility/invisibility in relation to 

black personhood, black senses of belonging, black place-making, and black sites of memory 

contribute to the dismissal of early black Canada. Moreover, the constructions of idealised 

national discourses and traditional authorised heritage discourses perpetuate black erasure and 

the censoring of uncomfortable histories surrounding African enslavement in Canada. These 

interactions between ideological, racial, socio-cultural, and spatial practices function to render 

enduring black Canadian presences and historical black enslaved presences invisible. 
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